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1.

Introduction

1.1

High-Valent Metal-Oxo Intermediates in Biology

Ever since the Industrial Revolution, which marked the beginning of the late period of the Modern
Era, the scientific discoveries and technological advancements have paced the ever-growing
demand of base materials, highly functionalized products and energy together with the dramatic
increase of the human population.1,2 The flourishing knowledge on the physical, biological and
chemical laws governing the world allowed for a vertiginous acceleration in the development of
new materials, drugs, production techniques and investigation procedures. However, while the
growing demand rate have not given signs of deceleration since then, the ability of modern economy
to meet its requirements has been reaching a plateau in the last decades, threatening the danger of
slowing down growth. Therefore, modern science has focused tremendous amounts of effort on the
optimization of known processes and the discovery of new paths for the production of necessary
goods.
Among the most pressing issues of post-modern society, the depletion of non-renewable energy
sources constitutes the most important and alarming one. In order to substitute fossil-based oil
processes and find alternative (and renewable) sources to power the growth of modern society,
chemists have been focusing their attention on new paths towards oxidation of hydrocarbons as a
mean to exploit abundant available deposits and recycle some of the byproducts of industrial
processes.3 However, the selective functionalization of strong C−H bonds constitutes a non-trivial
challenge in itself, given the high oxidizing power necessary for such reactions.
In this regard, nature constitutes a convenient source of inspiration for chemists, given the ability
of natural enzymes to perform an impressive variety of challenging reactions aimed at the efficient
production and utilization of energy feedstocks. A large variety of natural active centers has evolved
to perform demanding oxidations of substrates by harnessing the oxidative power of an abundant
and easily available molecule: dioxygen. In fact, many enzymes can perform the exergonic fourelectron reduction of dioxygen to water to exploit the thermodynamically favored enthalpy change
of −80 kcal·mol−1 and drive the associated catalytic cycles.4,5 However, despite this clear
thermodynamic advantage of using oxygen as oxidant, nature had to deal with the intrinsic difficulty
of activating O2 in ambient conditions. In fact, the dioxygen molecule is kinetically rather stable at
25°C, owing to its triplet ground state (3O2) which makes direct two-electron oxidations of organic
substrates, usually closed-shell systems, spin-forbidden.4,6–10 Additionally, the one-electron
reduction of O2 to superoxide is thermodynamically “uphill” by 7.8 kcal·mol−1.5,11 To overcome the
obstacle of dioxygen activation and exploit spin-allowed transformations, natural enzymes
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therefore activate 3O2 using transition metal ions with open-shell configuration.12–14 The availability
of multiple stable spin-states with open-shell configurations and numerous oxidation states typical
of transition metals allows them to behave as reductants that allow for the favorable two- or fourelectron reductions of oxygen and/or promote the reduction to reactive superoxide anions.15–18
The most common metals found in natural enzymes that perform O2 activation are iron, copper and
manganese, and they constitute the active sites of a large assortment of enzymes capable of
performing a variety of substrate transformations like hydroxylation, desaturation, halogenation,
formation of heterocyclic rings, epoxidation and decarboxylation.19–24 Usually, the catalytic cycles
start with the stepwise reduction of O2 at the metal center, with the formation of oxidized metal-O
complexes.25 In the following steps, the main active species that perform substrates oxidations are
therefore complexes containing high-valent M-oxo cores that display unchallenged reactivity.24–27
Therefore, the understanding of the nature of these intermediates is a non-trivial key requirement
for the development of novel, cheap, bioinspired catalysts for industrial use, and in the last decades
scientists devoted great deals of effort to characterize and model those species.

1.2

Heme and Non-Heme Enzymes

Among the transition metals cited above, iron has the highest relative abundance on earth’s crust,
and therefore has been integrated in numerous biological transformations in all realms of life.28
Iron-containing enzymes that activate O2 and H2O2 are key species in important metabolic processes
(catabolism), chemical energy conversions (cellular respiration), the formation of blood vessels
(angiogenesis), O2 transport, cellular programmed death (apoptosis), degradation of reactive
radicals and oxygenation of organic substrates.19,26,29 Among the numerous open-shell
configurations and oxidation states available for Fe, the high-spin (HS) ferrous (FeII) state is the
most common in oxygen activating enzymes, and it is found in different coordination environments
within enzymes structures.27
Three main structural motifs for oxygen-activating iron enzymes are encountered in nature (Figure
1). In heme enzymes, a mononuclear iron center is coordinated by a macrocyclic protoporphyrin
IX ligand and by an axial peptide residue depending on the function of the enzyme: cysteine is
bound in oxygenases, while tyrosine and histidine act as ligands in the active centers of peroxidases
and catalases respectively.5,27 The majority of such enzymes perform the activation of substrates
via oxoiron(IV) reactive intermediates, the most common of which is the so called Compound-I
(Cpd-I), better described as an FeIV=O center coupled with a -radical cation lying on the porphyrin
ligand (for additional information see Section 1.4).
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Figure 1. Representation of the three structural motifs discussed in 1.2: high-valent Fe-oxo intermediates in
some heme and non-heme enzymes.

On the other hand, mononuclear non-heme active centers contain iron coordinated by a combination
of peptide residues in a non-macrocyclic fashion. Most non-heme enzymes have a set of two
histidine and a carboxylate (Asp or Glu) coordinating groups oriented in a facial arrangement on
the metal center, forming what is commonly known as the 2-His/1-Asp (or 1-Glu) facial triad.24,30–
32

A subset of non-heme dioxygenases present instead a 3-His facial triad and perform

dioxygenations of sulfur-containing residues, as in the case of cysteine dioxygenases (CDO).
Prominent examples of mononuclear non-heme Fe enzymes are taurine -ketoglutarate (-KG)
dioxygenase, which hydroxylates taurine via a non-heme FeIV-oxo active intermediate (TauD-J),
and the family of Rieske dioxygenases, that are proposed to perform the vicinal dihydroxylation of
C−C unsaturated bonds via an HO−Fe(V)O active complex.20 The detailed mechanisms of both
heme and non-heme enzymes cited above will be discussed in Section 1.4.
The last group of common structures comprises dinuclear non-heme centers that catalytically
activate C−H bonds, as found in toluene monoxygenases, ribonucleotidereductases, fatty acids
desaturases and the most famous and deeply investigated soluble methane monoxygenases.23,33
These species present two non-heme iron centers coordinated by two histidine and four carboxylate
residues. As an example of the involvement of high-valent Fe-oxo intermediates in this last class of
enzymes, complex Q of soluble methane monooxygenase (sMMO) was characterized as a dimeric
FeIV complex with a bridging oxo group and a Fe=O site, constituting the active intermediate in the
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oxidation of methane to methanol.34,35 Despite the deep interest sparked by this last class of diiron
active sites, this work focuses on the investigation of mononuclear high-valent FeIV-oxo models for
the first two classes of structural motifs presented; for a more detailed description of dimeric active
centers, the reader is invited to explore the vast literature available on the topic.23,36

1.3

The Fe=O Bond

In all examples cited in Section 1.2, the active species of the catalytic cycles of either heme or nonheme enzymes are high valent Fe complexes of the oxo ligand. Therefore, the Fe=O group seems
to be the key feature that nature has chosen to perform the immense variety of the reactions covered
by those enzymes. In order to be able to exploit nature as inspiration for the development of new
industrial processes, understanding of the nature of the iron-oxo bond in such intermediates is
paramount. As shown in Figure 2, the oxoiron(IV) intermediates are mainly found in two
coordination environments possessing either tetragonal (C4v) or trigonal (C3v) symmetry, typical of
heme- and non-heme centers respectively. The nature of the Fe=O bond can be initially understood
using ligand field theory.
In order to elucidate the nature of the orbitals involved in the iron-oxo bonding let us consider the
tetragonal symmetry. The metal ion participates in bonding with its five d orbitals, the degeneracy
of which has been lifted upon interaction with a formally octahedral ligand field, and further
reduced from Oh to C4v (loss of an xy mirror plane) by the strong interaction with the oxo ligand.
The latter instead act as both -donor and -donor in bonding interactions with its doubly occupied
2p orbitals.25 Figure 2 shows the final ligand field splitting owing to the -antibonding interactions
between Fe and the oxo group, which rise the energies of orbitals dxz,yz, and to the -antibonding
interaction that destabilizes the dz2 orbital above the dx2 −y2 .
The six electrons that populate low energy - and -bonding orbitals (not shown in Figure 2) are
responsible for the triple bond nature of terminal MIV-oxo complexes of early transition metals.
However, in case of an FeIV=O complex the bond order is decreased to two by population of the
dxz,yz orbitals, which are -antibonding with respect to the Fe-O interaction. The result is a reactive
iron-oxo double bond that is responsible for the catalytic activity and instability of most oxoiron(IV)
complexes. Additionally, in the case of late transition metals, the instability of the terminal oxo
complex can be enhanced by the valence tautomerisms of the M−O bond, which is, to some extent,
relevant for Fe complexes as well.
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Figure 2. Orbital splitting of oxoiron(IV) intermediates in tetragonal (left) and trigonal (right) geometry.

The comparatively low energy of the d orbitals for late transition metals, close to the ones of the donor oxo ligand, is responsible for the high covalency of the M-oxo bond and therefore for the
partial metal-oxyl radical character (with the metal reduced by one electron), which is predicted to
promote reactivity towards substrates, and hence increased instability.37,38
The different electronic structures owing to different ligand environments, as in the heme/non-heme
case, account for the fine tuning and extreme versatility of the Fe=O moiety in natural active centers,
as mentioned above. In heme FeIV=oxo intermediates iron is most often found in the low spin
configuration (ferromagnetically or antiferromagnetically coupled with a -radical cation porphyrin
ligand) and tetragonal symmetry due to the strong ligand field of the porphyrinato dianions, while
the weak field of the facial 2-His/1-Asp(Glu, His) triad accounts for the S = 2 nature of iron(IV) in
most non-heme trigonal complexes. However, despite the different spin states found in nature, the
Fe=O double bond shows similar strengths, lengths and stretching frequencies in both S = 1 and
S = 2 cases.19,29,33,39,40 In fact, in both states the two -orbitals that are antibonding with respect to
the Fe−O bond are singly occupied regardless of the spin state, symmetry or other electronic
features.
With a clearer depiction of the electronic structure of the high-valent Fe-oxo intermediates, the next
section will present the different catalytic cycles of heme and non-heme natural active centers, and
the typical substrate activation reactivity of such species.
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1.4

Formation and Reactivity of Heme and Non-Heme High-Valent Fe=O

Intermediates

Typically, catalytic cycles for oxygen activation and substrate oxidation start with the activation of
dioxygen at a FeII center. Reductive binding of O2 is accompanied by one-electron oxidation of the
metal with the formation of an FeIII-superoxo complex which is the first catalytic intermediate of
the cycle, common to both heme and non-heme systems. From this point onward the cycles differ
between different classes of enzymes, as shown in Figure 3. The cycles continue with stepwise
reductions of dioxygen, in which two of the electrons necessary to complete the four-electron
reduction from O2 to oxo groups are generally provided by additional cosubstrates that behave as
reductants. To this extent, many enzymes make use of tetrahydrobiopterin or 2-oxoacids (see
taurine -ketoglutarate dioxygenase below), while others exploit NADH as source of electrons (e.g.
Cytochrome P450 and Rieske dioxygenases).24,31,32 However, it has been recently discovered that a
class of enzymes, isopenicillin-N synthase (IPNS), can also perform the four-electron reduction of
O2 coupled with substrates oxidation in absence of additional reductant (Figure 3 reports the
mechanism for the generation of the oxoiron(IV) active intermediate of IPNS).41

Figure 3. Biological pathways for the formation of high-valent Fe-oxo enzymatic intermediates. Adapted
from reference [27].

In the catalyitc cycle of the non-heme taurine -ketoglutarate dioxygenase enzyme the initial ferric
superoxo intermediate evolves via the oxidation of the coordinated 2-oxoacid and subsequent
decarboxylation, generating the high-valent TauD-J oxoiron(IV) active intermediate. Remarkably,
6
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the latter species was the first non-heme oxoiron(IV) enzymatic intermediate to be fully
characterized both spectroscopically and structurally.19,42 In Rieske dioxygenases instead, the
FeIII−OO●− ion is reduced with NADH and protonated to form an FeIII-hydroperoxo intermediate.
The subsequent proton-promoted homolytic splitting of the O−O bond releases water and generates
the active oxoiron(V) species in which both redox equivalents necessary for the additional twoelectron reduction of oxygen are taken from the iron center.20,43–46 A similar path is chosen by hemeenzymes of the Cytochrome P450 family, although with an important difference: the two redox
equivalents that generated the formal Fe(V) active species are stored both on the metal and on the
oxidized porphyrin ligand, with the formation of an FeIV-oxo -radical cation porphyrin system
called Compound I (Cpd-I).5,47

Reactivity of high-valent iron-oxo heme intermediates: Cpd-I

As mentioned above, heme enzymes are responsible for an impressive variety of reactions involving
oxygen in all the available oxidation states. However, most of these natural catalysts rely on Cpd-I
as their common active intermediate, and Scheme 1 shows the most studied reactions that this
intermediate performs in natural catalytic cycles. Among those, the involvement of this species in
selective hydroxylations of very strong C−H bonds by the Cytochrome P450 family of enzymes is
the main reason for the great deal of effort that scientists have devoted to its characterization and to
the study of its reactivity patterns.5,47
Direct characterization of Cpd-I of P450 has been achieved only recently,48 given its extreme
reactivity and instability, but the results of these studies were analogous to what has been previously
shown for the more stable Cpd-I of other heme enzymes such as horseradish peroxidase (HRP),
chloroperoxidase (CPO) and catalase. The complex can be described as containing an S = 1 FeIV
metal center coupled with a -radical cation porphyrin ligand. In particular, a weak ferromagnetic
coupling (imposing a total spin ST = 3/2) has been observed in many peroxidases and catalases
while strong ferromagnetic couplings to ST = 1/2 species is typical of cysteinate-ligated CPO and
P450 intermediates.48–51
The mechanism of hydroxylation of strong aliphatic C−H bonds was first proposed in the ‘70s by
Groves and coworkers and involves an initial hydrogen atom abstraction (HAA, confirmed by large
KIE values) that proceeds with the generation of the substrate radical, protonation of the oxygen
moiety and the reduction of the porphyrin radical with the formation of Compound II (Cpd-II): an
FeIV−OH complex.52,53 The following step, called “oxygen rebound”, is the combination of the
radical of the substrate with the hydroxyl group of Cpd-II to afford the hydroxylated product and a
reduced cysteinate-FeIII porphyrin center, as shown in Scheme 1.54–57
7
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Scheme 1. Most relevant C−H or C=C activation reactions performed by mononuclear heme (Cytochrome
P450) and non-heme high-valent oxoiron active intermediates. Adapted from reference [27].

Although all the enzymes cited so far form the corresponding Cpd-I as active species, a key feature
that marks the difference between Cytochrome P450 and peroxidases/catalases is the fact that the
latter ones are not able to activate aliphatic C−H bonds, while the Cpd-I of P450 can selectively
hydroxylate bonds with BDEs well above 100 kcal∙mol−1 with second order rate constants of
107 M−1 s−1 .57 Recently, the explanation for this behavior has been found in the role of the axial
cysteinate residue that is present in P450 but not in the other two classes of heme enzymes (Figure
4). In fact, a study from Green and coworkers has investigated the reason behind the fact that
although Cpd-I is able to oxidize substrates that requires quite demanding thermodynamic
0′
potentials (𝐸𝐶∙/𝐶𝐻
~ 1.5 V vs. NHE) it does so without destroying the protein framework around the

active center, that contain easily oxidizable residues such as tyrosine and tryptophan. Therefore,
they developed a thermodynamic model that aimed at comparing the driving force of the substrate
activation with the one of the competing protein oxidation, quantified by the respective free energies
of reaction. The latter depends both on the reduction potential of Cpd-I and on the pKa of Cpd-II,
as suggested by the Bordwell equation (equation 1), where 𝐵𝐷𝐹𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙 (𝑂 − 𝐻) is the bond
0
dissociation energy of the incipient O−H bond, 𝐸𝐶𝑝𝑑−𝐼
the reduction potential of the associated

Cpd-I, and 𝐶𝐺,𝑠𝑜𝑙 an experimentally determined constant.58,59
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0
𝐵𝐷𝐹𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙 (𝑂 − 𝐻) = 1.37𝑝𝐾𝑎 𝐶𝑝𝑑−𝐼𝐼 + 23.06𝐸𝐶𝑝𝑑−𝐼
+ 𝐶𝐺,𝑠𝑜𝑙

(1)

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the active centers of the three Cpd-I of Cytochrome P450, Catalase and
Peroxidase with the axial cysteine, histidine, and tyrosine residues, respectively.

The model argues that the presence of the axial cysteinate promotes the activation of C−H bonds
over the competing reaction by the generation of a strongly basic Cpd-II.55,60–63 The difference
between the free energy of substrate oxidation (named “productive pathway”) and the free energy
of protein scaffold oxidation (“non-productive pathway”) was shown to be independent on the
reduction potential of Cpd-I but directly affected by the pKa of Cpd-II: a change in one unit of pKa
affects the free energy difference by 1.37 kcal∙mol−1, with higher pKa corresponding to a more
favorable productive pathway. At the same time, the kinetics of the non-productive pathway are
decreased by the same increment in basicity of the Cpd-II intermediate. Finally, Groves and
coworkers successfully measured the pKa of Cpd-II of CYP158 obtaining a very high value of 11.9,
confirming the high basicity of Cpd-II and the protonated FeIV-OH state. The work showed that the
elevated basicity slows down the non-productive pathway by five orders of magnitude compared to
substrate oxidation, therefore explaining the incredible proficiency in strong C−H bonds
hydroxylations of the Cytochrome P450 family.64 This successful study not only provided a solid
strategy to improve the efficiency of heme model catalytic systems but also exposed the dramatic
influence of the axial thiolate ligand on their reactivity.
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Heme model complexes: axial ligand effect and two-state reactivity
In 1981 Groves and coworkers synthesized the first FeIV-oxo porphyrin -cation radical model
complex using the sterically hindered meso-tetramesitylporphyrinato ligand (TMP) by oxidation of
a [(TMP)FeIII(Cl)] complex with meta-chloroperbenzoic acid (MCPBA).22 The Cpd-I model
showed typical spectroscopic features of an FeIV metal and a radical porphyrinato ligand and
exhibited a short Fe−O distance of 1.60 Å that confirmed the double bond character. 65 From that
date, a large variety of [(porph+●)FeIV(O)X] complexes with different substituents on the
macrocycle have been successfully studied, and their electronic structure has been determined to
exhibit a total quartet ground state deriving from ferromagnetic coupling of the S = 1 FeIV center
with the radical ligand.8,21,47,66 Although this is in contrast to the total doublet ground state measured
for the Cpd-I of P450 enzymes, the doublet-quartet spin state change has been shown to be rather
facile for the model complexes.5,67 The models proved to be proficient oxidants in alkane
epoxidations (that proceeds through an oxygen atom transfer – OAT – mechanism) and C−H bonds
hydroxylations, therefore confirming their validity as mimics of the natural active species despite
the difference in magnetic ground state. To explain this similarity, Shaik, Schwarz and Schröder
proposed a C−H hydroxylation mechanism in which a doublet-quartet spin crossover process would
be active along the reaction coordinate, named “two-state reactivity” (TSR, shown in Figure 5).68–
70

Figure 5. Energy profile of the TSR mechanism in C−H bond hydroxylation by heme models. Transition
states are indicated with TS while initial states with R. The doublet path is reported in black, while the path
over the quartet state is depicted in red. Adapted from references [27] and [47].
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In this model, the hydroxylation process is divided into two stages: the initial C−H bond activation
via hydrogen atom abstraction (HAA) and the rebound phase mentioned above. The initial doublet
and quartet spin ground states (2R and 4R in Figure 5) are very close in energy, and they remain so
during the first phase in which a transition state between the Fe=O and the C−H bond (TSH) is
formed. The small energy difference in the HS and LS transition states led to the formulation of the
hypothesis according to which both spin states would significantly contribute to the reaction
pathway (at least in the first phase), hence the TSR name. However, the rebound phase has been
shown to possess significantly higher activation barriers on the HS path (TSreb), while a rapid and
essentially barrier-less collapse to the hydroxylated product is (IH) predicted for the low-spin
pathway.26,27,47
In 2009 Nam, Shaik and coworkers synthesized a series of axially substituted [(TMP+●)Fe(O)X]
complexes bearing hydroxide, acetate, chloride and triflate as axial ligand trans to the oxo group,
allowing for the evaluation of the effect of axial ligand donor properties on the HAT and OAT
reactivity of the models.71 They have shown that both HAT and OAT rates increase with the
increasing electron-donor abilities of the axial anion. Faster H-atom abstraction was supposed to be
due to an increased basicity of the corresponding product Cpd-II, promoted by the higher electron
density on the Fe-O group, while the weakening of the Fe=O bond in the Cpd-I intermediate would
have been responsible for faster OAT rates. However, Fuji and coworkers have later reported a
second series of complexes with trifluoroacetate, nitrate, acetate, chloride, fluoride, hydrocinnamate
and benzoate for which the reaction rates did not correlate neither with Fe=O stretching frequencies
nor with the Cpd-I model reduction potentials, but rather with the reduction potentials of the
corresponding [(TMP)FeIII(X)] product obtained after the rebound step.72,73 Therefore, according to
this second study the control of the axial ligand on reactivity would come from the
stabilization/destabilization of the final ferric product, rather than from direct effect on the Cpd-I
intermediate. However, the vast amounts of efforts dedicated to unravelling the reactivity control
on Cpd-I models led to the involvement of a number of phenomena and processes that are supposed
to be active during the reaction (entropic contributions to energy barriers, Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi
correlations, structural effects, medium effects, etc…), that complicates the overall picture to a
significant extent. Many of these phenomena are still under debate and the most relevant ones for
our discussion will be described in next section.27

Non-heme enzymes and general reactivity
As mentioned in Section 1.2, the TauD-J intermediate of taurine -KG dioxygenase (Figure 1) was
the first high-valent oxoiron(IV) non-heme active intermediate to be unambiguously characterized.
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The presence of a Fe=O double bond was confirmed by resonance Raman (rR) and EXAFS studies,
which revealed a distance of 1.62 Å similar to the ones observed for heme analogues.74,75 The weak
ligand field exerted by the 2-His/1-Asp facial triad is reflected by the S = 2 spin state of the metal
center, as confirmed by variable-field Mößbauer studies. To date, a large number of other non-heme
active intermediates has been shown to possess similar electronic structures and to be involved in a
variety of catalytic cycles of natural enzymes such as epoxidases, hydroxylases, halogenases,
desaturases, epimerases and more.27,76–78 These reactions have been shown to proceed with a
mechanism similar to the one described for the P450 Cpd-I-mediated hydroxylations: an initial ratedetermining HAA step (as confirmed by large KIE values)79 is followed by the rapid oxygenrebound (hydroxylases), a second HAA (desaturases) or a halogen-carbon bond formation
(halogenases). In addition to these catalytic transformations, Section 1.2 introduced another class
of non-heme iron enzymes, namely the Rieske dioxygenases, that can perform the challenging cisdihdroxylation of aromatic substrates via a reactive OH−Fe(V)=O intermediate (Scheme 1).
Despite the great variety of reactions that non-heme enzymes can perform, the majority of them is
found to perform hydroxylation of alkyl and aryl C−H bonds, giving us a chance to focus on two
important concepts that affect the rates of this specific reaction.
As mentioned when discussing the HAA reactivity of heme systems, the high activity toward C−H
bond activation of non-heme oxoiron(IV) intermediates is strongly dependent on the basicity of the
one-electron reduced product of the HAA: the stronger the incipient O−H bond, the faster the HAA
rates. This dependency has been shown to often overtake the effect of increased or decreased redox
potential of the formal FeIVO/FeIIIO couple, as shown by the seminal work of Mayer and
coworkers.80,81 In addition to this, the HAA reaction is also controlled by the type of orbital
interaction between the substrate (C−H) bond and the involved frontier molecular orbitals (FMO)
of the Fe=O.27,82,83 Section 1.3 has shown that in a tetragonal symmetry the metal dz2 orbital forms
* interactions with the oxo ligand, while the dxz and dyz are -antibonding towards the Fe=O
interaction: these three are the FMOs with which the Fe=O group participate in C−H bond
activation. In fact, the electron transferred in the HAA process can populate either the * dz2 or
one of the two * orbitals depending on their relative energies, that in turn depend on the electronic
structure of the complex enforced by the supporting ligands. However, the two different scenarios,
termed  and  reaction pathways, have different requirements for an optimal orbital overlap. If the
electron is transferred from the (C−H) bond to the dz2 orbital, maximum orbital overlap will be
reached when the C−H bond approaches the Fe=O moiety in a vertical fashion (as shown in Figure
6) resulting in a linear M−O−H transition state, while a -pathway requires donation to the * dxz,yz
and a side-on approach resulting in a bent M−O−H group. The second approach has intrinsically
higher steric requirements due to the proximity of the substrate molecule to the supporting
12
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equatorial ligands, and therefore it usually shows higher activation barriers for the initial HAA step,
as discussed in more detail in next section.
In summary, a variety of factor can affect the hydroxylation rates in non-heme catalytic cycles, and
their analysis required the development of efficient model complexes to circumvent the difficulty
associated with direct study of natural intermediates.

Figure 6. Representation of the - and -pathway for the HAA performed by S = 1 and S =2 oxoiron(IV)
centers, adapted from reference [82] .

Non-heme oxoiron(IV) model complexes: TSR and axial ligand effect

The growing interest in creating efficient model complexes for the intermediates discussed above
led to the design of the first high-valent non-heme iron-oxo synthetic complex by Wieghardt and
coworkers in 2000. They employed the cyclam-acetate (cyclam-ac) ligand, a modification of the
cyclam scaffold, to synthesize the ferric (FeIII) complex [(cyclam-ac)FeIII(OTf)]+ and performed
ozonolysis at −80°C, to obtain an oxoiron(IV) S = 1 complex.84 Few years later, Nam, Münck, Que
and coworkers employed a methylated cyclam scaffold to obtain the first structurally characterized
non-heme FeIV=O complex (Figure 7), opening a new synthetic field that led to the development of
more than 80 other non-heme FeIV=O model complexes to date (Figure 7).82,85–87
Despite the large number of available complexes, most of them exhibit a triplet (S = 1) ground state,
in contrast with natural non-heme intermediates. Only few examples of quintet ground states were
reported when a trigonal (C3) symmetry was enforced around iron or due to clever supporting ligand
design.87–90 One could therefore wonder why nature would have chosen to systematically employ
S = 2 FeIV=O intermediates in HAT and OAT reactions, in place of the low-spin counterparts. An
answer to this question has been extensively provided by theoretical calculations that showed the
quintet-state to be more reactive in substrate oxidations compared to the triplet one.91–95
13
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Figure 7. Notable examples of non-heme oxoiron(IV) model complexes and corresponding spin ground states.
X denotes a generic axial ligand.

The reason for the enhanced reactivity of the higher spin states has to be found in the difference
between the  and  HAT pathway introduced in Section 1.4. In fact, HAT reactions that happen
on the quintet surface predominantly adopt a  pathway for the C−H activation, therefore
experiencing reduced steric strain and a lower activation energy barrier. Addition of an electron in
the * dz2 orbital in a S = 2 configuration maximizes the number of exchange interactions, further
reducing the barrier on the quintet surface. S = 1 complexes instead were calculated to react via a
higher-barrier  pathway and therefore to show much slower reaction rates due to steric repulsion
and lowered number of exchange interactions.26,27,94 However, subsequent experimental estimation
of the HAA reaction rates for S = 1 complexes drastically deviated from the calculated values,
exhibiting unexpectedly fast reactivity. This discrepancy between experiments and theory led to the
hypothesis of a two-state reactivity mechanism analogous to the one discussed above, where the
S = 1 complexes would perform spin crossover to the more reactive quintet state during the
interaction with the C−H bond of the substrate (Figure 8).
As a direct consequence of a TSR mechanism, it would seem reasonable to assess that changes that
affect the energy barrier for the spin crossover phenomenon would in turn affect the rates of the
HAA step. Indeed, confirmation of this hypothesis were experimentally provided by a series of
axially ligated TMC-FeIV-oxo complexes bearing anions with different donor properties in the axial
position trans to the oxo group, synthesized by Que, Shaik, Nam and coworkers in 2007.96 When
the axial CH3CN molecule was substituted with trifluoroacetate, azide and a tethered thiolate
(Figure 9), two distinct effects were observed for OAT and HAA rates: increasing axial ligand
donation slowed oxygen atom transfer, according to the decreasing trend of electrophilicity of the
complexes, but increased HAA rates in what has been named a “antielectrophilic trend”.
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Figure 8. Depiction of the TSR phenomenon for tetragonally coordinated S = 1 non-heme model complexes.

This second behavior was initially explained by the fact that increased axial donation decreases the
energy of the dx2 −y2 orbital compared to the dxy (while at the same time destabilizing dz2 and
dxz,yz), thereby reducing the triplet-quintet energy gap and the barrier for the spin crossover during
HAA.97

Figure 9. TMC−FeIVO complexes presented in the text. The reported names will be used in following
chapters.
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However, when the series was expanded to include two complexes with tethered dimethylacetamide
and its conjugated base −CH=C(O) −NMe2 (Figure 9), the reactivity trend was reversed, with the
more electron donating complex showing lowest rates, following an “electrophilic” trend.98 In depth
theoretical analyses provided the explanation of this behavior and a complete depiction of the effect
of axial ligands on the energy of the FMOs involved in HAT and rates. According to this improved
model (Figure 10), the reduction in triplet-quintet gap is counterbalanced by the destabilization of
the * dz2 orbital, which in a  pathway acts as the electron receiving FMO. Therefore, if the energy
of the dz2 orbital is raised, the activation barrier for the HAA at the S = 2 surface increases, slowing
the overall rate. The final rate is therefore the balanced result of these two contrasting factors: the
“electrophilic” trend seen for the last two complexes of Figure 9 is due to the fact that the decrease
in triplet-quintet gap is not great enough to balance the increase in activation barrier, while the
opposite is true in the previous series (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Effect of the donation ability of the axial ligands (X) on the series of TMC-Fe=O (S = 1) complexes
reported by Que, Shaik and Nam (reference [96]). Adapted from reference [82] .

Although this model is still accepted as the most accurate available, Section 1.5 will discuss the
challenge posed by the HAA reactivity recorded for the tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) complex reported
by our group.99 To date, the TSR model is still under debate, and further experimental efforts to
refine the understanding of the axial ligand effect are needed.
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Thiolate ligation in non-heme model complexes

Section 1.4 explained the fundamental role that the cysteinate residue trans to the oxo group of
Cytochrome P450 enzymes plays in allowing for fast and efficient substrate hydroxylations without
damaging the enzyme protein scaffold. Although heme-thiolate model complexes were studied as
early as in 2002,100 non-heme thiolate-bound oxoiron(IV) complexes have been much more difficult
to isolate and characterize due to the instability of the thiolate moieties under oxidative conditions.
The first example, already cited above, was the TMC complex [FeIV(O)(TMCS)]+ bearing an axial
thiolate tethered to the equatorial cyclam ligand.101 According to the authors, during the reaction
with oxygen transfer reagents, oxidation of the thiolate moiety could be avoided in favor of the
Fe=O bond formation due to the rigidity of the ligand scaffold. The work elucidated the effect of
the thiolate ligand on the electronic structure of the oxoiron(IV) complex and showed that the strong
- and -donation of the RS− ligand generated new signature spectroscopic features and promoted
HAA reactivity over OAT. The complex showed an elongated Fe=O bond due to the competition
of the thiolate ligand with the oxo group for -donation on the metal orbitals, with an elongation
much greater than the ones observed for the other axial ligands.
To date, [FeIV(O)(TMCS)]+ remains the only thiolate oxoiron(IV) complex that was isolated and
thoroughly characterized, while the majority of non-heme thiolate bound complexes are studied in
their ferrous state and used for in situ dioxygen activation.102–107 Therefore, the synthesis and
characterization of new non-heme thiolate bound oxoiron(IV) complexes represents a challenge
that needs to be addressed using new ligand scaffolds, in order to provide a deeper understanding
of the electronic structures and the reactivities to complement the work done on heme models.

1.5

The Tetracarbene Oxoiron(IV) Complex

In 2013 our group reported the synthesis of the first organometallic oxoiron(IV) complex, using a
tetra-NHC macrocycle (first synthesized by Jenkins and coworkers) 108 in the equatorial position
(Figure 11).109 The strong donation in the xy plane led to the establishment of a unique electronic
structure of the Fe=O group, that was explored and fully described with a variety of experimental
and theoretical techniques.110
In particular, complex 3 was identified as a S = 1 oxoiron(IV) complex with a strongly anisotropic
electron distribution around the metal center that reminded of the TAML system (Figure 11) with
respect to the oblate electric field gradient and its effect on Mößbauer parameters.
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Figure 11. Structure of the TAML−FeIV=O complex (left) and of 3 together with the peculiar orbital splitting
deriving from the strong tetracarbene donation.

MCD studies coupled with in depth theoretical calculations evidenced an unprecedented electronic
structure of the complex, reflected in the inversion of the unoccupied dz2 and dx2 −y2 orbitals, as
shown in Figure 11. Comparison with Figure 2 in Section 1.3 demonstrates how the strong
equatorial donation led to destabilization of the dx2 −y2 orbital while maintaining the occupied
orbital largely unaffected. As a result, the triplet ground state has been calculated to lay
18.7 kcal∙mol−1 lower than the quintet state, an energetic separation unprecedently high compared
to all other S = 1 models.99,110
Owing to the great spin crossover barrier, the HAA reactivity of 3 with weak C−H bonds was shown
to proceed completely on the triplet surface, rendering 3 the first and only model complex to not
participate in a TSR mechanism and to be a unique model of a triplet state-only HAA reactivity
with a  pathway.99 Despite this, the organometallic complex exhibited reaction rates surprisingly
high that were shown to be two orders of magnitude faster than the CH3CN -coordinated TMC
complex. Theoretical calculations have suggested that the complex undergoes axial CH3CN
dissociation upon interaction with the substrates, generating a pentacoordinated FeIV=O complex
that is calculated to be the most reactive species in solution. Therefore, 3 evidenced that even the
improved TSR mechanism for HAA reactivity of oxoiron(IV) S =1 non-heme complexes cannot
fully describe the behavior of such complexes, and that new insight in this regard is required.
Interestingly, EPR measurements on the putative tetracarbene FeIII−OH complex generated after
the initial HAA step provided some evidence of the presence of multiple species deriving from
different axial ligands trans to the hydroxo group, probably owing to the presence of iodoarene in
solution derived from the oxidant used in the synthesis of 3.
Given the peculiar behavior of the tetracarbene model and the invalidity of the TSR mechanism,
studying the effect of axial ligands in a complex that does not perform spin crossover upon HAA
would provide further insight on the strategies that can be used to tune the reaction rates of
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oxoiron(IV) non-heme model complexes. Chapter 3 and 4 of this work will therefore explore these
concepts and provide initial insights.

1.6

Hybrid Ligands as Heme/Non-Heme Models Precursors

Sections 1.1 to 1.4 have explained the main differences between natural or synthetic heme and nonheme systems in their electronic structures and their reactivities. Despite the massive amount of
literature produced over the years, many questions remain unanswered and demand novel synthetic
and spectroscopic approaches to expand our knowledge of the topic. In the field of heme models
for example, studies of the effect of the axial ligands on the metal-porphyrin core (as discussed in
Section 1.4) have been accompanied by modification of the porphyrin macrocycle both via variation
of the backbone substituents and with the synthesis of ligands with modified donors sets or ring
sizes.111–117 In particular, exchanging one of the pyrrole groups of a porphyrin scaffold with a
carbene moiety has attracted a great deal of attention, due to the peculiar features that the combined
N- and C-donors are expected to provide.
The first example of porphyrin ring modified to contain a carbon donor was reported in 1994 by
Ogawa and coworkers, where one of the four pyrrole rings was inverted by binding the neighboring
methylene bridges at the - and -positions (Figure 12).118 Thanks to this arrangement, one of the
C−H groups of the inverted pyrrole group points inside of the macrocycle ring and can be
deprotonated upon metalation to afford a C-donor to readily binding the metal center. This novel
arrangement of the macrocycle was named “N-confused porphyrin” and subsequent research
showed the ability of this ligands to bind high-valent metals, provide a strong equatorial donation
and confer peculiar reactivity.119,120 After these initial insight into the benefits of C-donation
combined with a porphyrin-type scaffold into “non-heme heme-like structures”, chemists focused
on creating new systems the electronic properties of which could be easily modified by substituting
the backbones of the macrocycles.
In the last two decades, the substitution of one of the pyrrole units of porphyrins with an Nheterocyclic carbene group has attracted considerable attention due to the possibility to synergically
combine the properties of two very versatile ligands in one single macrocycle. NHCs and
porphyrins in fact are both able to form strongly bound complexes with almost half of the elements
of the periodic table,121 and their electronic properties can be readily modified by substitution of
their backbones with electron-donating or withdrawing groups, giving access to a variety of
electronic structures and reaction pathways. NHCs have proven beneficial in stabilizing metal
complexes in unusual geometries and extreme oxidation states, due to their strong -donation
ability and the possibility to tune -back bonding.122–128 Moreover, the combination of NHCs and
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N-donors in hybrid macrocycles has been shown to promote a wide variety of reactions and catalytic
processes, together with peculiar electronic structures.129,130

Figure 12. Left: the porphyrin scaffold and the associated  and  positions. Center: the first example of Nconfused porphyrin. Right: cation of the NHC/pyridine FeII hybrid complex synthesized by Iris Klawitter;
letter S stands for coordinated CH3CN molecules.

For example, in 2015 our group reported the synthesis of a NHC/pyridine hybrid macrocycle Fe II
complex [(LPy/NHC)Fe(CH3CN)2]2+ (Figure 12) that showed distinctively different redox and
spectroscopic properties compared to the tetracarbene complex 1.131 The same ligand scaffold was
then used to isolate one of the very rare examples of CuIII complexes, showing the ability of the
macrocycle to stabilize high-valent Cu and flexibly adapt to the different requirements of the metal
ion in different oxidation states from CuI to CuIII.132
Despite these promising results, substitution of a pyrrole unit with an imidazole-2-ylidene and
synthesis of metal complexes proved to be rather challenging. The main reason for this has to be
found in the instability of the methylene-bridged pyrrole-imidazolium unit, that decomposes via an
elimination pathway upon treatment with base.133 To overcome this synthetic obstacle, the group of
Kunz and coworkers substituted the pyrrole unit with a carbazole moiety, that can be deprotonated
without elimination due to the presence of the two benzene rings fused on the “pyrrole” unit of the
carbazole backbone.134 In a recently optimized synthesis, coupling of the carbazole group with two
imidazole units was easily achieved via a copper-catalyzed coupling on 1,8-diiodo-3,6-di-tertbutylcarbazole to obtain the bisimidazole-carbazole (bimca) ligand shown in Figure 13, left.135 This
tridentate ligand and its various modifications have been shown to form stable complexes with
numerous metals and to be promising scaffolds for a variety of catalytic transformations.136–139
Notably, the Kunz group recently managed to synthesize the first macrocycle (CTP) containing two
carbazole and two carbene (non-NHC) units that structurally mimics the tetrapyrrole arrangement
of porphyrins, providing the first insights into the nature of a novel class of ligands termed
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“carbenaporphyrins” (Figure 13, right). This constituted one of the most successful attempts to
construct a non-heme model that mimics porphyrin systems in its structural properties.133
The advantage of using carbazole in modeling heme complexes does not stop at the increased
stability. In 2012 the group of Niwa and Nakada reported a non-heme carbazole-bisoxazoline FeIII
complex that could be oxidized with iodosobenzene to afford an Fe=O intermediate capable of
highly enantioselective asymmetric epoxidation of alkenes under ambient conditions (CBX in
Figure 13).140

Figure 13. Structures of complex CBX from Niwa and Nakada, 1,8-bisimidazole-3,6-di-tert-butylcarbazole
(bimca) and of the “carbenaporphyrin” macrocyclic precursor (CTP).

The oxidation of the ferric intermediate has been shown to form an oxoiron(IV) -radical active
intermediate: an non-heme species with heme-like behavior. In fact, organic carbazoles have been
shown to be susceptible of oxidation to their -radical cations under mild oxidation conditions,
usually giving rise to product mixtures deriving from the coupling of the obtained radicals.141
Despite the results mentioned in previous paragraphs, the non-heme model complexes synthesized
using carbazole and NHCs or other heterocycles constituted either structural/electronic or
functional models of heme intermediates, leaving the bridge between the two classes of complexes
incomplete. In this regard, the design of a non-heme Fe complex with a heme-like structure that
also shows spectroscopic and electronic properties of Fe-porphyrins would constitute the missing
link and possibly provide a new scaffold for further studies in this hybrid field. Therefore, Chapter
6 will present the results obtained in such effort and the detailed characterization of a novel
carbazole-NHC non-heme Fe complex. Chapter 7 will instead provide initial results on the
synthesis of {FeNO} complexes with this new hybrid system, as a starting point for studies on small
molecule activations with a “non-heme heme-like” complex.
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1.7

Principles of Mößbauer Spectroscopy

Ever since the discovery of the Mößbauer effect, the development of the associated spectroscopic
technique allowed scientists to make fundamental discoveries not only in the field of physics but in
chemistry and biology as well. Indeed, the variety of information that can be harvested by
performing Mößbauer (MB) spectroscopy on natural or synthetic samples allows for a deep
understanding of their electronic structure, especially when such systems contain iron as their
principal and/or most relevant component, as in the biological systems discussed above and the
associated synthetic models, or as in materials and catalysts for industrial and synthetic application.
Given its importance, Mößbauer spectroscopy has been a fundamental tool in the studies described
herein, and a brief introduction to the main information that can be derived from it is due.
The Mößbauer effect, named after the German physicist who discovered it in 1958,142 is defined as
the emission and resonant absorption of -radiation by atomic nuclei that occurs without loss of
energy due to recoil, thanks to the embedding of the involved nuclei in solid structures or matrices.
It is most used to study the electronic structure of iron compounds in solid materials (or their frozen
solutions), due to particularly favored nuclear properties of the iron atom, but it can also be used to
study elements such as iodine, tin, and antimony.
In particular, -radiation is associated with the transitions between different nuclear spins states of
atoms, and MB spectroscopy studies the recoilless absorption of such radiation by atoms in an
analyte (absorber). In the case of iron, a source (emitter) containing 57Fe atoms in their I = 3/2
excited nuclear spin state (obtained by radioactive electron K-capture decay of 57Co to I = 5/2 57Fe,
which in turn decays to the wanted I = 3/2 state) emits a monochromatic -radiation (14.4 keV), in
absence of recoil, that can be modulated exploiting the Doppler effect to irradiate the absorber with
a range of singularly scanned frequencies. The nuclear spin states of the iron atoms in the analyte
are energetically different from the ones of the source due to their different chemical environment,
and therefore the absorption of radiation usually occurs at a frequency different from the originally
emitted one. When the irradiated and modulated radiation excites a nuclear spin transition of the
iron atoms of the absorber, the resonant absorption of radiation is recorded by the detector, allowing
for the estimation of the energy difference between the nuclear spin ground and excited state(s) in
the absorber.143
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Figure 14. Schematic representation of the isomer shift and quadrupole splitting effect on the energy of
ground and excited states of 57Fe atoms of the absorber and associated graphical representation of the resonant
absorption lines.

Two of the fundamental parameters that are can be measured with MB spectroscopy are the isomer
shift (IS or ) and the quadrupole splitting (QS or EQ), which belong to the class of hyperfine
interactions that involve the nucleus and electric or magnetic (multi)polar interactions with electron
density, electric fields, or magnetic fields. Isomer shift measures the energy difference between the
absorbed radiation and the original monochromatic radiation emitted from the source (Figure 14).
This difference originates from the electric monopole interaction between the iron nucleus and the
electron density at its position, associated with orbitals of the s type, which is different for emitter
and absorber. The  parameter correlates negatively with electron density at the nucleus (0), with
higher 0 corresponding to lower  values. Given this relationship,  provides information regarding
the oxidation state, the spin state and nature of the bonding of iron to other nuclei in the absorber.
Regarding oxidation state, a simplified (although not formally exhaustive) trend with IS can be
envisioned by comparison of structurally related iron complexes, with higher oxidation states
enforcing lower IS values. In a first approximation (valid mainly for high-spin complexes) this trend
can be explained introducing the concept of shielding of the nuclear charge that 3d orbitals have on
the more internal s-shells (especially on the 3s and 4s orbitals). The removal one electron from a
molecular orbital with major 3d component causes a decrease of the shielding, and therefore a
contraction of s orbitals that increases 0. The opposite is true for reduction processes, that tend to
increase the IS value. However, this simple interpretation does not take in account other more
important factors that better predict the behavior of the IS with addition or removal of electrons to
or from the complexes.
In fact, in-depth theoretical calculations have shown that the overall IS value can be influenced
more strongly by valence contributions and meal-ligand bond lengths compared to the simple
shielding effect of 3d orbitals.144 Simplifying, let’s consider an oxidation process from an FeII
complex to its FeIII structural analogue. Removal of the electron from the 3d shell causes three main
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effects: 1) the increase in effective nuclear charge from the iron nucleus would contract the 3s and
4s orbitals, increasing 0; 2) it would also increase the degree of mixing between the metal 4s and
-type combinations of ligand orbitals, causing higher covalency of the associated bonds and an
expansion of the 4s orbital, thereby lowering 0, 3) can cause changes of metal-ligand bond length,
that in turn affect the shape of the 4s orbital: a shorter bond (often associated with increase of the
oxidation number) causes its contraction towards the nucleus, thereby increasing 0.The final effect
on  is therefore the careful balance of all these phenomena and can give rise to different behaviors.
In a scrupulous theoretical work from Prof. Neese, the latter contribution has been shown to often
be the most influential one.144
Although in most cases the combination of these effects leads to lower  upon oxidation (and higher
 upon reduction), a notable work published by Neese and coworkers in 2016 theoretically
explained the counterintuitive positive correlation between IS and oxidation state in a redox series
of iron-N2 complexes bearing a tris(phosphino)silyl ligand.145 The stepwise reduction of the initial
FeII complex to FeI and Fe0 analogues was associated with a decrease of the isomer shift values,
caused by the stepwise decrease of the Fe−N2 bond distance due to the more efficient Fe-to-N2
backdonation upon reduction.
In conclusion, as hypothesized in the theoretical calculations discussed above and then confirmed
by this last example, metal-ligand bond lengths are considered better predictors of IS compared to
the oxidation state.
The quadrupole splitting (EQ) parameter instead originates from the interaction between the
nuclear quadrupole moment (in the I = 3/2 excited state of iron) and the electric field gradient (EFG)
surrounding it. The net effect is a splitting of the resonant absorption line of the Fe analyte in two
bands, caused by the induced energy separation between the ml = ±1/2 and ml = ±3/2 states
associated with the excited I = 3/2 nuclear spin state of iron. Thanks to this, the I = 1/2 ground state
can be excited to the two different states, giving rise to the two absorption lines (Figure 14). The
energy difference between the two absorption lines is EQ. This parameter is mainly influenced by
two contributions: the deviation of the electronic charge distribution surrounding the iron nucleus
from a cubic arrangement (“lattice contribution”) and the anisotropy of electron population of the
d orbital of iron and/or of the covalent bonds to the ligands (“valence contribution”).
As illustrated above, the effect of electronic structure of iron complexes on the MB parameters can
be very complicated and requires expert employment of theoretical methods to fully unravel its
nature. However, within this work, the MB parameters of reported iron complexes have been
interpreted on the base of comparison with similar compounds and on intuitive behaviors supported
by additional spectroscopic techniques.
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Objectives

The tetracarbene-iron system developed by our group constituted a novel approach to the bioinspired modeling of high-valent iron-oxo enzymatic intermediates. Given the unique electronic
structure of complex 3 (Figure 15), the complex was able to perform HAA reactions at rates
significantly higher than the ones predicted for a triplet pathway without accessing the quintet state,
therefore underlying how the TSR hypothesis cannot account for all factors governing the oxidative
abilities of non-heme oxoiron(IV) model complexes.68,69,99 On this basis, the tetracarbene scaffold
can be exploited to re-evaluate the effect of axial ligands on the HAA reactivity of axially
substituted analogs of 3, gaining insight into the influence that a stronger axial donation can have
on the basicity of the ferryl group without concomitantly affecting reactivity via a decreased tripletquintet energy gap. To this extent, Chapters 3 and 4 will present the synthesis and characterization
of a series of axially substituted tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) complexes bearing anions with different
donor properties trans to the oxo moiety and their HAA rates with a range of substrates having
weak C−H bonds.

Figure 15. Structures of complexes 1-3 treated in Chapters 3-5 and of pro-ligands [11H3][Br]2/[OTf]2
discussed in Chapters 6 and 7.

Following the results obtained by Dr. Cordes and Dr. Klawitter on the HAA ability of the dimeric
-oxo complex 2 in the activation of DHA, Chapter 5 will provide evidence of the presence of the
disproportionation equilibrium of 2 into 3 and 1 in nitrile solutions, which can be putatively
triggered both by coordination of a solvent molecule or by the attack of the nucleophilic 3 to the
vacant axial sites of 2. Moreover, the low electrophilicity of 3 and its poor OAT capabilities will be
supported by gas-phase reactivity analyses performed during a research stay in the laboratory of
Prof Fornarini, at University of Rome La Sapienza.
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Together with the study of the tetracarbene-iron complexes and their peculiar features, the
possibility to study the influence of NHC ligation on iron-containing systems would greatly benefit
from the establishment of new hybrid NHC/N-donor systems which constitute conceptual bridges
between known N-donor systems and the tetracarbene one. Partial substitution of the NHC moieties
of complex 1 with nitrogen donor groups would therefore appear an advisable strategy. The
dissertation of Dr Cordes provided initial evidence for the formation of a novel hybrid macrocycle
([11H3][Br]2) bearing two trans NHCs together with a carbazole and a pyridine fragments, as a
suitable candidate for the creation of a new hybrid iron-containing system.146
Chapter 6 of this work will therefore present the optimized synthesis of the hybrid macrocycle
[11H3][OTf]2 and the establishment of redox and spin series of its iron complexes, with a focus on
the ability of the new non-heme system to showcase heme-like features thanks to the combination
of NHCs and redox non-innocent N-donors. Finally, Chapter 7 will show the initial results of the
synthesis and preliminary characterization of a redox series of {FeNO}x complexes of the hybrid
system, which combines two redox non-innocent ligands and allows for the generation of
complexes in various oxidation states.
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3.
Synthesis and Characterization of a Series of Axially
Substituted Oxoiron(IV) Complexes
3.1

Previous Results and Motivation

The tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) complex 3 has been synthesized and characterized in our group as the
first example of an organometallic S = 1 high-valent iron-oxo complex inspired by non-heme
enzyme intermediates.109 The novel NHC ligation at the Fe=O core was shown to confer distinctive
properties to the complex regarding the electronic structure, as confirmed by IRPD and MCD
studies performed in collaboration with the group of Prof Jana Roithová (at that time at Charles
University of Prague) and the group of prof. Franc Neese at the Max Plank Institute for Chemical
Energy Conversion in Mülheim. Indeed, the strong carbene donation on the equatorial plane was
shown to profoundly affect the electronic structure of complex 3 compared to all the other known
N- or O-ligated non-heme model complexes, by rising the energy of the dx2 −y2 orbital well above
the one of dz2 .110 The increased triplet-quintet gap derived from this effect was in accordance with
the S = 1 ground state of the complex and prevented 3 from entering the quintet state when reacting
with weak C−H bonds in HAA reactivity, as explained in Chapter 1. In fact, 3 was confirmed to be
the first so far model complex for a triplet-only HAA reactivity pathway, showing that C−H bond
activation was possible even without entering the S = 2 state, still maintaining moderately high
reaction rates.99 The reactivity of 3 towards C−H bonds will be further discussed in Chapter 4.
As reported in Chapter 1, one of the most efficient strategies nature uses to tune the catalytic
properties of enzymes is the modification of the chemical environment of recurring active sites,
often acting on the coordination sphere of metal cofactors. In heme enzymes, for example,
substitution of the axial ligand trans to the oxo group greatly affects the reactivity, C−H bond
activation selectivity, reaction rates and oxidizing power of the active intermediates.27 As a result,
many of the known high-valent FeIV=O model systems have been synthesized with varying axial
ligands, in an attempt to uncover the effect of the latter both on the electronic structure and the
reactivity

of

the

model

complexes.96,147–151

For

example,

the

widely

known

[(TMC)FeIV(O)(CH3CN)]2+ complex has been treated with different anions in order to exchange the
axial coordinated CH3CN, and it was shown that the increased electron donation on the z-axis led
to an elongation of the Fe=O bond and a decrease of the triplet-quintet gap.97 This in turn had an
effect on HAA and OAT reactivity, with the more electron-donating ligands decreasing the rates of
OAT due to lower electrophilicity of the ferryl moiety and increasing the rates of HAA due to the
lower S = 1 / S = 2 gap, that allowed for an easier spin state crossover during the activation of C−H
bonds to the more reactive quintet state.91,152 Given the peculiar electronic structure of 3, the natural
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evolution of the project had to deal with exploring the axial ligand effect on the tetracarbeneiron(IV)-oxo core, both on electronic structure, explored in the present Chapter, and on reactivity,
discussed in Chapter 4. In particular, the unlikelihood of a two-state reactivity (TSR) scenario for
HAA reactions of 3 prompted the question of whether different axial ligands could modify the
electronic structure of the complex to an extent that would significantly impact the reaction rates
and/or mechanism.
Thus, three anions (Figure 16) with different electron donating properties were chosen as axial
ligands to be bound to the tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) scaffold: trifluoroacetate, chloride and tertbutylthiolate. This chapter reports the synthesis of the axially substituted high valent Fe-oxo
complexes and their spectroscopic and magnetic characterization, together with a comparison with
3 and the corresponding TMC-ligated analogues.

Figure 16. Parent tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) complex 3 and the axially ligated complexes 4, 5 and 7 discussed
in this chapter.

3.2

Two New Axially Ligated Tetracarbene FeII Complexes

A new trans-thiolate FeII model

As discussed in Chapter 1, the relevance of thiolate ligation in natural enzymes constituted a focal
point for bio-inspired research and prompted for the design of new heme and non-heme model
complexes with FeII-SR ligation as starting materials for the synthesis of high-valent
models.60,101,104,107,153 A convenient strategy for the introduction of anionic axial ligands on FeII nonheme complexes involves the simple treatment of the ferrous precursor with salts of the desired
ligand, exploiting the presence of labile axial ligands in the starting materials.97 This strategy was
chosen to introduce an axial thiolate on complex 1, which possesses two coordinated solvent
molecules that are readily substituted by treatment with stronger ligands like CO, azide and NO.146
When an CH3CN solution of complex 1 was treated with sodium tert-butylthiolate (tBuSNa) at room
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temperature a color change from yellow to red evidenced the formation of a new thiolate-ligated
FeII complex 6.

Scheme 2. Synthesis of the thiolate-bound FeII complex 6 starting from an CH3CN solution of complex 1.

Layering diethyl ether on top of the filtrated reaction mixtures led to the formation of XRD-quality
crystals: Figure 17 shows the molecular structure and the Mössbauer (MB) spectrum of crystalline
samples. The complex crystallizes in the space group P 21/n, with an octahedral coordination
geometry involving the tetracarbene macrocycle in the equatorial plane and the tert-butyl thiolate
anion trans to one CH3CN molecule on the axial positions. The macrocycle adopts a saddle-like
shape analogous to the one of complex 1 allowing a Fe−S−Ct-bu angle of 120°.109 The Fe−S bond
length of 2.403 Å is longer than most of the previously characterized RS−FeII complexes (2.28−2.34
Å)104,105,107,153–156, probably due to the steric hindrance of the thiolate alkyl substituent and the
presence of an electron-rich metal center, while the equatorial Fe−C and axial Fe−NA distances are
essentially unchanged compared to 1.

NA

Fe
S
Ct-Bu

Figure 17. Left and middle: molecular structure of the cation of 6 shown as 50% thermal probability
ellipsoids. Hydrogen atoms, counteranions and crystallization solvent molecules were omitted for clarity.
Right: zero-field 57Fe Mössbauer specrum of a solid sample of 6 recorded at 80 K (natural abundance,  =
0.26 mm·s−1, EQ = 1.99 mm·s−1).
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The peculiar - and -electron donor abilities of the thiolate anion are nicely reflected by the MB
parameters recorded for complex 6. The isomer shift of 0.26 mm·s−1 is in accordance with the
presence of a low spin FeII center bound to the tetracarbene ligand and is virtually identical to the
parent complex, while the lower quadrupole splitting of 1.99 mm·s−1 evidences a lower electric
field gradient around the metal atom due to the strong axial donation from the thiolate group.
Indeed, similar trends were recorded in the case of the TMC complexes [(TMC)FeII(CH3CN)2]2+
and [(TMCS)FeII(CH3CN)]+, which can be considered as structural analogues of 1 and 6,
respectively.101
The possibility to prepare complex 6 in high yields at room temperature and the ease of
crystallization allowed for its use as precursor for further synthetic efforts. Section 3.3 will describe
the successful oxidation of 6 to a thiolate-FeIV=O complex and its singular spectroscopical features.

A quasi-homoleptic “pentacarbene” FeII complex

One of the most remarkable features of complex 3 is the effect of the tetracarbene macrocycle on
the electronic structure of the complex, and specifically on the orbital splitting arrangement of the
metal-based d orbitals, as described in section 3.1. With a dx2 −y2 orbital lying at higher energy than
the dz2 , this complex constituted the first example of such electronic structure among high-valent
non-heme oxoiron(IV) complexes capable of C−H bond activation. Although this property allowed
for exceptional insight into the reactivity of such compound as discussed in Chapter 1, the singular
electronic structure of 3 set it aside from other known model complexes, which invariably possess
an inverted order of the unoccupied orbitals (Figure 18).

Figure 18. Ground state electronic configuration of complex 3 (left) and of typical non-organometallic FeIV=O
model complexes (right). The red dashed line evidences the inversion of orbital order promoted by the strong
equatorial donation of the tetracarbene macrocycle, which rises the energy of the dx2−y2 orbital above the one
of dz2 .
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This feature prompts the question of whether it is possible or not to re-establish the (dx2 −y2 )( dz2 )
orbital splitting pattern still maintaining the tetracarbene macrocycle ligation in the octahedral
complex. In this regard, a suitable strategy would involve the substitution of the axial CH3CN ligand
of complex 3 with a very strong -donor, that would ideally rise the energy of the dz2 orbital above
the dx2 −y2 via a strong axial bond, further increasing the HOMO-LUMO gap. Among the numerous
possibilities for such axial donors, an additional N-heterocyclic carbene appeared to be an ideal
candidate, generating a unique example of a fully organometallic oxoiron(IV) complex. Indeed,
NHCs have been conveniently used as axial ligands in transition metal porphyrin complexes, since
the high covalency of the strong M−C bond decreases the chances of unwanted ligand dissociation
in solution, a quite common inconvenience in porphyrin chemistry.121,157–160
In 2005, Crabtree reported a convenient route for the synthesis of a free-NHC precursor, namely
N,N-dimethyl imidazolium-2-carboxylate (DMI-CO2, Figure 19). When this zwitterion is dissolved
in polar solvents such as CH3CN, release of CO2 generates the free N,N-dimethylimidazol-2ylidene, which readily coordinates to metal centers.161,162 Given this convenient synthetic route,
DMI-CO2 was chosen for the ligand substitution on complex 1. Figure 19 summarizes the synthetic
strategy for the axial ligand substitution, generating complex 8, and the hypothetical preparation of
a “quasi-homoleptic” penta-NHC oxoiron(IV) complex.

Figure 19. Synthesis of complex 8 and hypothetical stategy for the synthesis of the related oxoiron(IV)
complex 9. The acronym sPhIO stands for 2-tert-butylsulfonyliodobenzene, used as oxygen atom transfer
reagent.

The reaction of 1 with DMI−CO2 at 50 °C overnight resulted in the production of the bright yellow
complex 8 shown in Figure 19, and slow diffusion of diethyl ether into a propionitrile solution led
to the formation of crystals suitable for XRD measurements (Figure 20).
The octahedral complex crystallizes in the monoclinic P 21/c space group, with the tetracarbene
macrocycle adopting the typical saddle-shaped arrangement and an axial propionitrile ligand sitting
trans to the N,N-dimethylimidazol-2-ylidene moiety. Similar to 6, the steric requirements of the Nbound methyl groups are accommodated by their orientation towards the ethylene bridges of the
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tetracarbene macrocycle. All Fe−C bond lengths are similar and fall in the range between 1.94 and
1.98 Å.
A comparison of the M−Caxial bond with an analogue TPP-DMI-CoII (where TPP = metatetraphenyl porphyrinato ligand) complex evidences a longer bond for 8.160 A less direct comparison
can be performed considering a reported bis-DMI-dichlorophenyl-FeIII-porphyrin complex axially
coordinated by two DMI groups, which presents very long FeIII-DMI bonds of 2.09 and 2.08 Å.163
In that case the presence of two very strong donors trans to each other is the cause of long Fe−C
bonds owing to the strong trans influence of the DMI groups. The Mößbauer spectrum of crystalline
8 shows an isomer shift value of 0.13 mm·s−1, which is markedly lower than the one of 1. This can
be explained by comparing the average Fe−C bond lengths of 8 and 1 in the equatorial plane of the
macrocyclic ligand (1.976 and 1.996 Å respectively): although axial bonds are longer in 8, the
shortening of the equatorial bonds intuitively causes a significant contraction of the s orbitals of Fe,
thereby increasing the electron density at the nucleus and lowering the isomer shift compared to 1.
The quadrupole splitting of 1.47 mm·s−1 also reflects a less oblate electron density around the metal
due to the additional NHC donation on the z-axis, as seen for complex 6.

Caxial

Fe

Figure 20. Left: molecular structure of the cation of 8 shown as 50% thermal probability ellipsoids. Hydrogen
atoms, counteranions and crystallization solvent molecules were omitted for clarity. Right: Zero-field 57Fe
MB spectrum of a solid sample of 8 recorded at 80 K (natural abundance,  = 0.13 mm·s−1, EQ = 1.47
mm·s−1).

This marked increase in electron density on the metal center compared to 1 was nicely reflected in
the cyclic voltammograms (CV) of complex 8 in CH3CN, shown in Figure 21 .When 8 was
dissolved in an electrolyte solution in CH3CN at RT and the potential was scanned from the open
circuit potential (OCP) to the highest anodic potential and back, two redox events appeared in the
voltammogram, as shown in Figure 21 (right). A first reversible oxidation assigned to the FeII/III
couple appeared at −0.10 V vs Fc+/0, being 70 mV lower than the corresponding oxidation of 1 and
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providing direct evidence for the higher electron density on the iron atom of complex 8. This value
falls in between the reduction potentials recorded for complex 1 and the corresponding
octamethylated complex 1Me (0.03 and −0.16 V vs Fc+/0, respectively), in which the electron density
was increased by methylation of the equatorial macrocycle at positions 4 and 5 of each imidazole
ring.164 In this regards, the inductive effect of alkyl substituents on the equatorial plane seems to
provide a more efficient way to increase the electron density at the metal, even when compared
with the effect of the strong DMI axial ligand.
Interestingly, a second oxidation wave appeared at high potentials (~ 1.39 V vs Fc+/0), the shape of
which became more reversible-like with increasing scan rate. Assuming the redox innocence of the
NHC ligands, this wave could be assigned to a putative FeIII to FeIV oxidation. Access to a second
metal-based oxidation is in fact a remarkable feature of multi-NHC iron complexes, and it has been
confirmed for a number of bis-triscarbene or cage-like hexacarbene compounds.165–167 Despite the
presence of an FeIV state at accessible potentials, all attempts to oxidize the DMI-FeII complex 8
with oxygen-atom transfer reagents failed. No reaction with 2-tert-butylsulfonyliodobenzene
(sPhIO) or 2-iodylbenzoic acid esters (IBX)168 was observed.
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Figure 21. Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM solutions of crystalline 8 in CH3CN 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 at variable
scan rates at RT. Left: first oxidation only. Right: full anodic window.

Only when 8 was mixed with metachloroperbenzoic acid (MCPBA) in CH3CN at −35 °C formation
of a red species was observed over the course of 1 h. However, as shown in the Mössbauer spectrum
(Figure 22), the reaction proceeded with formation of multiple products, the majority of which
showed an isomer shift of 0.00 mm·s−1. This value is largely incompatible with a putative
pentacarbene oxoiron(IV) complex, which should intuitively return an IS value even lower than
complex 3 due to the strong DMI donation in the s orbitals of iron.
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Figure 22. Zero-field 57Fe MB spectrum of a solid sample of the product mixture obtained by treatment of 8
with MCPBA at −35 °C, recorded at 80 K (natural abundance. Parameters of the majoritarian product:
 = 0.00 mm·s−1, EQ = 2.71 mm·s−1).

Even when the oxoiron(IV) complex 3 was reacted at −35 °C with DMI-CO2 in an attempt of
substituting the CH3CN axial ligand with the N,N-dimethylimidazol-2-ylidene moiety, the
immediate formation of the dimeric -oxo complex 2 was observed, likely due to the formation of
the urea-derivative of the DMI group upon oxygen atom transfer from 3, and subsequent reaction
of the derived FeII 1 with 3 present in solution. Indeed, imidazole-2-ylidene oxidation of the
tetracarbene scaffold in 3 was already observed by Dr Steffen Meyer and Dr Claudia Cordes.146,169
Despite the difficulty in obtaining the DMI-oxoiron(IV) tetracarbene target complex in bulk scale,
mass spectrometry and IRPD spectroscopy analysis of a mixture of 8 and sPhIO presented the
possibility to isolate the corresponding ion in the gas phase, as shown in section 3.6. Hence,
additional experiments for the bulk synthesis of the “quasi-homoleptic” pentacarbene oxoiron(IV)
complex are ongoing. However, for the scope of this work only complexes 4, 5 and 7, for which
the identity as FeIV=O complexes has been sufficiently supported, will be discussed in the following
parts.

3.3

Optical Characterization of Complexes 4, 5 and 7

In situ synthesis of 4, 5 and 7
The synthesis of axially substituted oxoiron(IV) complexes 4 (axial ligand: CF3COO−) and 5 (Cl−)
was achieved via oxidation of the FeII complex 1 with excess 2-(tert-butylsulfonyl)iodosylbenzene
(sPhIO) in presence of a salt of the desired anionic ligand (sodium trifluoroacetate and
tetrabutylammonium chloride, respectively) in CH3CN at −35 °C (Scheme 3). This synthetic
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strategy have proven successful for numerous other Cpd-I and non-heme model complexes, and
relies on the use of salts of inert cations that are stable under the oxidative conditions.170 Synthesis
of complex 7 instead, was achieved by oxidizing 6 with either tetrabutylammonium metaperiodate
(TBAIO4) or sPhIO.171 It has to be noted that the presence of the chloride anion dramatically
lowered the solubility of complex 5, which partially precipitated from the reaction mixture and
could be obtained in CH3CN up to a maximum concentration of ~1 mM.

Scheme 3. Schematic representation of the synthesis of complexes 3−7.

The in situ formation of complexes 4, 5 and 7 was followed via UV/Vis spectroscopy at −40 °C,
using a DCM solutions of sPhIO or CH3CN solutions of TBAIO4 according to the synthetic
procedure reported in Scheme 3. Figure 23 shows the change in the absorption spectra during the
oxidation processes. Formation of complexes 4 (axial ligand: CF3COO−) and 5 (Cl−) proceeded with
a decrease of intensity of the band at 339 nm ( = 9100 M−1·cm−1), typical of the starting complex
1, and the appearance of two main bands around 410 and 600 nm over the course of approximately
1 h. Comparison of the obtained spectral patterns with the UV/Vis absorptions of complex 3
evidenced the successful synthesis of oxoiron(IV) complexes of the tetracarbene macrocycle, with
slight variations due to the presence of anionic axial ligands.109 The absence of isosbestic points
support the hypothesis in which starting ferrous complexes are not directly oxidized to the target
oxoiron(IV) compound in a OAT-like reaction, but rather in a multi-step synthesis.
Interestingly, the oxidation of 6 proceeded with the decrease of the band at 379 nm
( = 4791 M−1·cm−1) and the appearance of four new bands at 334, 442, 577 and 710 nm
(334 = 4587, 442 = 1693, 577 = 662, 710 = ~185 M−1·cm−1 respectively). Given the strong interaction expected between a thiolate moiety and an Fe=O group, it is not surprising that complex
7 would show markedly distinct optical spectra, owing to its different electronic structure. 101 Due
to this, the spectral features of 7 will be discussed separately from complexes 4 and 5 in the
following sections.
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To rationalize the effect of the axial ligands on the UV/Vis spectra of complexes 4, 5 and 7
compared to 3 it is necessary to recall the nature of the optical features of the CH3CN -ligated
complex. Assignation of the absorption bands of 3 was performed with the help of MCD
spectroscopy and in-depth DFT calculation by Dr Shengfa Ye at MPI-CEC Mülheim. Thanks to
this combined approach, the weak absorption band at 600 nm was assigned to dxz,yz → dz2
(HOMO-LUMO) electronic transitions, while the broad more intense feature at 400 nm to
dxz,yz → dx2 −𝑦2 excitations, thereby confirming the unique orbital splitting pattern discussed
above.110
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Figure 23. UV/Vis monitoring of the synthesis of axially ligated complexes 4, 5 and 7 according to the
synthetic strategy shown in Scheme 3: formation of a 1 mM solution of 4 (a) and 5 (b) and a 0.25 mM solution
of 7 (d) in CH3CN at −35 °C.

As shown in Figure 23, complexes 4 and 5 possess similar optical features, only slightly shifted
compared to 3. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the new oxoiron(IV) complexes show an
ordering of the metal d orbitals qualitatively similar to the one of the parent complex 3 leading to
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analogue electronic transitions. MCD studies of complexes 4−7 are ongoing in collaboration with
the group of Prof. Neese at MPI-CEC, and first experimental results and initial theoretical
calculations support this hypothesis.
Although the electronic structure seems to remain unchanged, the shift of the bands in the anionligated complexes provides some insight into the relative energies of the involved orbitals. First,
the fact that the maxima in the 600 nm region of complexes 4 and 5 are shifted towards lower
energies compared to 3 evidences that substituting the weak -donor CH3CN axial ligand with the
corresponding anions induces a weakening of the ligand field (in case of 4) or a modification of the
relative energies (in case of the weak -donor chloride anion in 5) that reduce the HOMO-LUMO
gap between the dxz,yz orbitals and the dz2 .82,170 Interestingly, since the energy of the dz2 orbital is
expected to rise with increasing axial donation, this implies that the destabilization of the * orbitals
dxz,yz involved in the Fe=O bond is much greater than the former, and therefore allows for reduction
of the HOMO-LUMO gap (see Chapter 1 for comparison). In particular, the chloride anion, being
a weak -donor, expectedly provided the smallest energy gap, with the chloride complex 5 showing
the maximum at 649 nm and trifluoroacetate-bound 4 at 629 nm.172 Analogous conclusions
regarding the electronic structure of 4 and 5 could be obtained analyzing the bands in the 400 nm
region, which go from 400 nm for complexes 3, to 408 nm for 4 and 415 nm for complex 5. Indeed,
stronger axial donation slightly stabilized the dx2 −𝑦2 orbital in the series of TMC complexes cited
above, as it is expected in the case of the tetracarbene complexes.82
The markedly different features of the optical spectrum of complex 7 underlined a remarkable
change in electronic structure compared to the other tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) complexes.
Substitution of axial CH3CN with the 2-methyl-2-propanethiolate group caused a substantial
redshift in the spectral features and the appearance of additional bands in the 550 and 700 nm
regions of the spectrum. The final product in fact showed maxima at 442, 577 and 710 nm.
Analogous differences were indeed reported for the TMC complexes [(TMC)FeIV(O)(CH3CN)2]2+
and [(TMCS)FeIV(O)]+, where the CH3CN axial ligand was exchanged by a tethered thiolate moiety
trans to the oxo ligand (see Chapter 1 for structures). This redshift of the typical TMC-FeIV=O
bands and the appearance of additional features at 500 and 850 nm evidenced the formation of the
first thiolate-bound model complex to be isolated and fully characterized.101

In summary, the optical spectroscopy analysis of complexes 4, 5 and 7 confirmed their identity as
new anion-ligated oxoiron(IV) complexes. Slight shifts in the features of 4 (axial ligand: CF3COO−)
and 5 (Cl−) compared to 3 provided some insight on the differences in electronic structures
according to the ligand field strength and donor/acceptor character of the axial ligand, with weaker
field ones causing a greater redshift of the absorption bands. Finally, the novel thiolate-FeII complex
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6 could be oxidized with oxo transfer reagents to afford a species with optical features consistent
with complex 7, as supported by the comparison with the structural analogs of the TMC ligand.
This constitutes a rare example of a trans-thiolate oxoiron(IV) complex, the formation of which
would likely be possible because of the poor OAT abilities of the tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) scaffold
and the strong Fe−S bond in 6.146

3.4

Structural Characterization of a New Tetracarbene Oxoiron(IV) Complex

For most anion ligated complexes shown in the previous section the coordination of an axial anion
increased the temperature stability of the corresponding oxoiron(IV) complex to an appreciable
extent, with the exception of complex 7. This was particularly advantageous in the case of the
trifluoroacetate complex 4 which, as a result, could be stored indefinitely in CH3CN solutions at
−35 °C. This allowed for using the slow diffusion crystallization technique, that usually requires
especially long times when performed at low temperatures. Single crystals of complex 4 suitable
for XRD analysis were grown by slow diffusion of diethyl ether in an CH3CN solution at −35 °C.

H1

C1

H2

O1

C2

Fe C3 C4

O2

Figure 24. Molecular structure of the cation of 4 shown as 50% thermal probability ellipsoids. Most hydrogen
atoms, all counteranions and crystallization solvent molecules were omitted for clarity. Hydrogen atoms
participating in hydrogen bonding with the oxo group (dashed lines) are shown in grey. Selected bond lengths
[Å] and angles [°]: Fe–O1 1.671(1), Fe–O2 2.069(1), Fe–C1 2.025(2), Fe–C2 1.970(2), Fe–C3 2.038(2), Fe–
C4 1.980(2), O1…H1 2.244(1), O1…H2 2.251(1); O1–Fe–O2 178.849(5), C1–Fe–C3 179.40(7), C2–Fe–C4
167.90(7).

The complex crystallizes in the C 2/c space group, with the metal center octahedrally coordinated
by the tetracarbene ligand, the oxo unit and a monodentate trifluoroacetate molecule (Figure 24).
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The iron-oxygen double bond (Fe=O1) of 1.671 Å is only slightly longer then in the structure of 3EtCN (1.661 Å, an analogous of 3 where the axial position trans to the oxo group was occupied by
EtCN), confirming that a -donor in the axial position competes with the oxo moiety in the binding
with Fe, thereby weakening the Fe=O bond.26,152 Overall, the Fe=O bond distance falls on the upper
end of the range found for oxoiron(IV) non-heme model complexes, as seen for the parent EtCN
complex.26 Expectedly, the equatorial Fe−C distances of 1.970, 1.980, 2.025 and 2.038 Å are
minimally affected by the coordination of trifluoroacetate when compared to 3-EtCN. The axial
O2−Fe−O1 angle of 178.49° is closer to linearity compared to the parent complex (176.65°) but the
iron atom is displaced above the C4 plane toward the oxo ligand to a greater extent (octahedral
parameter  = 42.78).173–176 As per 3-EtCN, the two ethylene bridges of the macrocycle approach
the oxo moiety and form two weak hydrogen bond interactions (dO1…H1 and dO1…H2 of 2.244 and
2.251 Å), slightly shorter than in the parent oxo complex.
In conclusion, the ease of crystallization of complex 4 provided a convenient strategy for the
obtainment of high purity material, which is a significant advantage when dealing with temperature
unstable compounds, as many oxoiron(IV) complexes are. Moreover, although a large number of
FeIV=O complexes has been synthesized in the last decade, structural characterization is often
lacking due to the high reactivity and relative short life time of most of them.

3.5

Mößbauer Spectroscopy and Magnetometry

Mößbauer spectroscopy

Mößbauer spectroscopy constitutes the technique of choice when studying the electronic structure
of iron complexes, given the large amount of information that can be provided and the relative ease
of sample preparation. Mößbauer (MB) spectra of complexes 4, 5 and 7 were collected on solid
polycrystalline samples at 80 K and the related plots are shown in Figure 25. All the complexes
showed negative isomer shift parameters and rather large quadrupole splitting values, as previously
observed for complex 3. The strong -donation of the equatorial tetracarbene ligand in fact
produces high electron density at the iron nucleus and compresses the iron s orbitals, causing the
low IS value, and generates a rather oblate electron distribution around the metal atom, thereby
explaining the large electric field gradient and the large EQ.109,143
The measured isomer shift parameters of the trifluoroacetate complex 4 ( = −0.14 mm·s−1) and
chloride complex 5 ( = −0.12 mm·s−1) were only slightly lower than the one of the parent CH3CN
oxoiron(IV) complex 3 ( = −0.11 mm·s−1), thereby confirming the FeIV oxidation state.109 The
small variations are probably due to the changes in bond distances in the coordination sphere of
iron, as seen in the case of 4, to solid state packing interactions or due to the limited accuracy of the
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measurement technique itself, which often accounts for differences of 0.01−0.02 mm·s−1. The
quadrupole splitting parameters are virtually identical throughout the series 3−5 (Figure 25),
underlying a very limited effect of the corresponding axial anions on the electron density
distribution around the metal center, which is mainly affected by the tetracarbene macrocycle.
Intuitively, the -donor ability of trifluoroacetate and chloride would increase the electron density
in the metal 3d orbitals, thereby strengthening the shielding effect on the 4s and causing an increase
in the isomer shift (as evidenced for 7, see below).97 However, this effect seems to be minor and no
significant shift of the parameters was found.
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Figure 25. Zero-field 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of solid 4 (a), 5 (b) and 7 (c) acquired at 80 K (natural
abundance. 4:  = −0.14 mm·s−1, EQ = 3.13 mm·s−1; 5:  = −0.12 mm·s−1, EQ = 3.15 mm·s−1; 7:
 = −0.09 mm·s−1, EQ = 2.21 mm·s−1).

The parameters of the thiolate complex 7 stand out from the series, with a higher isomer shift of
−0.08 mm·s−1 and a quadrupole splitting lowered to 2.21 mm·s−1. This is in accordance with the
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ability of thiolate to act both as a -donor and a strong -donor, thereby increasing the electron
density on the 3d Fe orbitals and lowering the anisotropy of the charge distribution around the
metal.

Analogous

trends

are

found

in

the

comparison

between

complexes

[(TMC)FeIV(O)(CH3CN)2]2+ and [(TMCS)FeIV(O)]+, with the isomer shift going from 0.17 to
0.19 mm·s−1 and the quadrupole splitting from 1.23 to 0.22 mm·s−1 upon substitution of the axial
CH3CN molecule with the tethered thiolate.101

Taken all together, complexes 4 and 5 present MB parameters very similar to 3, providing
experimental support of their FeIV=O nature. Although the substitution of a -acidic CH3CN with
-basic trifluoroacetate and chloride affected the electronic structure as evidenced by optical
spectroscopy, the effect on the Mößbauer parameters seemed to be rather limited. Complex 7,
instead, provides a new example of the influence of strong - and -donation of thiolates on the
FeIV=O core and on the MB parameters. The comparison with the TMC analogues confirmed the
trends of parameters to be due to the donor properties of the thiolate axial ligand.

Magnetometry

Magnetic susceptibility measurements on complexes 4, 5 and 7 were performed with a SQUID
magnetometer on solid polycrystalline samples in the temperature range 2−250 K; no field
dependency of the mT values was observed. Measurements of the temperature dependence of mT
are plotted in Figure 26, while variable-temperature-variable-field (VTVH) measurements are
shown in the Appendix. In all cases, mT is essentially constant at temperatures above 50 K, and
the values recorded at 200 K were 1.01, 0.84 and 1.02 cm3∙K∙mol−1 for complexes 4, 5 and 7
respectively. These values are close to the theoretical spin-only value of 1 cm3·K·mol−1, thereby
confirming the S =1 spin state for all complexes. A decrease of mT at temperatures lower than 50 K
is due to zero field splitting (ZFS) effects. Fits of the magnetic curves according to the spin
Hamiltonian (equation 2) return the g and D values reported in table 1 (see Materials and Methods
for all equations used to fit experimental data).

̂ = −2𝐽𝑆̂1 𝑆̂2 + 𝑔𝜇𝐵 𝐵
⃗ (𝑆1 +𝑆2 )
𝐻
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(2)

3.5: Mößbauer Spectroscopy and Magnetometry
Table 1. Magnetic parameters of complexes 4, 5 and 7 obtained with SQUID magnetometry.
4

5

7

D / cm−1

16.47

16.27

−20.37

gaverage

2.009

1.839a)

2.022

TIP / 10−6 emu

296.4

675.0

841.4

a) The rather low g-value estimated for complex 5 was probably caused by the presence of diamagnetic
impurities in the SQUID sample.
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Figure 26. mT vs T curves of solid samples of 4 (a), 5 (b) and 7 (c). The empty circlets represent experimental
data, while the solid green lines are simulations using equation (2) . The lower values recorded for complex
5 were probably caused by the presence of diamagnetic impurities in the solid sample.

The obtained values are similar to the ones of 3 and in agreement with the ones obtained by the
fitting of VTVH measurements. As seen for complex 3, the relatively small ZFS parameters reflect
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the large S = 1 / S = 2 gap and the large splitting of the t2g orbitals for the whole series of
complexes.109,177 For comparison, analogous models with N-ligation show much larger ZFS
parameters (> 27 cm−1) due to spin-orbit mixing between the S = 1 and S = 2 states, allowed by the
small energetic gap between the two states.101 Accordingly, complex 7 exhibits the largest D value
(taken as module), confirming the lower triplet-quintet gap owing to the strong thiolate donation
compared to the other members of the tetracarbene series.

3.6

IRPD Spectroscopy

Given the absence of signals in resonance Raman (rR) spectra, the Fe=O stretching frequency of
complex 3 was measured via IR-photodissociation (IRPD) spectroscopy with the ISORI instrument
of Prof. Jana Roithová, at that time at the Department of Organic Chemistry of the Charles
University in Prague (now at the Department of Spectroscopy and Catalysis of Radboud University,
Netherlands).110 The ISORI instrument allows for ESI generation and subsequent mass-isolation of
selected complex ions in the gas phase, that are then injected into a cold trap kept at around 3 K.
Here a helium buffer gas is injected in order to cause the collisional relaxation of the kinetic energy
and to cool internal degrees of freedom of the ions. In these low internal energy conditions, the
metal complexes form adducts with different numbers of helium atoms. Mass selection of adduct
complexes allow their injection into a second chamber. Here the complexes are irradiated with a
monochromatic infrared radiation impulse of known frequency, varied in a range of 2000-4680
cm−1 over the course of several irradiation cycles. If the impulse excites a stretching mode of the
complex-helium adduct, the associated helium atom is detached due to the vibration of the
molecule. The detector of the mass spectrometer works in ion counting mode and is set to count the
number of complex-helium adducts exiting the irradiation chamber. For each frequency value,
several cycles of two ion counts are performed: the first one when the IR radiation effectively
irradiates the ions, and the second one on unirradiated ions. The first cycle provides the number Ni
of remaining adducts after irradiation, while the second gives the total number of adducts present
in the chamber Ni0. The spectrum is then constructed plotting the attenuation value obtained with
𝑁

the formula 1 − 𝑁 𝑖 versus the frequency of the radiation.178
𝑖0

Complex 3 was found to fall in the middle of the range determined for oxoiron(IV) complexes
known so far, with a Fe=O stretching frequency of 832 ± 3 cm−1 (for the non-labeled Fe=16O).110
Analogous measurements were performed on complexes 4 and 5 and the resulting IRPD spectra of
isotopically unlabeled (black) and labeled (red) complexes are shown in Figure 27, together with
the spectrum of 3.
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3.6: IRPD Spectroscopy
The spectral series provided a direct evaluation of the influence of the different axial ligands on the
Fe=O bond stretching frequency in the gas phase. Substitution of CH3CN with trifluoroacetate
caused a shift of the band from 832 to 815 cm−1 (from 799 to 777 cm−1 for labeled Fe=18O
complexes), indicating a lengthening of the Fe-O distance. This is perfectly in accordance with the
elongation of the Fe=O double bond as observed via XRD measurements. In fact, the substitution
of the -accepting CH3CN ligand with a more -basic carboxylate is expected to weaken the Fe−O
bond due to the competition of the two axial ligands for the -bonding with the iron d orbitals of
suitable geometry, as discussed above. The downshift () of 38 ± 3 cm−1 associated with isotopic
labeling of the oxygen atom matches the expected theoretical value of 35 cm−1, thereby confirming
the presence of the iron-oxo double bond.
When an even more -basic chloride axial anion was bound to iron in complex 5, the downshift of
the bands became even more prominent, showing a reduced stretching frequency of 799 cm−1 (765
in case of 18O labeling,  = 34 cm−1). This trend of Fe=O stretching frequency with the donor
ability of axial ligands is in perfectly accordance with previously reported case. Indeed an analogous
behavior was observed in the rR frequencies obtained for TMC complexes axially ligated by
different anions.97

3

4

5

9
9 + sPhIO

Figure 27. Helium tagging IRPD spectra of complexes 3−5 and of the isolated ion corresponding to the
putative FeIV=O complex 9 derived from in situ oxidation of complex 8 with sPhIO.
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Remarkably, the in situ reaction of the pentacarbene complex 8 with excess sPhIO allowed for the
ESI-MS isolation of molecular ions corresponding to the putative DMI-FeIV=O oxo complex 9.
IRPD analysis of the isolated ions returned an extremely low Fe-O stretching frequency of 788 cm−1
(756 cm−1 for 18O,  = 32 cm−1). This is the lowest value ever recorded for an FeIV-O complex, in
agreement with the extreme -donating ability of the axial NHC moiety. The possibility to isolate
the “homoleptic” pentacarbene oxoiron(IV) ion in the gas phase suggested that the species can be
generated in ESI-MS conditions, and invites for further synthetic efforts to isolate the species in
bulk.

3.7

Summary and Conclusions

In conclusion, this chapter presented the successful synthesis and characterization of a series of
three tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) complexes coordinated by anionic axial ligands with different
electron donor properties. Spectroscopic and magnetic data confirmed their FeIV-O nature and gave
insight into the differences in electronic structure of the complexes. In particular, the
trifluoroacetate and chloride complexes 4 and 5 showed UV/Vis features similar to parent complex
3, with shifts compatible with the introduction of the anionic axial ligands and the associated
weakening of the ligand field. Remarkably, a novel example of a thiolate-ligated oxoiron(IV)
complex 7 could be synthesized, showing significant differences in the spectroscopic features
owing to the strong - and -donor properties of the thiolate ligand. Comparison with previously
reported thiolate-bound analogues supports the axial ligation of a thiolate anion and its influence
on UV/Vis features, Mössbauer parameters and magnetic properties. Notably, the trifluoroacetatebound complex 4 could be crystallographically characterized, providing structural evidence for the
elongation of the Fe=O bond owing to the competition of the -basic carboxylate with the oxo
ligand for -donation to the corresponding orbitals on the metal center. A set of IRPD spectroscopy
measurements provided final insight on the effect of the different axial ligand on the Fe=O bond
nature. Indeed, progressively stronger -donating ligands caused a downshift of the Fe=O stretching
frequencies of the complexes 4 and 5, in accordance with the expected lengthening of the Fe=O
bond. Additional IRPD measurements are ongoing to derive the Fe=O stretching frequency of
complex 7 and the Fe−OH one of a putative RS−FeIII−OH complex described in the next chapter.
With complexes 4, 5 and 7 in hand, we moved to investigating the effect of the axial ligation on the
HAA reactivity with weak C−H bonds. The results of these experiments will be the focus of Chapter
4.
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4.
C−H Bond Activation Reactivity of Axially Substituted
Tetracarbene Oxoiron(IV) Complexes
4.1

Previous Results and Objectives

This chapter focuses on the evaluation of the axial ligand effect on the hydrogen atom abstraction
(HAA) reactivity of tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) complexes coordinated by trifluoroacetate (4),
chloride (5) and tert-butyl thiolate (7), based on previous results obtained in our group for the
CH3CN-ligated complex 3.146 As anticipated in Chapter 1, complex 3 was able to activate the weak
C−H bonds of xanthene, 9,10-dihydroanthracene (DHA), 1,4-cyclohexadiene (CHD) and fluorene
at −40 °C, with an initial HAA followed by decomposition to the -oxo complex 2 and no rebound
reactivity with the substrate radical (Scheme 4). The HAA step followed pseudo-first order kinetics
when performed with a large excess of substrate and a plot of the logarithm of the adjusted second
order kinetic constant (log 𝑘2′ , see Table 1 for the meaning of “adjusted”) versus the bond
dissociation energy (BDE, in kcal/mol) of the substrate’s C−H bonds showed a linear dependency
of the rate with the strength of the bond, thereby confirming the first step of the reaction to be a
HAA. Table 1 shows the second order reaction rates for the oxidation of the four substrates by 3 at
−40 °C.99

Scheme 4. Schematic representation of the HAA mechanism and subsequent decomposition of complex 3. L
represents different ligands found in solution, like solvent molecules, iodoarene derived from synthesis of 3
or others. Structures of the substrates used in the investigation of the HAA kinetics by 3 are shown within the
dashed rectangle.
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Table 1. BDE of substrates and associated rate constants for HAA reactions of complex 3.

BDE / kcal·mol−1

𝑘2 / M−1·s−1

𝑘2′ / M−1·s−1

Xanthene

75.5

2.2

1.1

DHA

77

0.76

0.19

CHD

78

0.47

0.12

Fluorene

80

0.0064

0.0032

𝑘2 represents the second order kinetic constant derived from the linear regression of the observed rate
constants (𝑘𝑜𝑏𝑠 ), while 𝑘2′ is obtained dividing 𝑘2 by the number of abstractable H atoms of the associated
substrate.

Following the evolution of the optical spectra during C−H bond activation, the initial formation of
an unstable intermediate with an optical feature at 448 nm was observed, before decomposition to
2. The nature of this species was elucidated with the help of cryo-mass spectrometry, EPR
spectroscopy and labelling experiments, confirming its tetracarbene−FeIII−OH nature deriving
directly from initial HAA. However, EPR of the in situ prepared hydroxo complex showed the
presence of several ferric species, likely due to the binding of different axial ligands to the iron
complex under the reaction conditions.146
In addition, extensive theoretical calculations evidenced an exciting feature of the tetracarbene
oxoiron(IV) complex towards HAA reactivity: the high energy gap between the dxy and the dz2
orbitals, as discussed in Chapter 3, prevents the S = 1 complex to access the putatively more reactive
quintet state during the first steps of the reaction, thereby precluding a two-state reactivity (TSR)
pathway from taking place. Indeed, the S = 1 surface reaction pathway was shown to be
energetically favored over the S = 2 one, rendering the complex the first and only model for a tripletonly pathway HAA reactivity. Further calculations showed that complex 3 likely reacts via an initial
axial CH3CN ligand de-coordination to generate a more reactive five-coordinate iron-oxo complex
that then performs HAA.99 Scheme 4 summarizes the mechanism of HAA by complex 3.
Recently, a publication by Rajaraman and coworkers provided some theoretical insight on the effect
of different axial ligands on the reactivity of complex 3 and four derivates bearing HS−,
trimethylamine, trimethylphosphine or no axial ligand. They investigated the HAA from methane
via theoretical calculations and showed that the alternative axial ligands would have a very small
effect on the HAA kinetics, due to a limited effect on the S = 1 / S = 2 energy gap, that remains too
high to allow for TSR in all complexes.179 The -acceptor ability of the equatorial NHCs, that would
counterbalance stronger axial donation, was invoked to justify the behavior of the investigated
tetracarbene complexes.
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Given the unique features of complex 3 in the activation of C−H bonds and the possibility to isolate
the axially ligated analogues 4, 5 and 7, the present chapter focuses on the experimental evaluation
of the axial ligand effect on the HAA reactivity of the series.

4.2

Reactivity with 1,4-Cyclohexadiene at −40 °C

The HAA reactivity of complexes 4, 5 and 7 was studied by UV/Vis spectroscopy, monitoring the
reaction with 1,4-cyclohexadiene at −40 °C in CH3CN, using conditions analogous to the ones used
for the parent complex 3.99 Dissolution of solid samples of 4 and 5 and in situ preparation of 7 (as
described in Chapter 3) was followed by addition of CH3CN solutions of CHD and acquisition of
spectra of the resulting mixture at regular time intervals until completion of the reaction (~ 1.5 h).
Given the limited solubility of 5 at the temperature of the experiments, a lower concentration of all
the complex solutions was chosen (0.25 mM) compared to the one previously used for complex 3
(1 mM).

Effect of trifluoroacetate and chloride anions: reactivity of complexes 4 and 5

As introduced in Chapter 1, the abstraction of a hydrogen atom from CHD by the oxoiron(IV)
complexes is expected to proceed with the initial reduction to reactive FeIII−OH intermediates, the
instability of which would cause the rapid decay to more stable compounds or follow-up reactivity
with the substrate. As an example, complex 3 was shown to react with CHD via the initial formation
of the corresponding (LNHC)−FeIII−OH complex over the course of ~200 s, followed by a slow
decomposition to the stable dimeric complex 2.
Figure 28 shows the spectral changes associated with the reaction of trifluoroacetate complex 4 and
chloride complex 5 with 200 equivalents of CHD. Upon substrate addition, the characteristic bands
at 408 (4) and 416 (5) initially decreased with isosbestic points at 439 and 434 nm, respectively,
during the first 350-400 s. No unequivocal formation of a putative FeIII-OH intermediate was
observed before the vanishing of the isosbestic points and the slow appearance of a sharp absorption
band at 339 nm. A comparison with complex 3 evidences a different course of the reaction, which
for 4 and 5 did not proceed with the formation of the -oxo complex 2 (Figure 28, c). Instead, in
both cases, the final product showed the characteristic band of the bis-CH3CN FeII complex 1, as
suggested by a comparison with the spectrum of the pure complex (Figure 28, c).
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Figure 28. Spectral evolution of the optical features during the reaction of complexes 4 and 5 (a and b,
respectively) with 200 equivalents of CHD in CH3CN at −40 °C. Isosbestic points are indicated with asteriscs
(vanishing ones in brakets). Spectra of pure complexes 1 and 2 are shown in c.

The vanishing of the isosbestic points suggests that the overall reaction from 4/5 to 1 proceeds
through multiple steps. The first process is likely the HAA to form the corresponding ferric-hydroxo
complexes, as confirmed by the kinetic analysis described in Section 4.4. The different follow-up
reactivity compared to 3 implies that the presence of the axial trifluoroacetate (4) and chloride (5)
anions prevents the decomposition of the intermediates via dimerization (Scheme 4). Indeed, as
discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, the iron(III) centers in the -oxo complex 2 possess a 5coordinated square pyramidal geometry, and coordination of an additional axial ligand triggers the
breaking of one of the Fe−O bonds. As a result, the formation of a dimeric complex like 2 is only
possible if the axial ligands of the hydroxo intermediates are weakly bound and can be easily
released during the dimerization process. Therefore, it appears reasonable to hypothesize that the
presence of strongly bound axial ligands in 4 and 5 and their corresponding FeIII−OH derivates
would stabilize the complexes with respect to dimerization. The formation of FeII complexes after
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the initial HAA can be associated with two possible follow-up reactions, as introduced in Chapter
1: in case of an oxygen-rebound, transfer of the hydroxyl radical from the FeIII−OH intermediate to
the organic substrate radical would generate the ferrous complex and the an organic alcohol, while
in a desaturation scenario a second HAA abstraction would generate an FeII-aquo complex, where
the H2O ligand would be readily displaced by CH3CN. Given that the abstraction of a second
hydrogen atom from the cyclohexadienyl radical is even more favorable than the first one due to
the formation of an aromatic product (benzene), desaturation appears to be the most probable
evolution pathway of the reactions of 4 and 5 with CHD (Scheme 5). 1H-NMR and GC-FID
experiments aimed at the characterization of the product mixtures are ongoing, in order to confirm
the formation of benzene and complex 1.

Scheme 5. Schematic representation of the desaturation pathway for the reaction of complexes 4 and 5 with
CHD in CH3CN.

Reactivity of the thiolate-bound complex 7

Evaluation of the reactivity of complex 7 with 200 equivalents of CHD proved to be more
straightforward. Figure 29 shows that the reaction proceeded with the disappearance of the bands
at 334 and 442 nm typical of 7, and the appearance of an intense feature at 609 nm over the course
of 1.5 hours. The spectral changes were accompanied by the presence of five isosbestic points at
327, 360, 398, 548 and 683 nm, clearly indicating a single-step transformation. The product of the
reaction is expected to be a thiolate-bound FeIII hydroxo complex ([(LNHC)FeIII(OH)(tBuS)]+), as a
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result of the initial HAA step. Remarkably, this product appeared to be stable for more than four
hours at −40 °C.
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Figure 29. Spectral evolution of the optical features during the reaction of complex 7 with 200 equivalents of
CHD in CH3CN at −40 °C. Isosbestic points are indicated with asteriscs. Reaction time: 1.5 h.

Typically, ferric-hydroxo intermediates of heme- and non-heme models are extremely reactive
species, but the unusual stability of the putative [(LNHC)FeIII(OH)(tBuS)]+ complex introduces the
possibility of isolation and characterization of the product. Indeed, current efforts are aimed at the
purification of such intermediate in bulk, to allow for the determination of its electronic and
molecular structures.

With this spectral information and hypothesis in hand, the reactions were repeated using different
concentrations of CHD and kinetic data was derived.

Kinetic measurements of HAA reactions with 4, 5 and 7
The usual approach to obtain kinetic data from HAA reactivity of FeIV-oxo complexes involves
following the decrease over time of the characteristic optical band of the oxo-complex upon
reaction. However, given the complicated spectral changes recorded in the case of parent 3 (which
possesses CH3CN as axial ligand), a different approach was chosen, following the initial formation
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of the FeIII−OH complex with its characteristic band at 448 nm, that was proposed to be proportional
to the consumption of 3 upon HAA.99 As shown in Figure 28, the time decay of complexes 4 and 5
was not accompanied by the clear rising of bands attributable to the ferric intermediates, and at this
concentration the spectral changes associated to the decrease of the bands around 600 nm were too
limited to provide unequivocal data. Hence, the best choice to get preliminary kinetic information
appeared to be following the initial decay of the bands in the 400 nm region of 4 and 5 as long as
the initial isosbestic points were present. In fact, a similar approach was used by Sen Gupta and
coworkers to obtain kinetic parameters for the HAA reactivity of a unique oxoiron(V) TAML
complex. In that case the initial HAA was followed by several decomposition steps, and kinetic
data relative to the Fe(V)-oxo complex were derived by following the changes in optical features
until the initial isosbestic points were broken, and discarding following data points.180
Due to the limited timeframe (350-400 s) and the limited spectral changes in absorbance associated
with the HAA processes for the trifluoroacetate (4) and chloride complex (5), only kinetic data of
limited quality were obtained. Higher quality data were collected using different conditions as
discussed in the next section. In the straightforward case of complex 7, however, both the decay of
the oxo complex and the formation of the ferric product were followed until completion of the
reaction. The substantial changes in absorption of the bands during the reaction allowed to obtain
kinetic data of adequate quality.
The plots of the observed reaction rates versus concentration of CHD for 4, 5 and 7 are shown in
Figure 30 together with the linear fits of the observed rate constants. The obtained second order rate
constants 𝑘2 had to be corrected for the number of abstractable hydrogen atoms of the substrate,
four in the case of 1,4-cyclohexadiene, to obtain 𝑘2′ constants. Table 2 shows the approximated 𝑘2
and 𝑘2′ values for complexes 4 and 5, the value obtained for 7 and a comparison with parent complex
3.

Table 2. Estimated second order reaction rates for the reaction of complexes 4, 5 and 7 with CHD in CH3CN
at −40 °C and comparison with parent complex 3.99

3 (CH3CN)

4 (CF3COO−)

5 (Cl−)

7 (tBuS−)

𝑘2 / M−1·s−1

0.470

~0.093

~0.128

0.128

𝑘2′ / M−1·s−1

0.120

~0.023

~0.032

0.032
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Figure 30. Plots of the observed reaction rates (kobs) of complexes 4, 5 and 7 (0.25 mM, a, b, c, and d
respectively) vs. concentration of CHD at −40 °C in CH3CN. The green and blue dots and linear plots related
to complex 7 correspond to the data obtained by following the disappearance of the band at 442 nm (green)
or the appearance of the product band at 609 nm (blue).

As predicted by Rajaraman, the parent complex 3 and the axially substituted derivatives showed
similar second order rates for the HAA step, providing experimental support for the theoretical
hypothesis according to which the stronger axial donation could be counterbalanced by the acceptor ability of the NHC ligands.
With these preliminary findings in hand, we moved to investigate the kinetic parameters at higher
temperatures. However, in order to obtain kinetic traces of higher quality, an increase of the
concentration of the complexes was needed. Given the very low solubility of complexes 5 in
CH3CN, the subsequent measurements were performed only on complexes 3, 4 and 7 using a
concentration of 1 mM in the reaction cell. This also allowed to obtain the kinetic trace of complex
4 following the disappearing of the band at 629 nm, which decreases continuously throughout the
HAA reaction (Figure 28), thereby allowing for more accurate estimations of the rate constants.
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4.3

Reactivity with 1,4-Cyclohexadiene at Higher Temperatures

The kinetic measurements of the HAA reactivity of the axially bound complexes 4 (CF3COO−), 5
(Cl−) and 7 (tBuS−) with excesses of CHD were repeated at 25 °C, a temperature at which the
reactions were expected to be completed in few seconds. However, given the thermal instability of
all the iron-oxo compounds at that temperature, complex stock solutions were prepared at −40 °C
and the experiments were performed using a stopped-flow UV/Vis spectrometer capable of
recording extra-fast spectral acquisitions (up to 500 spectra recorded in 85 ms) and equipped to
quickly warm-up the complexes sample solutions from −40 to 25 °C right before mixing with the
substrates, avoiding significant self-decomposition. Figure 31 shows the kobs plots obtained and
their linear fit, while Table 3 reports the second order rate constant values.

3 (CH3CN)
4 (CF3COO−)

1.5

kobs / s−1

7 (tBuS−)
1.0

0.5

0.0

0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
[CHD] / mM

Figure 31. Plots of the observed reaction rates (kobs) of complexes 3 (triangles), 4 (dots) and 7 (empty
diamonds), (1 mM) vs. concentration of CHD at  °C in CH3CN.
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Table 3. Second order reaction rates for the reaction of complexes 3, 4 and 7 with CHD in CH3CN at  °C.

3

4

7

𝑘2 / M−1·s−1

20.03

2.35

3.26

𝑘2′ / M−1·s−1

5.01

0.59

0.82

In agreement with the results obtained at −40 °C, all complexes showed similar second order rate
constants, with complex 3 reacting approximately one order of magnitude faster than 4 and six
times faster than 7. According to the 𝑘2′ values, coordination of trifluoroacetate (4), chloride (5) or
thiolate (7) to the tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) core seems to cause a slight decrease of the experimental
second order rate constant of the HAA process compared to the parent CH3CN complex 3. This
constitutes a distinctive behavior of the anion-ligated tetracarbene complexes when compared to
the studies performed on other oxoiron(IV) model complexes, e.g., the tetramethylcyclam
[(TMC)FeIV(O)(X)] series (structures in Chapter 1). For the latter, axial coordination of
trifluoroacetate, azide or tethered thiolate was able to substantially increase the reaction rate. 96 In
particular, coordination of trifluoroacetate caused an increase of one order of magnitude in the value
of 𝑘2 for the activation of CHD when compared to the CH3CN -ligated TMC complex, and tethering
a thiolate allowed for the oxidation of 9,10-dihydroanthracene to proceed 38 times faster. According
to the authors, this “antielectrophylic” trend of HAA kinetics could be ascribed to three main
reasons, already introduced in Chapter 1. First, more electron-donating axial ligands increase Hatom tunneling contributions, as shown by higher KIE values.96,181 Additionally, the increased
electron density on the z-axis induces a decrease in the triplet-quintet gap (S = 1 / S = 2), making
the quintet reaction pathway more accessible. During the HAA reaction, which for the TMC
complexes is proposed to proceed via a two-state reactivity (TSR) mechanism, the quintet pathway
has a lower energy barrier compared to the triplet owing to the preferred -pathway for the
formation of the first transition state and to the exchange enhanced reactivity phenomenon. 82,94,182
Finally, in the case of thiolate axial ligands, the enhanced reactivity owes to the strong “push-pull”
effect of the sulfur donor, which increases the basicity of the ferryl group as well as the BDEOH of
the generated FeIII-OH, thereby increasing the driving force of the HAA reaction.57,64,149,183,184
As shown previously, a TSR scenario is not likely for complex 3, given the large triplet-quintet
energy gap of 18.6 kcal·mol−1, and Rajaraman’s study predicted a single state reactivity mechanism
for axially ligated analogues as well.99,179 However, even when taking into account the unlikelihood
of the TSR mechanism for 4, 5 and 7, the increased H-atom tunneling and the “push-pull” effect
should enhance their rates compared to 3. The explanation of the higher rates of complex 3 lays in
the mechanism of the HAA step, which was calculated to proceed through an initial axial CH3CN
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dissociation to generate a pentacoordinated tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) complex. This species was
calculated to show higher HAA rates compared to the 6-coordinated (6C) 3 in the case of CHD,
and to all 6C axially substituted analogues in the case of methane.99,179 This was explained by taking
in consideration that the HAA reaction of 3 proceeds via a -pathway, where the addition of the
electron to the Fe-oxo complex happens on the dz2 frontier orbital. Dissociation of the axial ligand
therefore lowers the energy of the target orbital and allows for faster reactivity. As introduced in
the previous sections, the strongly bound axial anions in 4 (CF3COO−), 5 (Cl−) and 7 (tBuS−) would
likely prevent (or at least slow down) the axial ligand dissociation for these complexes, therefore
justifying the slightly lower rates of 4, 5 and 7 compared to 3. In fact, the different follow up
reactivity of 4 and 5, and the clean one-step conversion of 7 to the putative hydroxo intermediate
upon HAA (see Section 4.2) could suggest that the axial anions remain bound in the hydroxo
intermediate, preventing ligand dissociation to the more reactive 5C intermediate.
Although activation parameters for complex 3 were already derived for temperatures between
−40 °C and 0 °C, the possibility to follow the very fast reactions at room temperature allowed for
the acquisition of additional data for 3 up to room temperature, together with the estimation of the
activation parameters of complexes 4 and 7. To this extent, the HAA experiments were performed
with 75 mM solutions of CHD at three additional temperatures, 15 °C, 5 °C and −5 °C, and the
Eyring plots shown in Figure 32 were produced by dividing the observed rate constant (kobs) by the
CHD molar concentration and the number of abstractable H-atoms of CHD (four) to obtain the
corresponding 𝑘2′ values. Activation enthalpy, entropy and free energy of all reactions were
calculated using Equation (3).

ln

𝑘
−∆𝐻 ‡ 1
𝑘𝐵 ∆𝑆 ‡
=
∙ + ln +
𝑇
𝑅
𝑇
ℎ
𝑅

(3)

As expected, reaction rates decreased by lowering the temperature for all complexes, and Table 4
reports the obtained activation parameter values. Overall, all the complexes show similar activation
parameters, reflecting the minor differences in their HAA rate constants.
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Table 4. Activation parameters for the reaction of 3, 4 and 7 with CHD, as derived from the Eyring plots.

3

4

7

∆𝑯‡ / kcal·mol−1

6.0

5.0

9.7

∆𝑺‡ / cal·K−1·mol−1

−36.4

−42.8

−25.8

𝑮‡𝟐𝟎℃ / kcal·mol−1

16.7

17.6

17.3

ln(k2' / T)

-4.0

3 (CH3CN)

-4.5

4 (CF3COO−)

-5.0

7 (tBuS−)

-5.5
-6.0
-6.5
-7.0
-7.5
3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

−1

(1 / T) x 1000 / K

Figure 32. Eyring plots for the reactions of 3 (triangles), 4 (dots) and 7 (diamonds) with CHD (75 mM) at
25 °C, 15 °C, 5 °C and −5 °C in CH3CN.

4.4

Reactions with Other Substrates

The kinetic measurements at 25 °C were performed with two additional substrates with lower C−H
bond dissociation energy (BDE) compared to CHD: 9,10-dihydroanthracene (DHA, 77 kcal·mol−1)
and xanthene (75.5 kcal·mol−1). Given their low solubility in CH3CN, substrate stock solutions were
prepared in mixtures of DCM and CH3CN, therefore providing slightly different reaction
environments compared to CHD. Nevertheless, the kobs plots gave linear trends and the derived
second order rates were in accordance with the lower BDE of these two substrates, which reacted
faster compared to CHD (Figure 33 and Table 5).
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Table 5. Calculated adjusted second order rate constants (𝑘2′ , in M−1∙s−1) for the reactions of 3, 4 and 7 with
xanthene, DHA and CHD in CH3CN at 25 °C.

3

4

7

Xanthene

13.17

2.02

3.30

DHA

6.80

1.04

3.12

CHD

5.01

0.59

0.82

a)

b)
3 (CH3CN)

2.0x100

7 (tBuS−)

3x100
kobs / s−1

1.5x100
kobs / s−1

4x100

4 (CF3COO−)

1.0x100
5.0x10-1
0.0

2x100
1x100

0
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[DHA] / mM

0

0
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[xanthene] / mM

Figure 33. Plots of the observed reaction rates (kobs) of complexes 3 (triangles), 4 (dots) and 7 (empty
diamonds), (1 mM) vs. concentration of a) DHA and b) xanthene at  °C in CH3CN.

Moreover, plots of the log 𝑘2′ versus the BDE (in kcal·mol−1) of the three substrates (Figure 34)
gave a linear trend with a slope of −0.17 and −0.21 for 3 and 4, respectively, thereby supporting the
hypothesis of a C−H bond activation that proceeds via an initial HAA step, as previously shown in
the case of complex 3 at − 40°C.99,185–188 Interestingly, the behavior of complex 7 deviates from the
ideal linearity experimentally observed for direct HAA mechanisms. Usually, deviations from
linearity have been interpreted introducing the possibility of an asynchronous PCET mechanism, in
which the electron and the proton of the formal H-atom are abstracted from the substrate in two
different steps.82,189 Alternatively, the activation of weak C−H bonds has been shown to be
independent from the substrate’s BDECH in cases in which the entropic contribution to the freeenergy barriers exceeded the enthalpic one (which is directly influenced by the BDE), as seen both
for some enzyme FeIV-oxo active intermediates and thiolate-bound heme model complexes.5,190
Given the peculiar nature of the thiolate ligation and the singular electronic structure of complex 7,
it would be reasonable to hypothesize a different behavior in the activation of weak C−H bonds,
and current efforts are focused on a rigorous investigation of the deviation.
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1.5

3 (CH3CN)
4 (CF3COO−)
7 (tBuS−)

log(k2')

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0.5
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76

77

78

BDE / kcal mol−1
Figure 34. Plots of log 𝑘2′ versus the C−H BDE of xanthene, DHA and CHD for complexes 3 (black triangles),
4 (black dots) and 7 (empty diamonds).

Taken together, the kinetic measurements on complexes 4, 5 and 7 provided insight into the effect
of the axial coordination of different anions and supported the initial findings about 3 and theoretical
calculations performed by Rajaraman. Reaction rates at −40 °C and 25 °C were shown to be similar
for all complexes, regardless of the presence of activating axial ligands. The slight differences in
reaction rates and product mixtures between 3 and the anion-coordinated complexes evidenced
possible differences in the reaction mechanism. The decrease of reaction rates with coordination of
activating axial ligands could in fact be envisioned by taking into account the effect of strong axial
coordination on the mechanism of the reaction, which is supposed to proceed via ligand dissociation
only for 3, generating a more reactive 5C intermediate, while a direct HAA on the less reactive 6C
FeIV=O complexes is more likely for 4, 5 and 7.

4.5

Electrochemical Investigations of the Tetracarbene Oxoiron(IV) Complexes

In order to gain additional insight into the HAA step of the reactions performed by the tetracarbene
complexes, it is advisable to investigate the one-electron reduction of the complex series, with the
aim of estimating the reduction potential of the FeIVO/FeIIIO couple. However, cyclic voltammetry
measurements on temperature unstable and reactive species require suitable experimental set-ups
to avoid decomposition of the analytes during the experiments. Therefore, cyclic voltammetry
measurements of complexes 3, 4 and 5 were performed during a research stay in the lab of
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Dr. Nicolas Le Poul, at the Laboratoire de Chimie, Electrochimie Moléculaires et Chimie
Analytique of the Université de Bretaigne Occidentale, Brest. There, measurements at low
temperature and fast scan rates were performed using an in-house built cryo-cyclic voltammetry
set-up, in order to investigate the behavior of the complexes upon reduction.
In a typical experiment, a 0.75 mM EtCN solution of the chosen iron-oxo complex containing 0.1 M
tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6) was kept at temperatures between −35 °C and
−70 °C and cyclic voltammograms (CV) were recorded using a glassy carbon working electrode.
Figure 35 shows the full voltammograms of complexes 3−5 at −35 °C when the CVs were started
at the open circuit potential (OCP) and scanned cathodically first, at a scan rate of 0.1 V/s. All three
complexes showed two irreversible reductive waves in the region between −1.25 and −1.60 V and
irreversible oxidative events around 0.75-1.0 V.

a)

b)

c)
−

3 (CH3CN)

5 (Cl−)

4 (CF3COO )

5 A

5 A

5 A

-1

0
+

E vs Fc /Fc / V

1

-1

0
+

E vs Fc /Fc / V

1

-1

0

1

+

E vs Fc /Fc / V

Figure 35. Cyclic voltammograms of complexes 3 (a), 4 (b) and 5 (c) (0.75 mM) in EtCN 0.1 M TBAPF6 at
−35 °C using a glassy carbon working electrode and referencing vs Fc +/0. All the measurements were scanned
cathodically first starting from OCP at 0.1 V/s; two cycles were completed (first cycle: black solid line, second
cycle: red dashed line).

Reversibility of a redox event is a key requirement to accurately obtain the associated reduction
potentials.191 Hence, the reductive region of the CVs were recorded at increasingly higher scan rates
and progressively lower temperatures in an attempt to reach reversibility conditions for the
reductions of the complexes. However, even at rates of 100 V/s and temperatures of −70 °C none
of the complexes showed signs of a reversible reduction. This rendered an accurate quantification
of the potential associated with a formal FeIVO to FeIIIO reduction impossible. According to
literature, the irreversibility of the one-electron reduction would be ascribed to a very fast chemical
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process following the electron transfer, in which the generated formal FeIII-oxo complex would
abstract a proton from the nitrile solvent or traces of water in the electrolyte due to its extreme
basicity, as suggested by the seminal work of T. J. Meyer and the gas-phase experimental evidences
from Roithová and co-workers.192,193 The latter showed that the formal FeIII-O complexes derived
from a variety of oxoiron(IV) complexes with different supporting ligands and geometries react as
extremely strong bases rather than as hydrogen atom abstractors.
Interestingly, a dependence of the two reductive waves on scan rate was observed for all
tetracarbene complexes. For the sake of brevity, only the findings related to complex 4 will be
discussed here, given the totally analogous behaviors of complexes 3 and 5 in these initial
investigations.
Figure 36 shows the cyclic voltammograms of the reductive region of trifluoroacetate complex 4 at
scan rates between 0.05 and 2 V/s at −35 °C in CH3CN. At lower scan rates, two clear reduction
events are observable, with peak potentials of −1.292 V and −1.574 V at 0.05 V/s. A progressive
increase of the scan rate caused both a cathodic shift in the peak potential of the first reductive event
and its decrease in intensity compared to the second wave. At 5 V/s and up to 20 V/s, the first redox
event appeared almost completely suppressed, with only the reduction at lower potential showing
prominently. A similar behavior can be seen in the second scan of each CV (red dashed line),
although to a lower extent.
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Figure 36. Cyclic voltammograms of complex 4 (1 mM) performed at differen scan rates (0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5,
1 and 2 V/s for a-f, respectively) in CH3CN 0.1 M TBAPF6 at −35 °C using a glassy carbon working. All the
measurements were scanned cathodically first starting from OCP; two cycles were completed (first cycle:
black solid line, second cycle: red dashed line).
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In a second experiment, the temperature was kept constant at −56 °C and the scans were performed
at different rates. When the intensity of current of each scan was normalized by the square root of
the corresponding scan rate, an interdependency of the two reductive waves was found (Figure 37).
At 0.005 V/s the first reduction event was the only one recorded (red line) but increasing the scan
rate caused a gradual disappearance of this first event in favor of the second wave, until only the
reduction at lower potential was present at 0.1 V/s (blue line).

0.005 V/s
0.01 V/s
0.02 V/s
0.03 V/s
0.04 V/s
0.08 V/s
0.1 V/s
-2.0
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Figure 37. Excerpts of the cyclic voltammograms of complex 4 (1 mM) performed at scan rates increasing
from 0.005 (red curve) to 0.1 V/s (blue curve) in EtCN 0.1 M TBAPF6 at −56 °C using a glassy carbon
working electrode. The intensity of current of each scan was normalized by the square root of the
corresponding scan rate. All the measurements were scanned cathodically first, from 0.0 V.

When taken together, these experiments allow for the formulation of preliminary hypotheses to
explain the experimental results. The fact that at fast scan rates, e.g., 5 V/s at −35 °C, the second
reduction at −1.57 V is the only one observed in the CV and that it shows no potential shift with
higher scan rates suggests that the two reductions are not sequential but would rather belong to two
different species in solution. The two compounds would therefore differ for the relative reduction
potentials (e.g., for the electron density on the Fe=O group). The interdependence shown in Figure
37 would imply that the two species are in equilibrium in solution, the position of which can be
shifted by scan rate. Finally, the fact that higher scan rates only the lower potential reduction is
present also implies that the equilibrium in solution lays predominantly on the side of the species
responsible for this second reductive event.
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Considering that the same behavior was observed for all three complexes 3, 4 and 5, both in situ
prepared and from isolated and purified solid samples, a preliminary hypothesis regarding the
nature of the equilibrium could involve a slow ligand dissociation process in nitrile solutions
(Scheme 6). In the case of complex 4, the two different species observed in solution would be the
trifluoroacetate six-coordinated complex 4 itself, giving rise to the reduction at lower potentials,
and a penta-coordinated tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) complex formed upon dissociation of the axial
anion. The lower electron density on the Fe=O group of the latter complex would be responsible
for its higher reduction potential. As expected, the position of the equilibrium would strongly lay
on the side of the six-coordinated complex, but when lower scan rates are used, the consumption of
traces penta-coordinated complex would drag the equilibrium toward the product of ligand
dissociation, therefore provoking and increase of the intensity of the first reduction process, as
observed experimentally.

Scheme 6. Depiction of the proposed axial ligand dissociation equilibrium taking place in solutions of
complexes 3-5.

Testing the validity of this hypothesis will be of fundamental importance to fully explain the
electrochemical behavior of the tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) complexes investigated herein. Moreover,
it would be interesting to understand the reason behind the different behaviors observed in the case
of the HAA reactivity, where the axial ligands seem to remain bound (or where the equilibrium
seems to be slow enough to avoid formation of the more reactive penta-coordinated complex) and
the electrochemical measurements reported in this section. To this regard, it would be advisable to
design future titration experiments to explore the effect of addition of free axial ligand both on the
peak potential of the first reductive wave and on the kinetics of HAA of complexes 4 and 5.

4.6

Outlook

This chapter presented the investigation of the HAA reactivity performed by the anion-ligated
complexes 4−6 toward different substrates at variable temperatures, and comparison to parent 3.
As predicted by theory, exchanging the axial CH3CN ligand of complex 3 with trifluoroacetate (4),
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chloride (5), and tert-butyl thiolate (7) caused contained differences in HAA reaction rates both at
−40 °C and at 25 °C, although more significant than the theoretically predicted ones. However,
follow-up reactivity of 4 and 5, with generation of the tetracarbene-FeII complex 1 as final product,
evidenced how coordination of an anionic axial ligand prevents the decomposition of the ferric
hydroxo intermediates to the dimer -oxo complex 2, as previously reported for 3, and allows
further reactivity with the organic substrate radical. Remarkably, the thiolate-bound complex 7
reacts with weak C−H bonds in a clean one-step HAA, generating a putative thiolate−FeIII−OH
intermediate that shows outstanding stability at −40 °C. This stability will allow for attempts of
isolating this exciting intermediate, hopefully returning structural and electronic information about
this unique example of a RS−FeIII−OH complex.
Comparison of the second order reaction rates at 25 °C showed that coordination of activating
anions trans to the oxo moiety in the tetracarbene system caused a decrease of the 𝑘2′ values of
approximately one order of magnitude compared to the CH3CN -coordinated parent 3, contrary to
what has been show for other oxoiron(IV) model complexes. This behavior suggests that while the
HAA reaction proceeds through an axial ligand dissociation mechanism in the case of 3, generating
a penta-coordinated complex with increased reactivity, the axial anions remain bound during
activation of C−H bonds in the case of 4, 5 and 7, justifying slower reaction rates.
Finally, cryo-electrochemical analysis of solutions of 3, 4 and 5 evidenced the presence of an
equilibrium in nitrile solutions of the oxo-complexes. Initial hypothesis on the nature of the
equilibrium could involve an axial ligand dissociation process. However, the position of the slow
equilibrium is shown to lay predominantly on the exa-coordinated complex side, compatible with
the results of the HAA rates investigations.
Overall, this complex series provides a basis to get additional insight on the nature of the
tetracarbene complexes, for which the equatorial macrocycle seems to affect the electronic structure
granting additional peculiarities depending on the axial ligation. A comprehensive understanding
of these new phenomena would help expanding the horizon of processes involved in the HAA
reactivity of non-heme oxoiron(IV) model complexes.
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5.
Insight into the Disproportionation Equilibrium of 2 and
Gas-Phase OAT Reactivity of 3: a Nucleophilic Fe=O Group
This chapter has been partially adapted from: Cordes, C.; Morganti, M.; Klawitter, I.; Schremmer, C.;
Dechert, S.; Meyer, F. Disproportionation Equilibrium of a μ-Oxodiiron(III) Complex Giving Rise to C−H
Activation Reactivity: Structural Snapshot of a Unique Oxoiron(IV) Adduct. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 2019,
58 (32), 10855–10858. DOI: 10.1002/anie.201900683.

5.1

Introduction and Previous Results

The previous chapter provided insight into the HAA reactivity of the oxoiron(IV) complexes 4, 5
and 7 of the tetracarbene macrocycle under the effect of different axial ligands. Likely, coordination
of an anionic group promoted the follow-up rebound/desaturation mechanism by avoiding the
accumulation of the stable -oxo dimer 2, which is the end-product of the C−H bond activation by
complex 3. Decomposition to stable oxo-bridged dimers is in fact the common final stage of the
catalytic processes involving highly reactive heme- and non-heme iron complexes as found both in
natural enzymes, in synthetic models and catalysts.194–199 These dimeric complexes, often inert
under aerobic conditions, have been widely investigated as starting points for oxygenation of
substrates in presence of external oxidants, or as catalysts for acylation reactions.200–212 More
recently, photoexcitation proved to be a convenient strategy to activate the ferric oxo-bridged
dimers towards oxidation reactivity.213,214 Previously, our group has shown that complex 2 was able
to activate the weak C−H bonds of DHA without addition of external oxidants and demonstrated
that it is able to do so thanks to a disproportionation equilibrium that generates complexes 3 (the
active species that performs HAA) and 1 in CH3CN at room temperature. This hypothesis was
verified by 1H-NMR monitoring of the reaction of 2 with DHA, that proceeded to the quantitative
formation of anthracene and complex 1 over the course of several weeks, according to the
mechanism shown in Figure 38.146,215
Although the reaction rates were shown to be rather sluggish, the finding provided insight into the
possibility of avoiding the HAA reactivity dead-end by the use of the unique tetracarbene ligand.
However, some questions remained unanswered. Additional experiments were needed to
understand the nature of the disproportionation equilibrium, to further support its presence and to
shine light onto its mechanism. To this extent, parts of the experiments reported below were
performed in collaboration with Dr. Cordes and Claudia Schremmer, both former members of our
group.
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Figure 38. Scheme of the disproportionation equilibrium of complex 2 in CH3CN that gives rise to HAA
reactivity on DHA via the formation of the reactive oxoiron(IV) complex 3 and the ferrous complex 1.

Studies of OAT reactivity in solution evidenced the inertness of 3 towards typical substrates,
suggesting a strong nucleophilic nature of the Fe=O moiety.146 Numerous reports on the OAT
reactivity of N-ligated non-heme analogues of complex 3 demonstrate in fact that the rates of the
two-electron reaction with oxo-accepting substrates directly correlated with the electrophilicity of
the Fe=O moiety in what has been named “electrophilic trend”.82,96,101 Moreover, the oxyl radical
character of the oxo group has been directly linked to OAT reactivity, showing that its absence is
responsible for the kinetic inertness of some metal-oxo complexes.216,217 Despite a significant
degree of oxyl character calculated for 3, the complex was able to activate only the very oxophilic
trimethylphosphine with appreciable rates, while it was inert towards thioanisole or styrene in
CH3CN at −40 °C.110,146,179 Therefore, the apparent nucleophilicity of the tetracarbene oxoiron(IV)
complex had to be attributed to the unique electronic structure deriving from the effect of the strong
equatorial donation.
In order to confirm this assumption, gas phase reactivity analyses could provide a suitable mean to
remove any matrix interactions and to explore the intrinsic reactivity of complex 3 towards OAT
substrates, as will be presented in section 5.5.
In addition to the mechanistic evidence for the disproportionation equilibrium of 2, this chapter
discusses the results of said gas-phase OAT studies on complex 3 and the structural characterization
of an unprecedented adduct that constitutes a snapshot of the disproportionation mechanism and
experimental support for the nucleophilicity of 3.
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5.2

Further Insights Into the HAA Reactivity of 2

In order to determine whether the disproportionation of 2 into 3 and 1 at room temperature is caused
by light excitation, the HAA reaction with DHA at room temperature was monitored both under
ambient light conditions and in complete darkness, acquiring 1H-NMR spectra at regular time
intervals over the course of more than two weeks and recording the integral values (normalized by
an internal standard of 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene) of signals corresponding to 2, 1 and anthracene.
To this extent, CD3CN solutions of complex 2 were treated with 7 equivalents of DHA and left
reacting in two different NMR tubes, one of which was kept under ambient light and the other one
under complete darkness for the full course of the reaction.
As shown in Figure 39, no significant difference in the integrals time traces of the decay of 2, the
formation of 1 or anthracene was found between the two sets of experiments. This confirmed the
presence of a rare thermal disproportionation equilibrium, rather than a light driven one, that
generates reactive 3 and 1.

0.1
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Figure 39. Time traces of 1H-NMR integrals showing the consumption of complex 2 (black circles), the
formation of anthracene (blue squares) and complex 1 (red triangles) during the reaction of 2 with 7
equivalents of DHA in deuterated CH3CN at room temperature. The reaction was performed in complete
darkness (full symbols and solid lines) and under ambient light conditions (empty symbols and dashed lines)
and integrals were referred to an internal standard of 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene,

A possible explanation for the presence of such disproportionation in nitrile solvents was proposed
in the dissertation of Dr. Cordes, after theoretical calculations that were performed to elucidate the
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electronic structure of complex 2. The pentacoordinated ferric ions were calculated as having an
intermediate S = 3/2 spin state, allowed by the square pyramidal geometry.218 The calculated
molecular orbital scheme of the ferric centers showed the presence of a singly occupied slightly
antibonding dz2 orbital, that provided a justification for the absence of a second axial ligand on the
iron centers (Figure 40).146
In light of these results, it was proposed that coordination of a nitrile molecule on the axial position
trans to the -oxo moiety would populate an antibonding orbital and significantly decrease the
Fe−O bond order, thereby triggering the disproportionation of 2 to 3 and 1 that would allow for
subsequent HAA reactivity.

Figure 40. Energy splitting of the d orbitals of the iron ions in complex 2, as calculated in reference [146].

5.3

Scrambling Experiments in Different Nitrile Solvents

To support the hypothesis of a disproportionation equilibrium triggered by solvent coordination on
complex 2, we designed a suitable experiment exploiting the possibility of detection of the complex
via mass-spectrometry. In a related project, our group previously reported an analogous
FeIII−O−FeIII tetracarbene complex 2Me where the backbone of the imidazole-2-ylidene moieties is
methylated in positions 4 and 5.164 The work of Claudia Schremmer showed that 2Me could also be
characterized by mass spectrometry and disproportionated into the corresponding Fe II and
oxoiron(IV) monomers upon ES ionization.
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Figure 41. Scrambling equilibrium between complex 2 and the methylated analogue complex 2Me as
hypothesized in nitrile solutions.

Assuming the presence of a disproportionation equilibrium similar to the one of 2 for the methylated
analogue, a mass-spec analysis of an CH3CN solution containing equimolar mixtures of 2 and 2Me
was carried out at regular time intervals after the initial mixing of the two complexes.
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Figure 42. Left: time evolution of the ESI(+)-MS spectra of an equimolar mixture (4.3∙10−2 mM) of complexes
2 and 2Me in butyronitrile at room temperature. Right: timetraces of the intensity of the peak at m/z 1383
(corresponding to the scrambled complex) normalized by the final value at 180 minutes from mixing in
butyronitrile (empty circles) and CH3CN (full circles).

The initial spectrum (Figure 42, left, lower spectrum) showed the exclusive presence of both 2 and
2Me, as evidenced by the presence of ions at m/z 1271 and 1495, respectively. However, the
appearance of a third intermediate signal over approximately 240 minutes suggested the presence
of an ongoing process. Indeed, the m/z ratio of 1383 corresponded to the formation of a scrambled
FeIII−O−FeIII complex 2’ in which only one of the tetracarbene ligands is methylated on the
backbone, supporting the establishment of the disproportionation equilibria in solution for both oxo complexes as prerequisite for the scrambling.215
Recalling the hypothesis according to which the breaking of the Fe−O bond would be triggered by
coordination of a nitrile molecule,146 it is reasonable to expect that the exposure to ligands with
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stronger donation abilities would shift the disproportionation equilibrium towards the monomers,
thereby allowing for a faster scrambling of complexes 2 and 2Me. In order to test this hypothesis,
the MS experiment was repeated using butyronitrile (PrCN) as solvent, comparing the time traces
of the formation of the scrambled complex with the previous experiment in CH3CN, as shown in
Figure 42 (right). In fact, the longer aliphatic chain of PrCN increases the -donation properties
due to the increased inductive effect of the additional −CH2− fragment. Unfortunately, only limited
differences compared to CH3CN were recorded in the scrambling process, and both reactions were
completed after approximately three hours. A possible explanation could be found in the contained
variation in -donor strength of the two nitriles, possibly not large enough to cause a detectable
difference. Moreover, the very low solubility of complexes 2 and 2Me in stronger nitrile donors
(isopropylnitrile or tert-butylnitrile) prevented any additional experiment in this regard. Hence, an
evidence for the hypothesized scrambling mechanism had to be found elsewhere, as shown in next
section.

5.4

Structural Analysis of a Unique FeIV=O-FeIII-O-FeIII Adduct

In an additional scrambling experiment performed by Dr. Cordes, complex 3 and 2Me were mixed
in CH3CN at −30 °C and mass-spectrometry analyses revealed the formation of the scrambled dimer
2’.215 In this case, the cleavage of the Fe−O bond of 2Me was attributed to the attack from the oxygen
atom of 3 to an FeIII center of the dimer, with formation of the scrambled product and a putative
oxoiron(IV) complex of the methylated tetracarbene ligand. This hypothesis was in fact coherent
with the nucleophilicity of complex 3, that would explain the interaction of the oxo atom with a
ferric center of the -oxo dimer. Nevertheless, spectroscopic analyses performed on mixtures of
oxoiron(IV) complexes and -oxo dimers could not provide any additional evidence to support the
validity of the mechanistic hypothesis.
However, when Et2O was allowed to diffuse into an CH3CN mixture of 3 and 2 at −35 °C,
crystallization of a unique adduct (10) of the two complexes allowed for the structural
characterization of an adduct that represents a snapshot of the scrambling process (Figure 43).
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Figure 43. Molecular structure of the cation of 10 shown as 50% thermal probability ellipsoids. Hydrogen
atoms, counteranions and crystallization solvent molecules were omitted for clarity. Selected bon lengths [Å]
and angles [°]: Fe1–N9 2.069(6), Fe1–O1 1.673(4), O1–Fe2 3.193(5), Fe2–O2 1.7685(9), O2–Fe2’
1.7685(9), Fe2’–O1’ 3.193(5), Fe1’–N9’ 2.069(6); N9–Fe1–O1 179.4(4), Fe1–O1···Fe2 178.2(3), Fe2–O2–
Fe2’ 179.7(8), Fe2’···O1’–Fe1’ 178.2(3), O1’–Fe1’–N9’ 179.4(4).

Figure 44. Space filling model of the molecular structure of 10 that evidences the close packing of the four
subunits.

Adduct 10 is constructed by the lateral interaction of two Fe=O units of 3 with the iron centers of a
central molecule of complex 2, as shown in Figure 43. The four ligand subunits are closely packed
by dispersive interaction in a cylindrical arrangement around the Fe−O bonds, that are arranged in
a quasi-linear fashion. The two lateral FeIV=O units orient the macrocyclic ligand to match the
alternate pattern of the central dimer, where the ethylene bridges of one tetracarbene macrocycle
are stacked upon the methylene bridges of the other. The interaction between the lateral oxo
moieties and the iron(III) centers (O1…Fe2 and O1’…Fe2’), with a distance of 3.19 Å, are weak
enough to allow for the unambiguous assignment of the identity and oxidation states of the various
subunits. Indeed, the integrity of the three different subunits is confirmed by analysis of the
respective Fe−O distances: the FeIV=O bonds (Fe1−O1 and Fe1’−O1’) show a distance of 1.673(4)
Å, just slightly longer than in the parent 3, while the central Fe−O−Fe bonds of 1.769(2) Å are
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elongated by only 1.7 Å compared to 2.109 The elongation of the FeIV=O bond upon interaction with
a cationic metal center has been shown by several examples in literature, although the majority of
them reported cases of interactions between oxoiron(IV) complexes and inert metals used as Lewis
acids.147,219 In conclusion, the structural characterization of the adduct provided an evidence for the
high nucleophilicity of complex 3, that allows for direct attack on a ferric ion of 2 as a trigger of
the disproportionation reaction.

Figure 45. Schematic representation of the scrambling process upon attack of complex 3 on the dimeric oxo complex 2, as supported by the structural characterization of adduct 10.

5.5

OAT Reactivity Studies of 3 via FT-ICR Mass Spectrometry Measurements

The FT-ICR technique

In order to evaluate the reactivity of 3 towards OAT substrates in absence of solvents or other matrix
interactions, and to confirm its intrinsic nucleophilicity, our group has established a collaboration
with the research group of Professor Fornarini of the University La Sapienza in Rome (Italy), where
FT-ICR mass spectrometry measurements were performed.
The FT-ICR is a mass spectrometry detector set-up that allows for the simultaneous determination
of the mass-to-charge ratio of a mixture of ions generated with an ionization apparatus, based on
the cyclotron frequency that the different ions show when immersed in a fixed magnetic field under
extremely high vacuum conditions. After ionization, the ions are selected via several concatenated
multipoles, before being injected into a collision cell where they can be reacted with substrates in
the gas phase, and hence in absence of any solvent or matrix. The mixture of product ions is then
transferred under extreme vacuum into a Penning trap. Here, the ions are immersed in a strong
magnetic field and kept in circular motion with orbits of a given cyclotron radius and a constant
cyclotron frequency that depend on their m/z ratio. When a radiofrequency of appropriate energy
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and orthogonal to the applied magnetic field is irradiated, the ions with a corresponding m/z ratio
are excited to a higher cyclotron radius. By scanning the irradiated frequency, the detector causes
all ions to reach their maximum cyclotron orbit, where they coalesce into “packets”, each containing
all ions of a given m/z ratio. The maximum cyclotron orbit allows the ions to pass close to electric
plates that detect the charge induced by the passage of ion “packets” in front of them, and when the
radio frequency is switched off, the ions start to decay back to the initial cyclotron orbits in spiraling
motions. Since the cyclotron frequency depends on the m/z ratio of each ion type, the plates will
record oscillating electric currents deriving from the superposition of the motions of each packet of
ion, each with a different cyclotron frequency. The detector plates record the decay through the
cyclotron orbits and a Fourier-Transform allows the determination of the m/z ratio of each “packet”
of ions.220
FT-ICR has been successfully employed by the group of Prof. Fornarini to study the reactivity of a
naked Cpd-I model constructed by ozonolysis with a protoporphyrin-IX iron complex, the reactivity
of a Cpd-I model (tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)porphyrin-FeIVO) and the axial ligand effect on a
manganese(V)-oxo porphyrin complex, among other applications.221–226

FT-ICR reactivity analyses of complex 3

The set-up was used to study the gas-phase reactivity of complex 3 with NO, allyl acetate and
thioanisole, all substrates capable of accepting an oxygen atom. Given the instability of 3 in the
conditions of the injection (room temperature and under atmospheric conditions), the corresponding
ions were generated by ESI of a sample of complex 2, which disproportionates to ions
corresponding to 3 and 1 in the ionization process.215 The ions with a m/z ratio of 210.0582+ (3’)
corresponding to the molecular ion of 3 upon loss of the triflate counterions and the coordinated
CH3CN were mass-selected via the multipoles and then injected in the collision chamber, where the
reaction with the substrate was allowed to proceed with different times (“pumping delay”) between
5 and 100 seconds. In case of OAT reactivity, the transfer of the oxygen atom to the substrate was
expected to generate a molecular ion at m/z 202.062+ corresponding to a tetracarbene-FeII square
planar ion (1’). Figure 46 shows the mass-spectra of the three different reaction mixtures with NO,
allylacetate and thioanisole (in the latter case the reaction was not performed on the mass-selected
m/z 210.0582+ ion, but on the mixture of ions obtained by ESI of 2, due to experimental constraints.
Hence no direct evidence of OAT reactions could be confirmed/excluded in this case).
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Figure 46. Top: MS spectrum of the product mixture resulting from treatment of the isolated molecular ion
at m/z 210.05 with NO using a pumping delay of 50 s. Middle: MS spectrum of the product mixture resulting
from treatment of the isolated molecular ion at m/z 210.05 with allylacetate using a pumping delay of 30 s.
Bottom: MS spectrum of the reaction mixture (plasma) of the ionization products of 2 treated with thioanisole
with a pumping delay of 30 s.

Evidently, neither the reaction mixture with NO nor the one with allylacetate showed the molecular
ion associated with loss of the oxygen atom from the complex, underlying once again the extremely
poor oxygen atom transfer abilities of complex 3 and the stability of the Fe=O bond even in absence
of matrix interactions. Interestingly though, all the reaction mixtures showed molecular ion peaks
of adducts between 3’ and the corresponding substrate: the peak at m/z 2252+ corresponds to a 3’NO adduct, the one at 2602+ to a 3’-allylacetate adduct and the one at 2722+ to a 3’-thioanisole
adduct.
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Mass-selecting the adduct ions after their formation allowed for an attempt to force OAT reactivity
exploiting collision induced dissociation (CID) experiments for the adducts with allylacetate and
thioanisole. However, even when forcefully dissociated, the adduct ions returned the intact 3’
dication, with no sign of 1’ (Figure 47).

Figure 47. Mass spectra deriving from CID experiments on the mass-selected 3’-allylacetate (top) and 3’thioanisole (bottom) adduct ions.

In conclusion, the lack of OAT reactivity in the gas phase confirmed that complex 3 possesses a
distinctive nucleophilic character imparted by the peculiar tetracarbene ligation and ruled out a
possible influence of solvent or matrix interaction on this behavior.
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5.6

Conclusions and Outlook

This chapter provided insight into the disproportionation mechanism of the -oxo dimer complex
2 into 3 and 1 with a variety of tailored experiments. Oxidation of DHA to anthracene performed
in CH3CN at RT both under ambient light conditions and in the dark confirmed the thermal nature
of the disproportionation equilibrium, that is unaffected by light irradiation, in contrast to previously
reported examples. A series of scrambling experiments with the methylated analogous of 2 (2Me)
allowed for the formulation of an hypothesis regarding the mechanism of the disproportionation,
that can be triggered both by axial coordination of nitrile molecules and by attack of complex 3 on
the ferric dimer. The latter was supported by the structural characterization of a unique and
unprecedented FeIVO−FeIII−O−FeIII−OFeIV adduct (complex 10), that constitutes the structural
snapshot of the disproportionation-scrambling reaction. The postulated nucleophilicity of 3,
responsible for the formation of the adduct and for the lack of OAT reactivity in solution, was
confirmed by FT-ICR experiments in the gas phase: isolated ions corresponding to 3 showed no
reactivity with typical OAT substrates even under exclusion of matrix interactions, therefore owing
to an intrinsic low electrophilicity of the tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) complex.
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6.
Redox and Spin States Series of a New Organometallic
Heme Analogue
6.1

Introduction and Aim of the Project

Previous chapters and related works clearly evidenced the special features the tetracarbene ligation
provides when bound to a central iron atom. The equatorial NHC donation, the strong ligand field
and the electronic properties of the derived complexes provided the basis for unique electronic
structures and reactivity models, as exemplified by the oxoiron(IV) complexes 3−5 and 7 and the
{FeNO}x series investigated by Dr. Cordes.146 Combining the electronic effects with the ability of
NHCs to stabilize metal complexes in unusual oxidation states is indeed one of the most fruitful
strategies that has been exploited to synthesize new catalysts for synthetic and industrial
applications.135,227,228 Therefore, in the last decades scientists devoted great amounts of effort to
synthesize a variety of multidentate hybrid ligands and complexes containing both NHC and
heteroatoms as donors, in an attempt to obtain intermediate properties and fine tune the reactivities
of the related complexes.123,130,131 As introduced in Chapter 1 these new hybrid systems were
successfully employed both as catalysts and as enzymatic models, quickly establishing the
popularity of the hybrid approach.
Given the successful chemistry of the tetracarbene-iron complexes, the design of a hybrid
macrocycle bearing both NHC and nitrogen-donors appears to be an attractive way to bridge the
differences between heme models and complexes 1-7. Therefore, the design efforts were focused
on integrating all the typical features of porphyrin ligands into a novel non-heme hybrid structure:
the anionic character of the coordinating ligand, an extended degree of electron delocalization, an
intermediate ligand field strength that would allow for spin state variations of the complexes and a
redox-non innocent moiety. Inspired by the work of the Kunz research group, our group opted for
the “bimca” scaffold as initial building block that provides two NHC moieties trans to each other
and a carbazole backbone that acts as anionic N-donor and as potential redox non-innocent
fragment.133,134

Successful

macrocyclization

of

the

tridentate

precursor

with

2,6-

dibromomethylpyridine to obtain proligand [11H3][Br]2 was evidenced by mass spectrometry and
1

H-NMR analyses (Scheme 7).146
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Scheme 7. Synthesis of pro-ligand [11H3][Br]2 as proposed in the dissertation of Dr. Kupper (Ref. [146]).

However, low yields and reaction times longer than two weeks constituted drawbacks that needed
to be addressed. This chapter reports the optimized synthesis of the hybrid macrocycle [11H3]2+,
the synthesis of its low-spin and intermediate-spin ferrous complexes and the products of their oneand two-electron oxidations, together with the thorough electronic structure determination of all
products, aimed at demonstrating the ability of the new non-heme hybrid system to efficiently
mimic heme analogues in electronic structure as well as redox and magnetic properties.

6.2

Ligand Design and Characterization

As mentioned in Section 6.1, preliminary results on the synthesis of the target macrocycle were
reported in the dissertation of Dr. Kupper. In the initial attempts, a mixture of bimca and 1,2dibromomethylpyridine in DCM was stirred at room temperature for 10 days. NMR and mass
spectrometry provided evidence for the formation of [11H3][Br]2. Therefore this approach served
as starting point for the optimization of reaction conditions performed herein.
Initial variations of the concentration of the reagents in DCM led to an increasing of side reactions
products when higher concentrations were used, as expected for a macrocyclization reaction. In
order to shorten the reaction times and to obtain the products via a more selective macrocyclization,
CH3CN was chosen as a solvent and the reaction was performed at high temperatures. Equimolar
amounts of bimca and 1,2-dibromomethylpyridine were mixed in dry and degassed CH3CN under
inert atmosphere, and the mixture was heated to reflux for several days, regularly monitoring the
reaction via NMR spectroscopy. After 48-72 hours the reaction reached completion and a scarcely
soluble white precipitate appeared in the reaction mixture. Isolation of the solid via filtration and
washings with DCM afforded a sparingly soluble off-white solid, the 1H-NMR and MS spectra of
which matched with the ones obtained previously, confirming the identity of [11H3][Br]2.
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The product showed very little solubility in most organic solvents, rendering further
characterization and purification challenging and therefore requiring a counteranion exchange from
bromide to triflate to improve solubility. Two equivalents of silver triflate were added to a white
suspension of [11H3][Br]2 in methanol. Formed solid AgBr was removed by filtration and the
solvent was evaporated from the filtrate. [11H3][OTf]2 was obtained as an off-white solid (Scheme
8). The product, now well soluble in polar organic solvents, was then purified by recrystallization
with diethyl ether from CH3CN solutions.

Scheme 8. Optimized procedure for the synthesis of pro-ligand [11H3][OTf]2 from bimca and 2,6dibromomethylpyridine.

Analysis of a CH3CN solution of [11H3][OTf]2 by ESI mass spectrometry revealed three main
signals in the positive ion mode spectrum at m/z 667, 517 and 259, corresponding to
[{[11H3][OTf]}++2H], [[11H3]++H] and [[11H3]2++2H] (Figure 48, simulations in the Appendix).
A CID analysis on the isolated peak at m/z 667 led to the formation of the ion at m/z 517, proving
the identity of the analyte.
Slow diffusion of diethyl ether in a concentrated CH3CN solution of [11H3][OTf]2 afforded
colorless single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction measurements (the corresponding dication is
shown in Figure 49). The cation [11H3]2+ shows CS symmetry in the solid state and crystallizes in
the monoclinic space group P21/n. In accordance with previously reported di-N-substituted bimca
molecules, the macrocycle arranges in an overall concave shape, with the plane of the carbazole
slightly distorted by the steric strain of the macrocyclic ring. The two imidazolium groups and the
pyridine point out from the plane of the carbazole, with angles of 56.7, 49.7 and 38.1° respectively,
and the two six-membered rings of the carbazole form an angle of 6.2° with respect to each other.
The hydrogen atom bound to Ncarb shows a short contact with a triflate molecule, which sits in the
cavity of the macrocycle (Figure 49 right).
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Figure 48. ESI(+)-MS spectra of an CH3CN solution of pro-ligand [11H3][OTf]2. Left: full spectrum; right:
CID experiment on isolated molecular ion at m/z 667.
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Figure 49. Molecular structures of the dication of pro-ligand [11H3][OTf]2 drawn as 50% probability thermal
ellipsoids. Left: viewed perpendicularly to the carbazole plane. Counterions, hydrogen atoms and crystal
lattice solvent molecules are omitted for clarity. Right: view parallel to the carbazole plane. One of the triflate
molecules, which shows short contact with the Ncarb−H group, is reported. Other counterions, solvent
molecules and hydrogen atoms are omitted.

NMR analyses of [11H3][OTf]2 were performed in DMSO-d6. Room temperature 1H-NMR spectra
(Figure 50) showed apparent C2v symmetry, as evidenced by the singlet at 5.59 ppm integrating for
four protons, assigned to the −CH2− linkers in position 4 and 4’. This suggested a fast dynamic
process in solution, in which the pyridine and the imidazolium groups flip rapidly, bringing Npy and
C6/6’ from above and below the plane of the carbazole, and resulting in an average planar structure.
The protons in position 10 and 12 resonate at 8.57 and 7.81 ppm, being slightly shifted compared
to the bimca precursor, while the ones in position 6 and 6’ expectedly resonate at low fields
(10.01 ppm).135 Even more low field shifted is the Ncarb−H proton, which appears at 11.30 ppm.
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Surprisingly, a signal integrating for 2 protons is missing in the spectrum: only one doublet
integrating for 2 protons is present at 8.30 ppm, that could be assigned at either couple of protons
in 5/5’ or 7/7’ (see Appendix for the full list of 2D NMR experiments), while the other putative
doublet does not appear. A look at the

13

C-NMR spectrum (see Appendix) reveals a triplet at

122.9 ppm, slightly distorted by the overlap with other signals. Protons of the backbone of
imidazolium groups usually appear in this region, and the presence of a triplet suggests a rather
unusual H/D exchange taking place in solution, involving the deuterated solvent.

Figure 50. 1H-NMR spectrum of a solution of [11H3][OTf]2 in DMSO-d6 at RT. Bold black numbers refer
to the position of the proton in the structure as shown in Figure 49 left. Each peak is assigned to the couple
of protons in corresponding positions denoted with X and X’, except for the ones in position 1 and N carb-H.

Figure 51 shows the UV/Vis spectrum of [11H3][OTf]2 at various concentrations. As expected, all
the features of the macrocycle appear in the high energy region below 400 nm. The two bands at
280-300 nm can be assigned to electronic transitions within the carbazole moiety by comparison
with reported carbazole-containing ligands and complexes.229–232 Interestingly, a pattern of four
bands as seen in the 250-400 nm region of the spectrum of [11H3][OTf]2 is reported for a
macrocyclic ligand bearing two carbazole moieties and two pyridines in a trans fashion.231 As
shown in the following paragraphs, these four distinctive bands will be retained in all the iron
complexes of the hybrid ligand.
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Thanks to this optimized synthesis, the possibility to obtain clean pro-ligand [11H3][OTf]2 in bulk
amounts allowed for the formation of the target iron(II) complexes as presented in the next section.
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Figure 51. UV/Vis spectra of CH3CN solutions of pro-ligand [11H3][OTf]2 at different concentrations and
room temperature.

6.3

Synthesis of Iron(II) Complexes of Pro-Ligand [11H3][OTf]2

Typical approaches to synthesize iron(II) complexes of carbene ligands involve three main
strategies: a) deprotonation of the pro-lingand with a base followed by metalation with ferrous
halides, b) transmetallation with ferrous halides from the corresponding silver complexes,
commonly obtained by treatment of the pro-ligand with silver oxide (which acts both as a base and
as a metal source), c) use of an iron precursor which acts both as base and as a metal precursor.
Inspired by the successful results with the iron tetracarbene complexes synthesized by our group,
the latter approach was chosen to synthesize the ferrous complex of pro-ligand [11H3][OTf]2,
taking advantage of the one-step procedure. To this ent, iron(II) bis-(trimethylsilyl)amide
(FeHMDS), a commonly used basic iron salt, was employed.233
When equimolar amounts of [11H3][OTf]2 and FeHMDS were mixed in CH3CN at room
temperature inside a glovebox, an initial yellow precipitate was quickly formed. A similar behavior
is reported for the tridentate bimca precursor and its various modifications, suggesting the yellow
solid to be partially deprotonated ligand.135 Hence, the mixture was left stirring for 48 hours during
which the yellow intermediate slowly dissolved to give a dark orange/brown solution. Filtration,
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removal of the solvent and subsequent dissolution/filtration/drying cycles in less polar solvents
(THF, DCM, 1,2-difluorobenzene), followed by a final dissolution in a small amount of CH3CN
and precipitation with diethyl ether, afforded 12a as a well soluble red/orange crystalline powder
(Scheme 9).
Slow diffusion of diethyl ether in a concentrated CH3CN solution of 12a led to the formation of
single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction measurements. Figure 52 shows the molecular structure
of the monocation while selected structural parameters are reported in Table 1.

Scheme 9. Synthesis of the low-spin complex 12a from the reaction of proligand [11H3][OTf]2 with one
equivalent of FeHMDS in CH3CN at room temperature.

The complex crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P21/c, and the corresponding cation shows
C1 symmetry. As expected, the macrocyclic ligand coordinates in an equatorial square-planar
geometry via the trans-{N2C2} 16-membered ring, while two CH3CN molecules axially coordinate
the metal ion, providing an overall octahedral geometry. The macrocycle twists around an axis
passing through Ncarb, Npy and C1 to accommodate the metal center. This causes the carbazole
aromatic rings to be distorted from full planarity by an angle of 3.9°, and the imidazole-2-ylidene
rings and pyridine fragment to form angles of 21.1, 25.1 and 35.8° with the ideal plane of the
carbazole backbone. The twisting of the structure is likely caused by the higher C3−Npy−C3’ angle
(116.1°) compared to the C9−Ncarb−C9’ (105.2°) and Nimi1/imi1’−C6/6’−Nimi2/imi2’ ones (104.2 and
104.3° respectively) combined with the intrinsic rigidity of the carbazole backbone, which prevents
the expansion of the ring restricting the motion of the imidazole-2-ylidene groups. Nevertheless,
the iron center sits roughly within the {N2C2} plane (deviation 0.0054 Å), and the corresponding
octahedral geometry is close to ideal, with a deviation parameter  of 18.1.173–176,234
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Figure 52. Molecular structure of the cation of 12a reported as 50% thermal ellipsoids. Counteranions, lattice
solvent molecules and hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity. Left: view perperndicular to the carbazole plane;
right: view parallel to the carbazole plane. Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°]: Fe–Ncarb 1.9380(16), Fe–
C6 1.942(2), Fe–C6’ 1.941(2), Fe–Npy 2.0713(17), Fe–NA1 1.9338(18), Fe–NA2 1.9377(18); NA1–Fe–NA2
178.83(7), C6–Fe–C6’ 175.86(8), Ncarb–Fe–Npy 179.88(7).

The Fe−C and Fe−Npy bond lengths of 1.94 Å and 2.07 Å fall in the typical ranges for ferrous
NHC/pyridine hybrid complexes (1.80 – 2.16 Å and 1.89- 2.28 Å respectively),126,128,131,235–241 while
the Fe−Ncarb bond (1.9380(16) Å) is the shortest among the FeII-carbazole complexes reported so
far.242–245 Given the -donating ability of the carbazolide fragment, a short bond with iron can be
explained by the presence of a -acceptor pyridine moiety trans to the carbazole, which synergically
removes electron density from the metal and allows for the formation of short bonds. 246 The
influence of -acceptors on the length of the carbazolide−M bond can be envisioned if we take in
account that similar Fe−N bond lengths were found for a ferrous low-spin octahedral pyrrole-Fe
pincer complex and some of its carbonyl derivatives, reported by Tonzetich et al. Similar
carbazole−M distances are also described for a CoII complex with a carbazole-bisimine ligand
scaffold published by Williams et al.247,248
1

H-NMR analysis of 12a in CD3CN at room temperature (Figure 53, top) showed signal patterns

compatible with a C2v symmetry, suggesting that a fast dynamic process is present in solution. The
singlet at 5.63 ppm, assigned to the methylene linkers, and the two signals for the protons in ortho
and para of the pyridine imply an average structure in which the macrocycle is completely coplanar to the carbazole group, obtained by the rotation of the pyridine ring on a non-crystallographic
axis that passes through C1, Npy, Ncarb and bisecting the C13−C13’ bond. As expected, a signal at
202.2 ppm in the

13

C-NMR spectrum confirms the presence of the two imidazole-2-ylidene

moieties.127 VT-NMR spectra in CH3CN from 25 to −35 °C showed no sign of de-coalescence of
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the signals, implying a high rate of the dynamic process. However, when 12a was dissolved in
solvents that would allow for the use of lower temperatures, a change in the signal pattern was
observed: the use of THF-d8, DMF-d7 and CD3OD caused the appearance of a clearly paramagnetic
complex in solution, as depicted in Figure 53 (bottom).
Even more interestingly, when the new NMR samples were dried under vacuum and the orange
residue dissolved in CD3CN, the NMR spectrum changed back to the one of 12a. This behavior
suggested an effect of the nature of the solvent on the spin state of the ferrous complex, underlying
the labile coordination of the axial nitrile molecules. In order to confirm the latter hypothesis, the
possible loss of coordinated solvent was tested with Mößbauer (MB) spectroscopy. The analysis of
the Mößbauer parameters will be discussed in the following paragraphs, while at this stage only the
change of the shape of the MB signals is relevant for this preliminary investigation (Figure 54). A
crystalline sample of 12a was initially measured and then exposed to high vacuum for several hours.
A second MB measurement of the solid residue was performed, evidencing a profound spectral
change due to the formation of a complex with higher isomer shift and very large splitting of the
MB doublet (purple species in Figure 54-b). When the obtained solid was redissolved in CH3CN,
recrystallized by slow diffusion of Et2O and measured a third time, almost full restoration of the
MB features of 12a was achieved.
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Figure 53. Top: 1H-NMR spectrum of a solution of 12a in CD3CN at RT. Bottom: 1H-NMR spectrum of a
solution of 12a dissolved in THF-d8 at RT.
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Figure 54. a) Zero-field 57Fe MB spectrum of a solid sample of complex12a, recorded at 80K (natural
abundance). b) MB spectrum acquired on the same sample after vacuum was applied to the solid sample for
3 hours, recorded at 80 K. c) MB spectrum of the solid obtained by redissolving the sample b) in CH3CN and
re-precipitating with diethylether, recorded at 80 K.

These experimental findings hinted towards the possibility to modify the spin state of the ferrous
complex 12a simply by acting on the axial ligation (e.g., by using solvents with different
coordinating abilities). Indeed, when bulk amounts of 12a were repeatedly dissolved and
recrystallized from 1,2-difluorobenzene (DFB) (or THF) and a final saturated solution of the orange
solid in DFB was concentrated under vacuum, orange crystals of a new ferrous complex (12b)
suitable for XRD measurements grew at RT in the course of several days. Complex 12b formed
upon loss of the two axial nitrile molecules and coordination of a triflate anion, resulting in a square
pyramidal complex.

Ncarb
C6

Fe

C6’

OA1
Npy

Figure 55. Molecular structure of complex 12b reported as 50% thermal ellipsoids. Lattice solvent molecules
and hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°]: Fe–Ncarb 1.8994(12), Fe–
C6 1.9431(15), Fe–C6’ 1.9443(15), Fe–Npy 2.1003(13), Fe1–OA1 2.3221(11); C6–Fe1–C6’ 173.82(6), Ncarb–
Fe–Npy 173.64(5).
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Table 1. Selected bond lengths (Å), angles (°) and parameters of BP86 optimized geometries (italics) of
complexes 12a and 12b. A1 and A2 refer to the axial ligands.

Bond

12a

12b

Fe−Ncarb

1.938(2) / 1.937

1.899(1) / 1.888

Fe−Npy

2.071(2) / 2.051

2.100(1) / 2.079

Fe−C6

1.941(2) / 1.939

1.944(2) / 1.927

Fe−C6’

1.942(2) / 1.938

1.943(2) / 1.917

Fe−A1

1.934(2) / 1.875

2.322(1) / 2.194

Fe−A2

1.938(2) / 1.876

-

Angle

12a

12b

Ncarb−Fe−C6

87.90(7) / 87.91

88.40(6) / 88.03

Ncarb−Fe−C6’

88.01(8) / 87.97

88.25(6) / 88.7

Npy−Fe−C6

92.04(7) / 92.03

91.12(6) / 91.08

Npy−Fe−C6’

92.06(8) / 92.09

91.62(6) / 91.82

Ncarb−Fe−Npy

179.9(7) / 179.94

173.64(5) / 174.78

C6−Fe−C6’

175.9(1) / 175.88

173.82(6) / 174.53

NA1−Fe−NA2

178.8 (1) / 174.17

-

12b crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P21/c. The conformation of the macrocyclic ligand
around the metal center is very similar to the one in 12a, but the Fe−Npy and Fe−C bond lengths are
significantly elongated, compatible with a complex with higher spin state. The Fe−O axial bond is
especially long, while the Fe−Ncarb distance is shorter than in the low spin complex 12a.
With the two ferrous complexes in hand, the next sections will describe the result of
electrochemical, spectroscopic, and magnetic analyses aimed at exploring the nature of the newly
established system and its ability to showcase properties typical of the porphyrin-Fe analogues.
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6.4

Optical Spectroscopy, Cyclic Voltammetry and Spectroelectrochemistry of 12a

and 12b

Optical spectroscopy in solution was used to characterize UV/Vis absorption properties of
complexes 12a and 12b and assignation of the bands was performed with the aid of TDDFT
calculations (B3LYP) based on BP86-optimized molecular structures. The latter were obtained
using initial coordinates derived from XRD analyses and Table 1 in Section 6.3 shows a good
agreement of the optimized and experimental structures. Further information regarding DFT
determination of the electronic structures of the complexes will be discussed in Section 6.6.
UV/Vis spectroscopy analysis of an CH3CN solution of complex 12a and a THF solution of 12b
confirmed that the difference in electronic structure of the complexes is maintained in solution.
Figure 56 shows the spectra of 25 M solution of the complexes at room temperature.
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Figure 56. UV/Vis spectra of 25 M solutions of 12a (in CH3CN, left) and 12b (in THF, right).

12a shows absorptions at 321 and 377 together with a more pronounced feature at 480 nm with an
extinction coefficient () of approximately 5319 L∙mol−1∙cm−1 (plots for the determination of  in
Appendix). While the first two likely belong to electronic transitions on the ligand scaffold, the
latter could be assigned to a MLCT-like transition from an orbital localized on Fe and on the anionic
nitrogen atom of carbazole to the carbazole backbone (see Figure 85 in Chapter 10). The bands in
the 400−500 nm region of the spectrum of 12b instead were assigned to two MLCT transitions
involving the carbazole and the pyridine units, and to a d-d transition on Fe (see Figure 88 in
Chapter 10).
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In order to elucidate the redox properties of complexes 12a/b, providing evidence for the redox
non-innocence of the ligand scaffold, cyclic voltammetry experiments were conducted in CH3CN
(12a) and THF (12b) solutions at room temperature.
Four different redox processes appeared in the voltammogram of 12a: two rather facile oxidations
at E1/2 = −0.37 and +0.62 V, and two irreversible reductions at Ep,f = −1.58 and −1.86 V,
respectively. As shown in Figure 57 the two oxidations presented peak-to-peak separation values
(74.4 and 81.0 mV for first and second oxidation respectively) that are close to the ideal reversible
one electron process (57 mV at 25°C), and their peak potentials were largely independent from the
scan rate. When scanning anodically first, a plot of the peak intensity of the forward scan versus
the square root of the scan rate according to the Randles-Sevcik equation showed linear behavior
for both oxidative processes, as expected for reversible redox events of a freely diffusing species
(see Appendix for additional plots).
The first oxidation process could be assigned to the FeIII/FeII redox couple, as confirmed by MB
analysis (see corresponding section). The presence of three strongly donating groups in the
macrocycle likely increases the electron density at the metal center compared to other
NHC/pyridine complexes like [(LPy/NHC)FeII(CH3CN)2][OTf]2 (Epf [FeIII/FeII] = 0.7 V vs. Fc+/0, see
structure in Chapter 1), as readily shown by the lower potential for the one-electron oxidation of
12a.131,164,235 The anionic nature of the macrocyclic ligand further facilitates electron removal by
lowering the overall positive charge of the complex. The latter effect can be easily visualized by a
comparison with the FeIII/FeII redox potentials of most dicationic tetracarbene complexes reported
so far, usually appearing in the range between −0.16 and 0.15 V.164,235,249–252
The second reversible anodic event can be formally assigned to an FeIII to FeIV oxidation, which
appears to be rather facile. Indeed, when comparing this redox potential to other non-heme
octahedral iron complexes coordinated by anionic variations of the cyclam scaffold, it becomes
evident how a potential of just 0.62 V vs. Fc+/0 would be rather unusual for the generation of a FeIV
species of a hybrid macrocycle like [11H3][OTf]2.84,253,254 Indeed, a series of three iron complexes
coordinated with the cyclam-acetate (cy-ac) ligand and halide or azide anions show a redox event
associated with the FeIV/FeIII redox couple at potentials between E1/2 = 1.15 and 1.38 V vs. Fc+/0.253
Instead, the second oxidation of complex 12a would be compatible with the possibility of the redox
event taking place on a different site of the complex, e.g. the carbazole backbone, rather than the
metal center. Indeed, Lapkowski and Robert have previously shown that 3,6-disubstituted
carbazoles can be oxidized to their corresponding radical cations in similar potential ranges
(E½ = 0.40 – 1.00 V vs. Fc+/0).141,255
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Figure 57. a) Cyclic voltammogram of a 1 mM solution of crystalline 12a in CH3CN with 0.1 M nBu4NPF6
at a scan rate of 0.1 V/s. b) Scan rate dependency of the first two oxidative events. c,d) Plots of the peak
intensity in the forward scan (IPf) of the first (c) and second (d) oxidation versus square root of scan rate and
corresponding linear fits (dashed lines).

Support for the ligand-based nature of this second oxidation was provided by UV/Vis spectroelectrochemistry (UV-SEC) experiments. When a potential of −0.14 V vs Fc+/0 was applied to a
solution of 12a, a clean one-step conversion to a new species took place in the course of 300
seconds, as evidenced by the presence of multiple isosbestic points (Figure 58). The one-electron
oxidized species showed five new bands in the 300−600 nm region and a broad band at

max = 1005 nm (full spectrum in the following section). When the potential was switched to −0.9 V,
re-establishment of the initial spectrum of 12a was observed, providing evidence for full chemical
reversibility of the redox process. The optical features of the two-electron oxidized species were
recorded during the application of a potential of 0.76 V after the initial formation of the one-electron
oxidized species. This second one-electron oxidation generated a complex with three main features
at 511, 728 and 804 nm, the last one of rather high intensity. Comparison with literature shows that
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carbazole dimers and poly-N-vinylcarbazole radical cations possess intense features in the same
region as a signature of their radical nature.256,257 Moreover, similar bands were recorded in the case
of the carbazole-bisoxazoline catalyst of Nakada and coworkers (see Chapter 1) after oxidation with
iodosobenzene, a ferric porphyrin -radical cation complex, iron complexes of biquinazoline
macrocycles, and some free corroles.140,258–260 Application of a potential of −0.14 V only partially
restored the spectrum of the parent complex, thereby indicating the instability of the generated
radical complex. Taken together, these findings introduced the possibility of the carbazole unit of
the ligand scaffold to be the site for the second electron removal from complex 12a.
Complex 12b in THF shows similar redox behavior (Figure 59), with two oxidation waves at
E½ = −0.36 and Epf = 0.66 V vs Fc+/0 and an irreversible reduction at higher potential (−1.88 V)
compared to the first one of 12a. Interestingly, the two oxidations show potentials virtually identical
to the ones of 12a, despite the profound differences in the solid structure and charge of the
complexes, perhaps suggesting that the triflate anion in 12b could dissociate in solution.
Spectroelectrochemical one-electron oxidation of 12b reveals the chemically reversible formation
of a new complex with a broad feature at max = 713 nm, reminiscent of the one at 1005 nm in 12a
but significantly higher in energy. No spectral changes were recorded when applying a potential
high enough to perform the second oxidation, suggesting a rather high instability of the doubly
oxidized product, which could decompose in solution after diffusing away from the anode (thermal
decomposition of the doubly oxidized species returns the corresponding FeIII complex, as discussed
below).
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Figure 58. UV/Vis spectroelectrochemistry of a 1 mM solution of complex 12a in CH3CN 0.1 M nBu4NPF6.
a) first oxidation of 12a (red spectrum) at an applied potential of –0.14 V vs Fc+/0; b) second oxidation of the
mono-oxidized complex (green spectrum) at an applied potential of 0.76 V vs Fc+/0.
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Figure 59. a) Cyclic voltammogram of a 1 mM solution of crystalline 12b in THF 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 at a scan
rate of 0.1 V/s. b) UV/Vis spectroelectrochemistry of a 1 mM solution of complex 12b in THF 0.1 M
n
Bu4NPF6: first oxidation of 12b (red spectrum) at an applied potential of –0.14 V vs Fc+/0.

Given the comparable redox behavior of the two ferrous complexes and the possibility to access
both metal- and ligand-based oxidations, the prospect of isolating two redox series differing in spin
state of the complexes prompted for the synthesis of the oxidated products in bulk.

6.5

One- and Two-Electron Oxidations of 12a and 12b

Scheme 4 reports the synthetic strategies employed for the oxidations of the Fe II complexes. The
first oxidation of 12a/b to 13a and 13b was performed using silver triflate as oxidant (formal
potential of 0.04 V vs Fc+/0 in CH3CN)261 in CH3CN and acetone, respectively. Slow diffusion of
diethyl ether in a propionitrile solution of 13b afforded single crystals suitable for XRD analysis,
while crystals of 13b were obtained by layering of diethyl ether on a concentrated acetone solution.
Figure 60 shows the molecular structure of the ferric complexes.
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Scheme 10. Synthesis of the oxidized complexes 13a/b and 14a/b starting from 12a/b. “S” represents
coordinated solvent molecules.
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Figure 60. Molecular structures of the cation of complex 13a (left) and of complex 13b reported as 50%
thermal ellipsoids. Lattice solvent molecules, hydrogen atoms and counteranions (for 13a) omitted for clarity.
Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°]: 13a) Fe–Ncarb 1.859(3), Fe–C6 1.956(3), Fe–C6’ 1.958(3), Fe–Npy
2.104(3), Fe–NA1 1.937(2), Fe–NA2 1.950(6); NA1–Fe–NA2 172.5(4), C6–Fe–C6’ 177.39(15), Ncarb–Fe–Npy
179.19(10). 13b) Fe–Ncarb 1.884(3), Fe–C6 1.976(2), Fe–Npy 2.133(3), Fe–OA1/A2 2.2261(17); C6–Fe–C6'
176.45(14), Ncarb–Fe–Npy 180.0, OA1–Fe1–OA2 167.62(9).

13a crystallizes in the triclinic space group P1̅. The octahedral geometry with two axial nitrile
ligands found in 12a is maintained and all the coordinative bond lengths are elongated compared to
12a, apart from the Fe−Ncarb bond, which is the shortest among all ferric-carbazolide complexes
characterized so far (1.959 − 1.967).140,246 This suggests that the removal of one electron from the
metal center decreases the backdonation to the pyridine and imidazolylylidene groups, while the
coulombic attraction between the FeIII center and the anionic carbazolide moiety pulls the Fe and
Ncarb atoms closer together.164,262 On the contrary, 13b appears octahedrally coordinated with two
triflate anions in the axial positions, and crystallizes in the monoclinic space group C2/c. Its
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intermediate spin nature, confirmed by magnetometry (see following section) is in accordance with
the elongation of all coordinative bonds compared to 13a.263,264 This second ferric complex presents
higher symmetry in the solid structure compared to 13a and possesses a C2 axes passing through
Ncarb, Npy and C1.

Table 2. Selected bond lengths, angles and parameters of BP86 optimized geometries (italics) of complexes
13a and 13b. A1 and A2 refer to the axial ligands.

Bond

13a

13b

Fe−Ncarb

1.859(3) / 1.881

1.884(3) / 1.883

Fe−Npy

2.104(3) / 2.088

2.133 (3) / 2.130

Fe−C6

1.956(3) / 1.940

1.976(2) / 1.956

Fe−C6’

1.958(3) / 1.939

1.976(2) / 1.956

Fe−A1

1.950(6) / 1.893

2.226(2) / 2.201

Fe−A2

1.937(2) / 1.896

2.226(2) / 2.199

Angle

13a

13b

Ncarb−Fe−C6

89.1(1) / 88.77

88.22(7) / 88.48

Ncarb−Fe−C6’

88.5(1) / 88.79

88.22(7) / 88.53

Npy−Fe−C6

90.9(1) / 91.27

91.78(7) / 91.47

Npy−Fe−C6’

91.5(1) / 91.17

91.78(7) / 91.52

Ncarb−Fe−Npy

179.2(1) / 179.73

180.00 / 179.80

C6−Fe−C6’

177.4 (2) / 177.55

176.5(1) / 177.01

NA1−Fe−NA2

172.5 (4) / 177.65

167.62(9) / 170.83

The axial coordination of weak triflate anions in 13b allows for the stabilization of the intermediate
spin thanks to a marked axial elongation (Fe−OTf distance of 2.226 Å) and the weaker ligand field.
It is interesting to compare this behavior with the spin state variations of ferric octaethyltetraphenyl
porphyrins obtained with a series of axial ligands of progressively stronger donor properties. In
those complexes, the use of a stronger chloride donor in the axial position led to the elongation of
the equatorial Fe−Npyrrole bonds, an overall weakening of the ligand field and therefore the
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stabilization of the high-spin state. Substituting chloride with weaker triflate, chlorate or I3− ions
instead formed intermediate spin complexes via the contraction of the equatorial bonds, and spinadmixed states were obtained when using ligands of intermediate strength such as iodide anions.172
In the case of complexes 12a/b and 13a/b, the presence of the carbazole backbone does not allow
for an expansion/contraction of the equatorial ring at the imidazole-2-ylidene groups, and the effect
of different axial ligand donor strength follows a more intuitive behavior.
The second one-electron oxidation was performed on 13a and 13b using thianthrenium
hexafluorophosphate (0.86 V vs Fc+/0)261 in CH3CN and in acetone at −35 °C, to avoid
decomposition of the radical complexes to the ferric precursors. A gradual color change to purple
accompanied both reactions, indicative of the formation of carbazole-based radicals. Isolation of
the low-spin complex 14a, dissolution in cold CH3CN and slow diffusion of Et2O into the solution
at −35 °C afforded single crystals suitable for XRD analysis (Figure 61).
14a maintains the octahedral geometry with two nitrile ligands and crystallizes in the monoclinic
space group P21/c. All Fe−L distances are shorter than in the ferric precursor, but no significant
changes in bond lengths were observed otherwise. The extended -conjugation on the carbazole
backbone probably allows the unpaired electron to be partially delocalized on orbitals of the phenyl
rings, thereby decreasing the effect of the ligand-based oxidation on the bond lengths of the
carbazolide fragment.

Ncarb
NA1
Fe

C6’

C6
Npy

NA2

Figure 61. Molecular structures of the cation of complex 14a reported as 50% thermal ellipsoids. Lattice
solvent molecules, hydrogen atoms and counteranions omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths [Å] and
angles [°]: Fe–Ncarb 1.837(3), Fe–C6 1.942(3), Fe–C6’ 1.944(3), Fe1–Npy 2.087(3), Fe–NA1 1.917(3), Fe–NA2
1.921(3); NA1–Fe–NA2 175.76(12), C6–Fe–C6’ 178.70(14), Ncarb–Fe–Npy 178.90(11).
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Table 3. Selected bond lengths, angles and parameters of BP86-optimized geometries (italics) of complexes
14a and 14b. A1 and A2 refer to the axial ligands.

6.6

Bond

14a

Fe−Ncarb

1.837(3) / 1.863

Fe−Npy

2.087(3) / 2.117

Fe−C6

1.944(3) / 1.947

Fe−C6’

1.942(3) / 1.945

Fe−A1

1.917(3) / 1.901

Fe−A2

1.921(3) / 1.901

Angle

14a

Ncarb−Fe−C6

89.10(12) / 89.39

Ncarb−Fe−C6’

89.60(12) / 89.45

Npy−Fe−C6

90.52(12) / 90.59

Npy−Fe−C6’

90.77(12) / 90.56

Ncarb−Fe−Npy

178.9(1) / 179.96

C6−Fe−C6’

178.7(1) / 178.85

NA1−Fe−NA2

175.8(1) / 175.81

Electronic Structure Determination of the Series of complexes 12a/b – 14a/b

Spin modulation via axial ligand substitution

In order to provide support to the idea of a spin state change upon modification of the axial ligation
in complexes 12a/b and 13a/b, all ferrous and ferric species were characterized with a combination
of techniques aimed at determining their electronic structure, specifically Mößbauer and EPR
spectroscopy and SQUID magnetometry. The experimental results were compared with (TD)DFT
calculations that were performed starting from the atomic coordinates obtained from XRD analyses.
Tables 2 and 3 in the previous section show the good agreement between the experimental and
DFT-optimized molecular structures.265,266
The low-spin state of complex 12a was well reflected by the complex’s MB spectrum shown in
Figure 62: the isomer shift of 0.33 mm·s−1 is very similar to the one of the hybrid complex
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[(LPy/NHC)FeII(CH3CN)2][OTf]2 (0.32 mm·s−1), and slightly higher than for Fe-tetracarbene
complexes (0.21 – 0.24 mm·s−1) due to the weaker donor properties of carbazolide and pyridine
compared to imidazolyl-2-ylidenes and to larger Fe−L bond lengths with some of the donor atoms
in 12a.109,131,164 For a diamagnetic FeII complex the quadrupole splitting is expected to be rather low,
if present, but 12a shows a splitting of 2.33 mm·s−1 due to the rather oblate electron density around
the metal center, owing to the presence of strong donors in the equatorial plane. Indeed, similar
considerations were proposed for other low-spin tetracarbene-FeII complexes that presented a rather
similar electron distribution.109,267,268 The S = 1 complex 12b instead has a much higher isomer shift
(0.48 mm·s−1) and quadrupole splitting (4.26 mm·s−1), in agreement with an intermediate-spin
nature, longer coordinative bonds and the asymmetric distribution of electron density around Fe.143
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Figure 62. Zero-field 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of solid 12a (a) and 12b acquired at 80 K (natural abundance.
12a:  = 0.33 mm·s−1, EQ = 2.33 mm·s−1; 12b:  = 0.48 mm·s−1, EQ = 4.26 mm·s−1).

SQUID magnetometry measurements on a solid sample of 12b conducted at 0.5 T between 2 and
298 K finally confirmed the S = 1 state of the complex. mT values were temperature-independent
above 50 K, while below that temperature their decrease was probably due to zero-field splitting.
The mT value of 1.24 recorded at 210 K is close to the spin-only value of 1 cm3·K·mol−1 expected
for an S = 1 complex and the calculated gavg values (2.242) significantly deviate from the free
electron value owing to spin-orbit coupling phenomena involving the metal-based unpaired
electrons.
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Figure 63. mT vs T curves of a solid samples of 12b. The empty circles represent experimental data, while
the solid red line is a simulations using equation 2 described in Chapter 3.

The experimental MB parameters were well reproduced by DFT calculations, as shown in Table 4,
supporting the validity of the electronic structure interpretation. Moreover, plot of the spin density
and singly occupied magnetic orbitals of complex 12b support the S = 1 nature found in SQUID,
as show in Figure 64.

Table 4. Experimental and DFT-calculated (italics) Mößbauer parameters of complexes 12a and 12b.

Complex

|EQ|
12a
0.34 / 0.21
2.33 / 2.23
12b
0.48 / 0.31
4.26 / 4.02
 represent the linewidth in the experimentally recorded spectra.


0.26
0.28

a)

b)

Figure 64. a) Spin density plot for complex 12b. b) Magnetic “spin up” orbitals plots for complex 12b.
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The one-electron oxidation of 12a generated the low-spin complex 13a, as confirmed by MB
analysis. The IS value decreased to 0.18 mm·s−1 (Figure 66) upon electron removal and the large
quadrupole splitting parameter (3.84 mm·s−1) was attributed to the asymmetric population of the
metal d orbitals and to the covalent nature of the Fe−Ncarb bond. The asymmetry of the doublet
probably derives from fast paramagnetic relaxation, as seen in many other low-spin ferric
complexes.268 Further proof for the S = 1/2 nature of 13a was provided by an EPR spectroscopy
measurement in frozen nPrCN solution, shown in Figure 65. 13a presents a typical rhombic
spectrum with g-anisotropy attributable to a metal-based spin (g-values of 2.13, 2.05 and 1.96).
Finally, SQUID measurements on a solid sample recorded at 0.5 T in the range between 2 and
298 K confirmed the S = 1/2 ground state, with a mT of 0.534 cm3·K·mol−1 at 295 K.
Antiferromagnetic intermolecular interactions likely caused the slight decrease of the mT curve
below 30 K (Figure 66).
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Figure 65. X-band EPR spectrum of complex 13a in frozen PrCN solution at 146 K. The green line represents
a simulation with g-values 2.13, 2.05 and 1.96.

When oxidizing complex 12b to 13b, the changes in the MB spectrum evidenced the formation of
the intermediate spin FeIII complex, with a IS of 0.29 mm∙s−1 similar to other known intermediate
spin ferric complexes of strong field ligands.269–272 The weak axial coordination of a triflate anion
leads to an energetically low-lying dz2 orbital and stabilizes the S = 3/2 ground state, and the long
Fe−O bonds contribute to the increase in IS, as well as to a higher quadrupole splitting due to
increased anisotropy of the electron distribution around Fe. Indeed, SQUID measurements gave a

mT value of 2.122 cm3·K·mol−1 at 205 K, which is in proximity of the theoretical value
(1.87 cm3·K·mol−1). Zero field splitting is responsible for the decrease of mT at temperatures lower
than 30 K, as shown in Figure 66.
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Figure 66. a)-b) Zero-field 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of solid 13a (a) and 13b acquired at 80 K (natural
abundance. 13a:  = 0.18 mm·s−1, EQ = 3.84 mm·s−1; 13b:  = 0.29 mm·s−1, EQ = 4.43 mm·s−1). c)-d) mT
vs T curves of solid samples of 13a and 13b, respectively. The empty circlets represent experimental data,
while the solid green lines are simulations using equation 2 described in Chapter 3.

Comparison of the experimental results with DFT calculations provided a good depiction of the
differences of MB parameters between the two compounds, as shown in Table 5. Plots of spin
density and magnetic orbitals of complex 13a confirmed the presence of an unpaired electron,
which appears to be localized both on iron and on the coordinating nitrogen atom of the carbazole
fragment (Figure 67), suggesting a strong covalency of the bond. In case of complex 13b instead,
the spin density is completely localized on iron, where all three unpaired electrons are located
(Figure 68), providing support for the S = 3/2 ground state found experimentally.
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Table 5. Experimental and DFT-calculated (italics) Mößbauer parameters of complexes 13a and 13b.

Complex

|EQ|
13a
0.18 / 0.15
3.84 / 3.05
13b
0.29 / 0.18
4.43 / 3.88
 represent the linewidth in the experimentally recorded spectra.


0.41
0.32

Figure 67. Left: Spin density plot of complex 13a calculated at the B3LYP level. Spin distribution according
to Mulliken population analysis: 37% on iron, 30% on nitrogen. Right: plot of the magnetic orbital of complex
13a.

a)

b)

Figure 68. a) Spin density plot of complex 13b calculated at the B3LYP level. B) Plot of the magnetic orbitals
of complex 13b.

Finally, the broad bands in the optical spectra of 13a and 13b first obtained in the UV-SEC
experiments and then confirmed with UV/Vis analyses on solution of crystalline materials (Figure
69), were assigned with the help of TDDFT calculations. The broad band at 1005 nm in the
absorption spectrum of 13a belongs to a  to * transition between orbitals of the Fe−Ncarb bond
(with Ncarb being the coordinating nitrogen atom of the carbazole fragment, see Figure 94 in Chapter
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10), while the feature at 703 nm in the spectrum of 13b is assigned to two LMCT transitions
involving iron and the carbazole fragment of the macrocycle (Figure 98, Chapter 10).
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Figure 69. UV/Vis spectra of 0.1 mM solutions of 13a (in CH3CN, left) and 13b (in acetone, right)

Overall, experimental and theoretical analyses on complexes 12a/b and 13a/b confirmed the initial
hypothesis according to which the hybrid ligand is able to stabilize iron in different spin states
depending on the axial donors. These findings resemble the behavior of typical heme-complexes,
although it is more intuitive compared to the one of porphyrin model systems, with the weaker field
ligand triflate allowing for the stabilization of the higher spin state.

Ligand-based oxidations

The successful one-electron oxidation of complex 13a to14a was evidenced by the substantial
decrease of the isomer shift parameter from 0.18 to 0.09 mm·s−1 (Figure 70). Taking into
consideration the entire 12a−13a−14a redox series we can get initial insight into the nature of the
second oxidation by considering the trend in isomer shift upon sequential electron removal. In a
redox series of quasi-octahedral low-spin FeII-FeIV complexes, the isomer shift trend would return
a linear correlation if the valence electron of all complexes are restricted to non-bonding t2g
orbitals.273 In this case 14a would be the product of a second metal-based oxidation and would
possess a FeIV core. However, experimental isomer shift measurements showed 14a to possess a
lower IS value compared to the expected one (Figure 70 b). If combined with the results of UVSEC and UV/Vis spectroscopy (Figure 73, see below), this supported the hypothesis that the
oxidation from 13a to 14a is not metal-based, but rather happening on the carbazolide backbone,
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thereby justifying a more contained effect on the metal s orbital and the electron density at the
nucleus.
SQUID magnetometry measurements on a powdered sample of complex 14a revealed a
diamagnetic ground state in the whole temperature range between 2-220 K with trace amounts of
paramagnetic impurities (see Appendix). Although magnetic susceptibility alone does not rule out
the possible formation of a diamagnetic FeIV complex, assuming the more likely option of the
presence of a low-spin FeIII center antiferromagnetically coupled with an unpaired electron on the
oxidized carbazolide backbone would return a J value higher than 1000 cm−1 according to the
temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility.274 Confirmation of the diamagnetic ground
state of complex 14a was provided by 1H-NMR spectroscopy in CH3CN at −35°C, which shows
signal patterns similar to the ones of 12a (see Appendix). The broadening of all the signals would
be in accordance with the presence of some residual paramagnetism in solution.
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Figure 70. a) Zero-field 57Fe Mössbauer spectrum of solid 14a acquired at 80 K (natural abundance. 14a:
 = 0.09 mm·s−1, EQ = 4.36 mm·s−1). b) plot of isomer shift parameters for complexes 12a, 13a and 14a and
linear projection of the theoretical trend explained in the text.

An analogous situation, albeit more straightforward, arose in the case of intermediate-spin
complexes 12b, 13b and 14b. For this second redox series, the isomer shift trend with increasing
formal oxidation state also deviated from linearity, with a smaller effect of the second oxidation.
SQUID magnetometry measurements of complex 14b provided support for the presence of an
S = 3/2 FeIII center coupled with a radical cation on the ligand: fitting of the dependency of the
susceptibility with temperature above 30 K returned a coupling constant J of −61 cm−1.
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Figure 71. a) Zero-field 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of solid 14b acquired at 80 K (natural abundance. 14b:
 = 0.16 mm·s−1, EQ = 5.23 mm·s−1); The green subspectrum evidences the presence of starting material
13b in the solid mixture. b) mT vs T curves of a solid sample of 14b. Best fit parameters for 14b are:
gFe = 2.42, gR = 2.00 (fixed), DFe = −29 cm−1, JFe-R = −62 cm−1, TIP = 122.4·10−6 cm3·mol−1 (see section 9.1
Materials and Methods for details). The empty circlets represent experimental data, while the solid purple
line is a simulations using equation 2 described in Chapter 3.

DFT calculations for 14a and 14b were performed on different possible electronic configuration,
in order to assess the nature of the respective ground states in comparison with the experimental
spectroscopic results. The lowest energy configurations for both complexes describe them as
containing FeIII centers antiferromagnetically coupled with radicals on the carbazole scaffold,
thereby supporting the hypothesis formulated from the experimental findings. Indeed, the broken
symmetry state of 14a lays 2.43 kcal∙mol−1 lower than a FeIV singlet state and the one of 14b lays
3.64 kcal∙mol−1 lower than the corresponding S = 2 FeIV state.
Further support for the presence of a radical cation ligand in the complexes was provided by the
plots of the magnetic orbitals for the energetically more stable broken symmetry states showed in
Figure 72. Complex 14a expectedly possesses two magnetic orbitals, one localized on the iron atom
and the other on the ligand scaffold, albeit with major contributions from the metal center due to
the covalent bonding, as explained above. 14b instead shows four distinct magnetic orbitals, three
of which spin up and located on iron and the spin down one on the carbazole ligand.
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Figure 72. Plots of magnetic orbitals obtained at the B3LYP level of theory for complex 14a (top two) and
14b (bottom). 14a left: spin up orbital; right: spin down orbital. 14b: metal-based spin up orbitals: top two
and bottom left; ligand-based spin down orbital: bottom right.

TDDFT calculations allowed the interpretation of the optical spectra of 14a/b (Figure 73)
confirming that the low energy bands belong to intervalence charge transfer transitions between orbitals of the ligand scaffold for both complexes, as signature of the radical character, as shown
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by the plots the natural transition orbitals that contribute to the states involved in the low energy
transitions (see Chapter 10 Figure 103 and Figure 107).
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Figure 73. UV/Vis spectra of a 37.5 M solution of 14a in CH3CN (left) and of a 75 M solution of 14b in
acetone (right) at −40 °C.

Overall, density functional theory calculations provided strong support for the redox-non innocent
nature of the hybrid macrocycle and the possibility to access ferric--radical cation complexes in
two different spin states, although the covalency of the Fe−Ncarb bond in the low-spin complex 14a
renders the assignment of formal oxidation states more challenging.
The combination of theoretical results with the experimental electronic structure determination of
the complexes provided solid evidence for the ability of this new non-heme hybrid system to
efficiently showcase typical features of heme analogues.

6.7

Conclusions

This chapter presented the synthesis of a new NHC/N-donor hybrid macrocycle containing two
trans imidazolium moieties, a redox-non innocent carbazole and a pyridine unit. Upon metalation
with FeHMDS in CH3CN, the formation of the octahedral low-spin complex 12a was confirmed by
structural and spectroscopic analysis. Dissolution of the complex in non-coordinating solvents
allowed for the isolation of the square pyramidal, S = 1 complex 12b formed upon loss of axial
CH3CN molecules and coordination of the weaker field triflate counterion. Electrochemical and
optical studies on both complexes suggested the possibility to isolate one- and two-electrons
oxidized complexes, the latter of which showed optical signatures of the presence of carbazolidebased radicals. The successful synthesis and structural characterization, combined with
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spectroscopic and DFT analyses that provided electronic structure insights, confirmed the ability of
the new ligand scaffold to stabilize iron complexes with different spin states by variation of the
axial coordination, and the redox-non innocent nature of the macrocycle upon second oxidation to
complexes 14a/b. Overall, this new non-heme system shows spectroscopic and structural properties
similar to analogous heme systems, where anionic macrocycles can stabilize iron in different spin
states depending on axial ligation, and where the porphyrin macrocycle can be oxidized to form
ferric--radical cation complexes. Therefore, these new complexes constitute a promising base to
study the effect of spin states and non-innocent ligands on the activation of small molecules by a
non-heme system that contains NHC donors and mimics some features of porphyrin complexes
found in natural enzymes. The next chapter will present the initial results on the synthesis of a series
of {FeNO}x complexes using 12a as starting scaffold.
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7.
A Hybrid {FeNO}7 Complex and Initial Characterization
of a New {FeNO}”5”−8 Complexes Series
7.1

Introduction and Previous Results

The design of model heme and non-heme iron-nitrosyl complexes has attracted a growing deal of
attention in the last decade, although the involvement of such Fe−NO species in the biology of both
mammals and bacteria has been known for long time.275 Low concentrations of otherwise toxic NO
radical are produced in the body of mammals by nitric oxide synthase (NOS) enzymes to perform
a variety of functions that range from activating immune responses, modulating vasodilation,
transduction of nervous signals and carcinogenesis.276,277 Bacteria instead, are capable to mitigate
the toxicity of NO by reduction to N2O exploiting nitric oxide reductases (NORs) and NO-reducing
flavodiiron enzymes (FNORs), as part of the denitrification cycle that transforms nitrate into
dinitrogen.278–284 Indeed, both heme and non-heme iron-nitrosyl compounds and their
corresponding redox products have been characterized as key intermediates in the catalytic cycles
of such enzymes and prompted for the synthesis of model compounds to overcome their high
instability and the challenges posed by their direct characterization.
In Fe−NO complexes nitric oxide acts as a redox non-innocent ligand that can be found in a variety
of redox and spin states and that forms strongly covalent bonds with the metal center. Since iron is
also capable of accessing multiple oxidation and spin states, assignation of formal oxidation states
to the metal and the NO moiety in such complex is often extremely challenging. Therefore, ironNO compounds are best described using the Enemark-Feltham notation {FeNO}x, in which the FeNO group is treated as a single unit and where x is the sum of the valence electrons in the d orbitals
of iron and in * orbitals of NO.285
Natural heme and non-heme iron-nitric oxide complexes show differences in electronic structures,
with heme-{FeNO}7 complexes most often found in low-spin states, while non-heme intermediates
have predominantly high-spin ST = 3/2 ground states coming from the antiferromagnetic coupling
between a high-spin FeIII center with a triplet NO− ligand.286–288 However, many low-spin (S = 1/2)
non-heme model complexes have been synthesized after the first report from Wieghardt and
coworkers in 2000, who presented an {FeNO}6,7,8 series of low-spin cyclam-Fe-NO octahedral
complexes followed by in-dept spectroscopic and structural characterization of a series with a
modified macrocycle (although the latter was limited to the {FeNO}6-7 couple).289,290 In 2016 our
group reported a complete series of low-spin {FeNO}6-8 complexes stabilized by the tetracarbene
macrocycle and provided the first XRD analysis of a non-heme {FeNO}8 complex.291 The {FeNO}7
complex of the series presented an unusual linear arrangement of the Fe-NO moiety deriving
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directly from the electronic structure, in contrast to the steric strain that forced linearity in other
model complexes.292 More recently, the strong donor properties of NHCs have been exploited by
the group of Prof. K. Meyer to isolate and fully characterize an outstanding {FeNO} 6-10 series of
non-heme complexes that constituted an invaluable system to understand the effect of the electronic
structure of the complexes on their spectroscopic and magnetic properties.293
Given the beneficial use of NHCs in the isolation of unstable {FeNO}x models and the interest in
evaluating the effect of the electronic structure of the complexes on the properties of the Fe-NO
moiety, the design of new supporting ligands for the generation of iron-nitrosyl systems is a lively
field of organometallic chemistry.
The novel combination of a macrocycle bearing NHCs and a redox active carbazole group and the
ability of such system to stabilize iron in different redox and spin states provided an exciting
framework to build a new {FeNO}x series with electronic properties at the boundary between heme
and non-heme model systems. This chapter reports the synthesis of a novel {FeNO}7 complex
starting from complex 12a, and the isolation and initial characterization of a {FeNO}”5”-8 series of
complexes of the hybrid macrocycle.

7.2

A {FeNO}7 Complex of the Hybrid Ligand 11

In Chapter 6 it has been shown how the axial CH3CN molecules of complex 12a can be readily
displaced by the triflate counteranion via simple dissolution in non-coordinating solvents, and how
exposing 12a to vacuum for some time caused the removal of the coordinated solvent. Hence the
substitution of coordinated CH3CN with stronger donor ligands is expected to be easy, especially
with -acceptors which can reduce electron density on the electron-rich Fe center of 12a.
Convenient strategies for the synthesis of {FeNO}7 complexes usually involve treatment of the FeII
species with either NO gas or a NO radical releasing agent to displace a labile axial ligand. One of
the most common NO releasing agents soluble in organic media is trityl S-nitrosothiol, which can
readily release NO radicals and form a stable disulfide as driving force of the reaction (Scheme
11).294–296
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Scheme 11. Reaction equation for the synthesis of the {FeNO} 7 complex 15.

When 12a was dissolved in THF and treated with equimolar amounts of trityl S-nitrosothiol, a fast
color change from orange to deep green/brown was observed together with the precipitation of a
solid product. Full precipitation with diethyl ether afforded a dark green powder that could be
dissolved in CH3CN and analyzed by mass spectrometry. The ESI-MS analysis of the solution
showed a single peak at m/z 599.1 matching with the molecular weight and isotopic pattern of the
cation [(11)Fe(NO)]+ of complex 15 (Figure 74 and Appendix). When the ion was dissociated in
CID experiments, formation of the molecular ion at m/z 569.1, corresponding to 12a upon loss of
coordinated CH3CN and the triflate counterion, was the only process recorded, and the difference
of 30 units in the m/z ratio between parent and dissociated ion confirmed the loss of coordinated
NO.
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Figure 74. ESI-MS spectra of an CH3CN solution of 15 at room temperature. Left: total spectrum. Right: CID
experiment on the isolated ion at m/z 599.

Slow diffusion of diethyl ether into a concentrated solution in CH3CN afforded single crystals
suitable for XRD measurements. Complex 15 crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Pbca,
with a five-coordinated metal center. The complex adopts a square pyramidal geometry with NO
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coordinating in the axial position and the hybrid ligand in the equatorial plane adopting the
ruffled/twisted arrangement seen in all complexes 12−14 a/b. The C−Fe−C and N−Fe−N angles of
163.0 and 166.1° respectively give a geometric parameter  of 0.05 close to the perfect tetragonal
geometry.297 Although a triflate anion is located on the opposite side of the macrocycle with respect
to NO, the distance between Fe and one of the oxygen atoms is about 3.01 Å, suggesting the absence
of any significant bonding interaction (Figure 75).

NNO
C6’

Ncarb

Npy

Fe
C6

Figure 75. Molecular structure of complex 15 reported as 50% thermal ellipsoids. Lattice solvent molecules
and hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity.

The iron center of 15 is located 0.26 Å above the {N2C2} plane in the direction of the NO ligand,
as expected due to the typically strong covalent Fe−NO interaction. The Fe−NO distance of 1.714
Å is slightly longer compared to the analogous tetracarbene {FeNO}7 complex but still falls among
the shortest ones compared to reported non-heme {FeNO}7 complexes.298 The bent Fe−N−O angle
of 143.7° reminds of the range reported for heme-based {FeNO}7 models (140−145°) and falls
among the lower values for synthetic non-heme ranges, which show a large variability of angles
due to different electronic structures or to steric requirements of the supporting ligands.298–300 The
N−O distance of 1.177 Å is instead within the expected range for {FeNO}7 complexes.301 As seen
for complexes 12a−14a, the Fe-Ncarb bond is the shortest among the ones of the equatorial plane,
probably due to the covalent interaction present in the low-spin complexes.

In order to investigate the redox properties of the complex and the role of the non-innocent hybrid
ligand, crystals of 15 were dissolved in a 0.1 M TBAPF6 CH3CN solution and cyclic voltammetry
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measurements were conducted. When the applied potentials were scanned, anodically first, in a
window between −2.0 and +1.2 V vs. Fc+/0 three reversible redox events were recorded: two
oxidations at −0.09 and 0.54 V and a reduction at −1.42 V (Figure 76).
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Figure 76. Cyclic voltammogram of a 1 mM solution of crystalline 15 in CH3CN 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 at a scan
rate of 0.1 V/s.

All three events showed E parameters close to the ideal 57 mV (74, 64 and 70 mV for first, second
oxidation and reduction respectively) expected for a reversible one-electron process.
The rich electrochemistry of complex 15 in solution opened the interesting possibility to isolate a
series of {FeNO}X complexes spanning from a formal {FeNO}5 to a {FeNO}8 complex, the
synthesis and characterization of which will be explored in the next section. Moreover, when a
cathodic scan down to −3 V was performed, a second irreversible reduction at −2.51 V appeared,
suggesting the possibility to form an {FeNO}9 complex. However, the synthetic challenge posed
by such a low reduction potential did not allow for the isolation of such species so far.
The two reversible oxidations of complex 15 deserve special consideration. In the case of a redoxinnocent supporting ligand, the appearance of two oxidation events in the cyclic voltammograms
would indicate two processes that would yeld the corresponding {FeNO}6 and {FeNO}5 complexes.
However, in Chapter 6 the hybrid ligand was shown to be redox active towards oxidation, with the
electrochemically reversible formation of the corresponding -radical cation at potentials around
0.6 V vs. Fc+/0 in CH3CN. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that one of the oxidations may occur
on the macrocyclic ligand scaffold, rather than on the Fe-NO unit, leading to the formation of either
a (11●+){FeNO}7 or a (11●+){FeNO}6 complex. As shown in the case of complexes 14a/b the
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presence of a radical macrocycle can be easily confirmed by optical spectroscopy, given the
signature of the typical carbazole-based radical in the 700-900 nm region.
In order to elucidate the nature of the redox events seen for complex 15, UV-SEC experiments were
performed for all three electrochemically reversible events, the results of which are shown in Figure
77 and in the Appendix.
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Figure 77. UV/Vis spectroelectrochemistry of a 1 mM solution of complex 15 in CH3CN 0.1 M nBu4NPF6.
a) first oxidation of 15 (green spectrum) at an applied potential of 0.4 V vs Fc+/0; b) second oxidation of the
mono-oxidized complex (blue spectrum) at an applied potential of 1.1 V vs Fc+/0; c) reduction of complex 15
at an applied potential of −1.9 V vs Fc+/0.

The application of a potential of 0.4 V vs Fc+/0 for 600 seconds caused the disappearance of the
optical features of complex 15 (plotted in green) and the rising of bands at 388 and 698 nm with
two isosbestic points at 380 and 393 nm, accompanying the formation of a blue compound. Rereduction at −0.6 V afforded complex 15 (as shown in Appendix) thereby confirming the chemical
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reversibility of this first oxidation. No intense features in the 700-900 nm region were observed,
thereby suggesting a metal- or NO-based oxidation to a {FeNO}6 complex. Indeed, the rise of a
broad band in the NIR portion of the spectrum reminds of the broad NIR band of the ferric complex
13a (a full UV/Vis spectrum of the {FeNO}6 complex is shown in the Appendix). Applying a
potential of 1.1 V for 600 seconds to this blue oxidized species led to the chemically irreversible
formation of a temperature sensitive purple complex showing two absorptions at 700 and 800 nm
similar to the ones of the radical complex 14a and an intense NIR band. The first spectroscopic
signature suggested the carbazolide-based nature of this second oxidation, that would give a
complex better described as (11●+){FeNO}6.
When a cathodic potential of −1.9 V was applied to a fresh solution of complex 15 for 10 minutes,
the appearance of a red-fuchsia species was accompanied by the rising of optical features at 427,
668 and 797 nm with isosbestic points at 376, 393, 539 and 555 nm thereby evidencing a clean “A
to B” one-step reduction. However, re-oxidation only partially recovered the initial spectrum of 15,
indicating chemical irreversibility of the process. Indeed, as mentioned below, the putative
{FeNO}8 complex appeared to be unstable in solution at room temperature when synthesized in
bulk.
These promising initial findings prompted for the isolation of the three putative {FeNO}8,6 and
(11●+){FeNO}6 complexes, as described in the following section.

7.3

Synthesis of the Series and Structure of the {FeNO}6 Complex

Comparison of the redox properties of 15 and 12a evidenced similar potentials for both oxidation
events and allowed for the use of silver triflate and tianthrenium hexafluorophosphate as oxidants
of suitable strength, cf. Chapter 6. Bulk reduction to the putative {FeNO}8 complex proved to be
more challenging. In fact, only few reducing agents of suitable strength (potential lower than −1.4
V vs. Fc+/0) are available for use in nitrile solvents. Treatment of 15 with decamethylcobaltocene
afforded mixtures of products the purification of which proved particularly challenging. Therefore,
the incompatibility of CH3CN with stronger reductants prompted for the use of THF as a more
reduction-inert solvent. However, the use of potassium graphite led to decomposition of the
complexes, possibly due to the challenging control of stoichiometry, while stoichiometric amounts
of sodium naphtalenide also led to the formation of mixtures. The recent work from K. Meyer and
co-workers reported a convenient strategy for reduction of their novel {FeNO}X series of complexes
by use of electropositive metals as reductant in organic solvents.302 In particular, the use of zinc
turnings in CH3CN allowed for the reduction of their {FeNO}6 complex to the corresponding
{FeNO}7 analogue (E1/2 = 0.32 V vs Fc+/0), while treating the latter with magnesium in CH3CN
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allowed for the synthesis of the reduced {FeNO}8 complex (E1/2 = −0.75 V vs Fc+/0).293 Taking this
work as inspiration, treatment of an CH3CN solution of 15 with magnesium turnings for several
hours at RT caused a color change of the solution from orange to red-fuchsia, as seen in the UVSEC experiments. After filtration of excess Mg metal, the reddish product proved to be unstable at
room temperature but indefinitely stable at −40°C, thereby allowing for precipitation of the product.
Scheme 12 summarizes the synthetic strategies used for the isolation of complexes 15−18, while
their initial spectroscopic characterization will be treated in the next section.

Scheme 12. Synthesis of complexes 15−18 starting from 12a.

When a THF solution of 15 was treated with 1 eq. of [Ag][OTf] at room temperature, a fast color
change from deep green/brown to blue and the precipitation of the product together with Ag
particles provided evidence for the successful oxidation. Dissolution of the blue product in CH3CN,
filtration, and slow diffusion of diethyl ether afforded single crystals suitable for XRD
measurements. Figure 78 shows the molecular structure of the cation of complex 16.
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C6’
Fe

Npy

Ncarb

C6
O1

Figure 78. Molecular structure of the cation of complex 16 reported as 50% thermal ellipsoids. Counteranions,
lattice solvent molecules and hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity.

Table 1. Selected bond lengths (Å), angles (°) of complexes 15 and 16.

Bond

15

16

Fe−Ncarb

1.895

1.868

Fe−Npy

2.140

2.142

Fe−C6

1.964

1.964

Fe−C6’

1.967

1.952

Fe−NO

1.714

1.659

N−O

1.177

1.152

Ncarb−Fe−C6

87.46

88.11

Ncarb−Fe−C6’

87.43

88.04

Npy−Fe−C6

90.15

88.30

Npy−Fe−C6’

90.96

90.40

Ncarb−Fe−Npy

166.11

161.50

C6−Fe−C6’

163.01

163.87

Fe−N−O

143.67

158.10

Angle
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The complex crystallizes in the triclinic space group P1̅ and octahedral geometry with a triflate
anion as axial ligand occupying the position trans to NO. Despite the coordination of triflate
(Fe−OOTf distance = 2.823 Å) the iron center sits now 0.30 above the {N2C2} plane, significantly
closer to NO compared to 15. All coordinative bonds apart from the Fe−Npy are shorter than in the
parent {FeNO}7 complex, as one would expect from the metal-based oxidation suggested by UVSEC experiments. In particular the Fe−NO bond of 1.659 Å is 0.027 Å shorter than in 15, and the
Fe-N-O angle of 158.1° is broader than in the parent compound, as expected for an oxidized
{FeNO}6 complex.303–305 The N-O distance is also slightly shorter (1.152 Å), compatible with lower
back donation derived from the oxidation of the metal center.
Therefore, the oxidation of 15 in THF proceeds via the coordination of the additional triflate anion
on the axial position. This behavior is in agreement with the one seen for complex 12b and 13b,
where the use of non-coordinating solvents forced the pentacoordinated ferrous precursor to accept
an additional triflate ligand upon oxidation, although with a very weak bond. The Fe−OOtf distance
of 2.823 Å in 16 is much longer than the corresponding iron-triflate interaction seen in complexes
12b and 13b, underlying the strong trans influence of the NO ligand and a very weak bonding
interaction. However, complex 16 constitute an example of an octahedrally coordinated non-heme
{FeNO}6 complex, a class of model compounds that is still not common in presence of a weakly
bound axial triflate, more often found bearing nitrito, nitro or other oxidation products of NO bound
trans to the NO ligand.306

7.4

Infrared and Mößbauer Spectroscopy of the {FeNO}x Series

Infrared spectroscopy

IR spectroscopy is a convenient technique to study the electronic structure of Fe-NO complexes,
given the typically intense stretching vibrations of the NO moiety. In fact, the position of the band
in the spectrum provides a convenient probe for the nature of the bond with the iron center, giving
insight into the degree of -donation and -backdonation of the coordinative bond. Figure 79 shows
the IR spectra of solid samples of complexes 15−18.
Complex 15 shows an intense peak assigned to the N-O stretching at 1661 cm−1, falling in the
expected range of the non-heme low-spin {FeNO}7 complexes characterized so far, and similar to
low-spin heme models.290,298,307–310 Comparison with the tetracarbene {FeNO}7 complex cited in
7.1, the NO stretching frequency of which was found to be much higher (1748 cm−1), confirms that
bent Fe−NO moieties show lower NO stretching frequencies compared to quasi-linear ones due to
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the more efficient backdonation promoted by increased orbital overlap.292 One-electron oxidation
to complex 16 causes a shift of the NO stretching frequency to 1804 cm−1.
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Figure 79. FT-ATR spectra of solid samples of complexes 15−18 (c, b, a, d respectively). The instability of
complex 17 at room temperature did not allow for recording of clean spectra: the additional band at 1805
cm−1 is attributed to the precursor complex 16.

The higher stretching frequency is in accordance with the removal of one electron from the Fe-NO
group, that causes a decrease of backdonation from Fe to a -antibonding orbital of NO, thereby
increasing the bond order of the NO fragment. The shift of 143 cm −1 can be considered moderate,
in comparison to the ones found in the cyclam-ac complex of Wieghardt and co-workers.290 The
strong changes in the stretching frequency upon oxidation/reduction recorded for the modifiedcyclam series were associated with purely NO-based oxidations, while in the case of 15 and 16 the
moderate shift could be due to a metal-based electron removal, as suggested by the presence of the
NIR band in the optical spectrum of 16 and from structural analysis. The second oxidation to
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complex 17 causes a shift of 158 cm−1 to 1962 cm−1, confirming the removal of a second electron.
It is interesting to note that despite the spectroscopic evidence for a ligand-based oxidation
involving the carbazolide moiety of the hybrid macrocycle, the effect on the NO stretching
frequency is quite marked and similar to the one obtainable via a metal-based oxidation. A possible
explanation of this behavior is the high covalency of the Fe−Ncarb bond, discussed in chapter 6, that
would allow for a substantial decrease of electron density on the metal center even after electron
removal from the carbazolide side. Reduction of 15 to the putative {FeNO}8 complex 18 causes the
disappearance of the band at 1661 cm−1 and the slight increase of a feature at 1383 cm−1. The
assignment of a proper band associated with the NO stretching is challenging due to the fact that
the new feature appeared within the fingerprint region of the spectrum, with massive band
overlapping. Moreover, the rather low intensity of the band does not allow for the unambiguous
confirmation of the presence of an Fe-NO moiety. {FeNO}8 complexes are well known for their
instability compared to the stable {FeNO}7 analogues, and the UV-SEC experiment already showed
the reduction of 15 to be chemically irreversible.311–313 Therefore, additional measurements will be
necessary to confirm the nature of the reduced complex and rule out possible degradation paths.

Mößbauer spectroscopy

Figure 80 shows the MB spectra of complexes 15−18. Complex 15 has an isomer shift parameter
of 0.l4 mm·s−1 and a quadrupole splitting of 2.61 mm·s−1 that suggest its low-spin nature when
compared to 12a (LS, EQ = 2.33 mm·s−1) and 12b (IntS, EQ = 4.26 mm·s−1). Although the iron
center is displaced towards the NO ligand to a significant extent, the Fe−C distances similar to the
ones in 12a suggest the interaction with the NHC groups to be strong, and hence to significantly
contribute to the anisotropy of the electron density around Fe. The lower isomer shift compared to
12a can be envisioned as the effect of the -donation from and -backdonation to the NO ligand,
which shorten the Fe−NO bond and cause the compression of the metal s orbitals. In fact, donation
to the metal via a strong -bond directly increases the electron density in metal orbitals with nonzero electron charge at the nucleus, while the backdonation from Fe 3d orbitals to the NO-*
decreases the shielding effect on the s orbitals of the metal. Therefore, both bonding interactions
can cause the decrease of isomer shift parameter compared to 12a.
As introduced previously, redox events on {FeNO}x complexes can take place both on the metal
center or on the non-innocent NO ligand. Although the nature of the Fe−NO bond often accounts
for major deviations of MB parameters from expected values, the trends of IS and EQ upon
oxidation and reduction can sometimes provide some insight on the nature of the redox process, or
at least serve as base for an initial guess. In other cases the non-trivial superimposition of multiple
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effects and peculiar electronic structures can cause counterintuitive trends in MB parameters,293 or
can balance out and limit the effect of redox events on isomer shifts, as seen for the tetracarbene
series.291 However, even if the electronic structure of complexes 15−18 is not fully elucidated at
this stage, the changes of MB parameters upon oxidation and reduction could be interpreted in a
straightforward way to provide some initial hypothesis.
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Figure 80. Zero-field 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of solid 17 (a), 16 (b), 15 (c) and 18 (d) acquired at 80 K (natural
abundance. 17:  = −0.08 mm·s−1, EQ = 3.42 mm·s−1; 16:  = 0.05 mm·s−1, EQ = 2.94 mm·s−1; 15:
 = 0.14 mm·s−1, EQ = 2.61 mm·s−1; 18:  = 0.19 mm·s−1, EQ = 1.98 mm·s−1).

Oxidation from 15 to complex 16 caused a considerable decrease of the IS (from 0.14 to 0.05
mm·s−1) and an increase of the quadrupole splitting to 2.94 mm·s−1. Such a major decrease of IS is
typically ascribed to a metal-based oxidation, which directly impacts the population of the metal 3d
orbitals and their shielding ability. Indeed, complexes in which the {FeNO}7 to {FeNO}6 oxidation
was assigned to the NO moiety showed a limited indirect effect on the IS.290 It must be also noted
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that the coordination of an additional triflate molecule on the axial position would also contribute
to the decrease of the isomer shift. Together with the insight provided by UV-SEC experiments, IR
spectroscopy and XRD measurements, it is reasonable to hypothesize the oxidation as being metalcentered.
The second oxidation from 16 to the putative (11●+){FeNO}6 complex 17 caused an even more
substantial decrease of the IS to −0.08 mm·s−1 and an additional increase of the quadrupole splitting.
Keeping in mind the evidence for a macrocycle-based oxidation provided by optical spectroscopy
and the proposed covalency of the Fe−N bond as seen for 12a, we can imagine the impact of the
electron removal to substantially influence the metal center, possibly via decreasing the -donor
abilities of the carbazole moiety. The resulting decrease of the shielding effect of the 3d orbitals
would then explain the lower IS of 17. The increase of the electron density anisotropy, seen also
for 14a, can be justified invoking similar considerations on the donor abilities of an oxidized
carbazolide group.
Reduction of complex 15 to the putative {FeNO}8 analogue increased the IS parameter to the
highest value of the series (0.19 mm·s−1), although with only a slight variation compared to 15.
Unfortunately, the absence of structural information for 18 prevents any deeper interpretation of
the nature of the reduction. In literature, a small increase of IS upon reduction has often been
interpreted with NO-based processes, while addition of an electron to the metal valence shell often
caused major shifts. Additional spectroscopic analysis and theoretical calculations will be needed
to elucidate the nature of this reduction process, given the possibility of decomposition paths typical
of {FeNO}8 complexes.
Overall, initial synthetic efforts and spectroscopic characterization provided a strong basis for the
establishment of the new series of {FeNO}x complexes, combining the properties of the hybrid
complexes with the electronic and redox properties of the NO ligand.

7.5

Conclusions and Outlook

This chapter introduced the synthesis and basic characterization of a new {FeNO}7 complex (15)
derived from the low-spin ferrous complex 12a upon reaction with an NO releasing agent in THF
solution. The successful synthesis of the target compound was confirmed by ESI-MS analysis and
single crystal XRD measurements. The complex possesses a square pyramidal geometry, as often
observed for {FeNO}7 models due to the strong trans influence of the NO ligand. As commonly
observed in both heme and non-heme iron-nitrosyl models, the Fe−N−O angle is significantly
smaller than 180°, and the N−O bond is longer compared to the ones observed in the linear
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arrangement of some sterically constrained complexes or the tetracarbene {FeNO}7 complex
isolated by Dr. Cordes. Cyclic voltammetry measurements for 15 showed two reversible oxidations
at moderate potentials, and a reversible reduction at −1.42 V vs Fc+/0. UV-SEC experiments
suggested the first oxidation to generate a ferric complex with a NIR feature similar to the one of
13a/b, while the second electron removal to occur on the carbazole backbone and generate a radical cation complex (17) analogous to 14a/b. The one-electron oxidized complex 16 could be
structurally characterized as a novel example of octahedrally coordinated {FeNO} 6 complex,
deriving from a metal-based electron removal.
IR and MB spectroscopy on complexes 15−18 provided initial support to the hypothesis of
prevalently metal-based redox processes, although the instability of the putative {FeNO}8 complex
18 did not allow for the exclusion of decomposition pathways that would explain the low intensity
of the associated IR NO stretching signal.
Overall, the hybrid ligand scaffold provides an interesting new system to exploit the heme-like
properties discussed in Chapter 6 in influencing the electronic structure of the {FeNO} unit. In
particular, the possibility to access both metal- and macrocycle-based oxidations within the same
system provides an exciting possibility to study the effects of electron removal from a site adjacent
to the Fe-NO group, compared to direct oxidations on the iron-nitrosyl core.
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8.

Summary

This work presented the investigation of the electronic structure and reactivity patterns of a range
of non-heme iron-carbene complexes that are inspired by enzymatic intermediates. Two main
systems were studied: the family of iron-tetracarbene complexes 1-10 and the series of complexes
12-18 of a newly synthesized NHC/N-donor hybrid ligand framework 11.
Chapter 3 described the synthesis and characterization of three new tetracarbene oxoiron(IV)
complexes where the axial position trans to the oxo atom was substituted with a series of
coordinating anions: trifluoroacetate (giving rise to complex 4), chloride (5), and tert-butyl thiolate
(7) (Figure 81). The latter represents a rare example of an iron(IV)-oxo complex bearing axial
thiolate ligation, which was isolated despite the usual instability of the thiolate ligand toward
oxidation in presence of high-valent M-oxo species.

Figure 81. Molecular structure representation of complex 3 and the axially substituted analogues 4, 5 and 7.

The series was designed to evaluate the effect of the axial ligand donation ability on the electronic
structure of the tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) core. Complexes 4 and 5 showed optical features
comparable to the CH3CN-ligated precursor 3, with the band corresponding to d-d transitions
shifted to lower energies. Indeed, substituting the axial CH3CN with weaker field anions causes the
decrease of the electronic transition energies within the orbital ordering typical of the oxoiron(IV)
core, as evidenced by reported cases with the TMC ligand scaffold. Thiolate complex 7 presented
a unique absorption pattern due to the modification of the electronic structure owing to the
coordination of a - and strong -donor thiolate. Similar changes in electronic absorptions were in
fact reported for the tetramethylcyclam (TMC) complexes [(TMC)Fe(O)(CH 3CN)]2+ and
[(TMCS)Fe(O)]+. Complexes 4 and 5 showed Mössbauer parameters comparable to 3, with
negative isomer shifts ( ~ −0.10 mm∙s−1) and large quadrupole splitting (EQ ~ 3.10 mm∙s−1) while
the strong thiolate donation in 7 caused the increase of  to −0.09 mm∙s−1 and a lower EQ = 2.21
mm∙s−1. SQUID magnetometry confirmed the S = 1 ground state for all the new axially substituted
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complexes, while IRPD spectroscopy revealed that Fe=O stretching frequency correlated with the
increase of axial donation going from 3 (FeO = 832 cm−1) to 4 (FeO = 816 cm−1) to 5
(FeO = 799 cm−1). Finally, the structure of the trifluoroacetate tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) complex 4
was elucidated by XRD measurements on single crystals, revealing a typical Fe=O distance of 1.6
Å.
Chapter 4 investigated the HAA reactivity of the axially substituted tetracarbene oxoiron(IV)
complexes towards a variety of substrates (1,4-cyclohexadiene – CHD −, 9,10-dihydroanthracene
– DHA −, and xanthene) and their comparison with the reactivity of the parent CH3CN complex 3.
As predicted by theory, substitution of the axial position trans to the oxo ligand affected the HAA
second order rate constants only to a very limited extent. Remarkably, coordination with activating
axial anions that weaken the Fe=O bond caused a slight decrease of the reaction rates for complexes
4 (CF3COO−), 5 (Cl−) and 7 (tBuS−) compared to 3, contrary to what has been reported for other
non-heme oxoiron(IV) models. Indeed, the reaction of 3 with substrates was previously calculated
to proceed through an initial de-coordination of the axial CH3CN, leading to a very reactive pentacoordinated complex, while the different product mixtures obtained for the anion-ligated complexes
suggested that the axial ligands remain bound during HAA. The presence of the strongly bound
axial ligand seems to force the reaction to happen on the 6-coordinated complexes, which show
intrinsically slower rates compared to the reactive 5-coordinated analogue. Remarkably, the
thiolate-bound complex 7 reacts with CHD in a clean one-step conversion, as evidenced by the
presence of multiple isosbestic points in the time-resolved UV/Vis spectra. The putative
BuS−FeIII−OH product shows outstanding stability at −40 °C in CH3CN, that will allow for future

t

attempts of isolation, purification and full electronic and molecular structure investigations on a
unique intermediate. This complex would constitute the first example of a thiolate-bound FeIIIhydroxo species as analogue of cysteine-bound enzymatic intermediates.
The work presented in Chapter 5 provided mechanistic support for the presence of a
disproportionation equilibrium of the diferric complex 2 to complexes 1 and 3 in CH3CN. As
previously reported, this allows for observation of HAA reactivity of 2 with substrates such as 9,10dihydroanthraene in absence of additional oxidants. 1H-NMR monitoring of the reaction mixture
both under ambient light and darkness confirmed the thermodynamic nature of the
disproportionation, that was hypothesized to proceed after axial coordination of a solvent molecule
to 2. When complex 2 was mixed with the fully methylated analogue 2Me the disproportionation in
solution was confirmed by scrambling of the complexes to a partially methylated species, as
observed in time-resolved ESI-MS experiments. Additional experiments performed prior to this
work showed that the disproportionation/scrambling process can be triggered by attack of the oxo
ligand of complex 3 to 2Me, suggesting a nucleophilic character of the ferryl group (Figure 82).
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Figure 82. Schematic representation of the scrambling process upon attack of complex 3 on the dimeric oxo complex 2, as confirmed by the structural characterization of adduct 10.

Crystallization and XRD analysis of a unique FeIVO−FeIII−O−FeIII−OFeIV adduct where the Fe=O
groups of two subunits of 3 interact with the ferric ions of 2 provided a structural snapshot of the
scrambling process and confirmed the low electrophilicity of 3. Finally, gas-phase FT-ICR OAT
reactivity studies on the tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) complex with NO, allylacetate and thioanisole
showed only the formation of adducts between the reagents but no transfer of the oxygen atom,
even in absence of solvent and matrix interactions, thereby providing further evidence for the very
low electrophilicity of the tetracarbene oxoiron(IV) complex 3.
Complementing the studies on the tetracarbene series, Chapter 6 introduced the synthesis of a novel
hybrid NHC/N-donor macrocycle ([11H3][OTf]2) bearing two trans imidazole groups, a pyridine
and a redox-active carbazole fragment. Treatment of the pro-ligand with FeHMDS in CH3CN
allowed for the formation of the low-spin octahedral ferrous complex 12a, that was fully
characterized. Dissolution of 12a in non-coordinating solvents allowed for the isolation of the
intermediate-spin square pyramidal complex 12b, introducing the possibility of tuning the spin state
of the complex by acting on the axial ligation. One- and two-electron oxidations of the complexes
allowed for the isolation of two formal FeII-FeIV redox series (Scheme 13).
A bouquet of spectroscopic and magnetometric techniques demonstrated that the first oxidation
generates the low-spin and intermediate-spin complexes 13a and 13b, respectively, while the
second electron removal happens on the carbazole fragment of the macrocycle, with the formation
of two FeIII--radical cation complexes14a and 14b. Five of the six complexes of the series were
structurally characterized, and their spectroscopic and computational investigation suggested a
significant degree of covalency of the iron-carbazole bond in the low-spin series. Taken together,
the possibility of both metal- and ligand-based oxidations and the ability of the hybrid scaffold to
stabilize the redox series in two different spin states reminds of some of the main characteristics of
iron-porphyrin complexes, rendering the hybrid system a non-heme model with some heme-like
features.
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Scheme 13. Schematic representation of the redox series of low-spin complexes 12a−14a and intermediate
complexes 12b−14b of the novel hybrid macrocycle presented herein. S stands for coordinated solvent
molecules.

Finally, treatment of 12a with a NO transfer reagent allowed for the isolation and crystallization of
a new {FeNO}7 complex of the hybrid scaffold (15). Cyclic voltammetry indicated the possibility
of isolating a novel {FeNO}”5”-8 complex series, obtained via sequential one- and two-electron
oxidation and through the one-electron reduction of 15. UV/Vis spectroelectrochemical
measurements suggested both {Fe−NO} based and equatorial ligand-based oxidations, leading to a
{FeNO}6 and a [(11●+){FeNO}6(OTf)]2+ complex. Preliminary isolation of the full series, structural
analysis of the corresponding {FeNO}6 complex and spectroscopic analyses on all solid products
showed encouraging results and set a solid starting point for the full electronic structure
determination of the novel {FeNO}x redox series.

Scheme 14. Schematic representation of the redox series of {FeNO} complexes derived from 12a.
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9.

Experimental Section

9.1

Materials and Methods

General Synthetic Procedures and Chemicals

The synthesis of air or moisture-sensitive substances was carried out under an inert atmosphere of
dry dinitrogen or argon gas using standard Schlenk techniques or a glovebox (MBraun Unilab sp
Plus ECO, O2 and H2O concentration lower than 0.1 ppm). All the synthetic procedures here
reported were carried out in those conditions unless otherwise stated. Solvents (including deuterated
ones) were dried by standard distillation procedures and/or using activated molecular sieves of
appropriate pore size.
Starting materials, unless otherwise stated in the following, were purchased from commercial
sources, and used as received. The tetracarbene ligand,108 2-tert-butylsulfonyliodosobenzene,
complexes 1−3,109 DMI-CO2,161,162 trityl S-nitrosothiol,295 bimca,135 iron bis(trimethylsilyl)amide233
and thianthrene radical cation hexafluorophosphate314 were prepared according to reported
procedures. High-purity tetrakis(n-butyl)ammonium hexafluorophosphate for electrochemical
analysis was purchased and dried by warming up to 125°C and applying vacuum for several days
prior to use.

UV/Vis Spectroscopy

Optical spectroscopy analyses were performed in solution using quartz cuvettes with 1 cm
pathlength and a Cary 8454 spectrometer from Agilent Technologies equipped with an Unisoku
Cryostat (CoolSpek, Unisoku Scientific Instruments) to allow for temperature control and magnetic
stirring.

IR Spectroscopy

Solid state ATR measurements were performed on solid samples using a Cary 630 FTIR instrument
from Agilent Technologies kept inside an argon-filled glovebox (O2 and H20 concentration lower
than 0.1 ppm).
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ESI-MS Measurements

ESI-MS analyses were performed using a Bruker HCT Ultra spectrometer. Air-sensitive
compounds were analyzed by injecting solutions into a capillary from inside an argon-filled
glovebox.

Helium Tagging IRPD Spectroscopy

IRPD spectroscopy measurements were performed in the lab of Prof Jana Roithová at Charles
University, Prague. The ions were generated with a room-temperature ESI source capable of soft
ionization. Then a first quadrupole allowed for the isolation of the [(L NHC)]Fe(O)(X)]2+ ions, that
were subsequently injected (in 200 ms) in a cryo-cooled wire quadrupole trap operating at a
temperature of 3 K and a frequency of 1 Hz. Ions were trapped with a helium buffer gas for 130 ms
and partially transformed into Helium adducts [(LNHC)]Fe(O)(X)(He)]2+. After a delay of 400 ms an
optical parametric oscillator/amplifier (OPO/OPA) operating at 10 Hz was used to irradiate the ions
with 8 photon pulses on alternate cycles. After an additional delay, the ions were mass analyzed by
a second quadrupole and a Daly type detector operating in ion-counting mode determined their
number N when analyzing the irradiated ions, and the total number of unirradiated ions N0 when
the irradiation was blocked with a mechanical shutter. The spectra were plotted reporting values of
(1 − N/N0) vs. the wavenumber of the irradiation. The accuracy of the measurement is ±3 cm−1.

NMR Spectroscopy
NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker Avance III HD 300, 400 or 500 instruments. 1H- and
13

C{1H}-NMR chemical shifts given in ppm were reported against a standard of tetramethylsilane

and referenced using the residual proton signal or the resonance of natural abundant 13C atoms of
deuterated solvents, respectively.315 Signal multiplicity is expressed with the following
abbreviations: s = singlet, d = doublet, t = triplet, m = multiplet, b = broad signal.

Cyclic Voltammetry and UV/Vis Spectroelectrochemistry

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and UV/Vis spectroelectrochemical (UV-SEC) measurements were
performed inside a nitrogen-filled glovebox (O2 and H2O concentration lower than 0.1 ppm) using
a Gamry Interface 1000B potentiostat and the associated Gamry Framework program. Electrolyte
solutions were prepared dissolving dry [nBu4N][PF6] in dry solvent to obtain a 0.1 M concentration.
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A tree-electrode set-up was used with an ALS Glassy Carbon disc electrode (1.6 mm diameter) as
working electrode, a 1 mm platinum wire used as counter electrode and a silver wire enclosed in a
glass sample holder (equipped with a Vycor glass frit) containing electrolyte solution as pseudoreference electrode.316 All potentials were then referenced against the ferrocenium/ferrocene couple
(Fc+/0) by addition of the standard into the analyte solution and subsequent measurement. All
experimental data were analyzed and worked up using the EchemAnalyst software from Gamry.
UV-SEC analyses were performed using the mentioned potentiostat in combination with a BWTek
deuterium/tungsten light source, a BWTek Exemplar LS spectrometer, BWTek UV/Vis grade optic
fibers and a thin-layer quartz cuvette (light path length 1 mm). Electrolyte solutions were prepared
as mentioned and a platinum mesh was used as working electrode. Optical spectra were recorded
and analyzed using the BWSpec software.

Elemental Analysis

CHN analyses were conducted by the analytical laboratory of the Institute of Inorganic Chemistry
of the Georg-August University of Göttingen using an Elementar Vario EL III instrument.

Mößbauer Spectroscopy
MB spectra of solid samples or frozen solutions were recorded using a 57Co source embedded in a
Rh matrix as part of an alternating constant-acceleration WissEl Mößbauer spectrometer operating
in transmission mode and equipped with a Janis closed-cycle helium cryostat. Fitting of the
experimental data was performed with the MFit software package using Lorentzian doublets.268 All
isomer shifts (IS or ) and quadrupole splitting (QS or EQ) parameters measured in mm∙s−1 are
referred to a standard of iron metal at ambient temperature.

EPR Spectroscopy

X-band EPR spectra were recorded using a Bruker E500 ELEXSYS spectrometer equipped with a
standard cavity (ER4102ST, 9.45 GHz). Temperature control was achieved by the use of an Oxford
Instruments Helium flow cryostat (ESP910) and an ITC-4 Oxford temperature controller.
Simulations of experimental data were performed using the EasySpin program.317
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SQUID Magnetometry

Magnetic susceptibility measurements were recorded using a Quantum-Design MPMS-XL-5
SQUID magnetometer equipped with a 5 Tesla magnet, at a magnetic field of 0.5 T and
temperatures between 2 and 298 K. Powdered samples were contained in a Teflon bucket and fixed
in a non-magnetic sample holder. Data filed were corrected for diamagnetic contributions of the
bucket according to
𝑀dia (𝑏𝑢𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡) = 𝜒𝑔 ∙ 𝑚 ∙ 𝐻
Were H is the magnetic field, g the experimental gram susceptibility of the Teflon gelatin capsule
and m its mass. Fitting of the experimental data were done according to the appropriate HeisembergDirak-van-Vlek (HDvV) spin Hamiltonian for Zeeman splitting, zero-field splitting (ZFS) and
isotropic exchange coupling:
1
̂ = −2𝐽𝑆̂ 1 𝑆̂ 2 + 𝑔𝜇𝐵 𝐵
⃗ (𝑆⃗ 1 +𝑆⃗ 2 ) + 𝐷𝐹𝑒 [𝑆̂ 2𝑧 − 𝑆(𝑆 + 1)]
𝐻
3
Curie-behaved paramagnetic impurities (PI) with S = 5/2 spin and temperature-independent
paramagnetism were included in the fitting according to
𝜒calc = (1 − 𝑃𝐼) ∙ 𝜒 + 𝑃𝐼 ∙ 𝜒mono + 𝑇𝐼𝑃
And experimental data were modeled using the julX program.318
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9.2

Synthetic Procedures

General Procedure for the HAA Kinetics Measurement for the Reaction of Complexes 4, 5
and 7 with CHD at −40 °C
The appropriate amount of solid oxoiron(IV) complex (4, 5 or 7) was dissolved in cold (−35 °C)
dry and degassed CH3CN inside a glovebox to give 6 mL of a 0.25 mM solution. A defined volume
of the solution, obtained by subtracting the substrate addition volume from 3 mL, was transferred
into a precooled cuvette sealed with a septum, taken out of the glovebox, and inserted into the
UV/Vis spectrometer, the sample holder of which was thermostated at −40 °C. The corresponding
amount of CHD (30 to 300 equivalents) to reach 3 ml of total volume was then injected in the
cuvette using a gas-tight syringe. UV/Vis spectra were acquired every second until completion of
the reaction. For the in situ preparation of complex 7, 1.5 mL of a 0.5 mM stock solution of complex
[(LNHC)Fe(tBuS)(CH3CN)][OTf] (8) were transferred into a cuvette, diluted with CH3CN to a
volume equal to 2.850 mL minus the substrate addition volume, than placed into the spectrometer
and allowed to equilibrate to −40 °C. A 5 mM solution of TBAIO4 in CH3CN was prepared in a
glovebox and 150 L of it were then injected into the cuvette containing 6 to start the oxidation.
Complete formation of complex [(LNHC)Fe(O)(tBuS)][OTf] (7) was attained after 1h. Then the
appropriate amount of CHD was injected into the cuvette and spectra were acquired (60
spectra/min) until completion of the reaction.

General Procedure for the HAA Kinetics Measurement for the Reaction of Complexes 3, 4
and 7 (1 mM) with CHD, DHA and Xanthene at  °C
Three 2 mM stock solutions were prepared dissolving in 30 mL of dry and degassed CH3CN
respectively: a) 47.1 mg (6.0∙10−5 mol) of complex [(LNHC)Fe(CH3CN)2][OTf]2 (1); b) 47.1 mg
(6.0∙10−5 mol) of complex 1 and 8.2 mg (6.0∙10−5 mol) of dry sodium trifluoroacetate; c) 41 mg
(6.0∙10−5 mol) of complex [(LNHC)Fe(tBuS)(CH3CN)][OTf] (6). The three stock solutions were
allowed to cool down to −35°C into the freezer of the glovebox and 3 mL of each were retrieved
and treated with 5.7 mg (1.7∙10−5 mol) of sPhIO at low temperature. The reaction mixtures were
left reacting for 1.5 h. In the meantime, substrates stock solutions were prepared dissolving the
appropriate amount of substrate in CH3CN (CHD) or into a 7:3 CH3CN /DCM mixture (DHA and
xanthene). Then, 3 mL of substrate solution and 3 mL of oxoiron(IV) complex were quickly charged
into the syringes of the stopped-flow instrument, the reaction cell of which was thermostated at
25°C. The reactions took place after mixing of equal amounts of oxoiron(IV) and substrate solutions
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into the instrument reaction cell, obtaining reaction mixtures with 1 mM concentration of
oxoiron(IV) complex.

General procedure for the preparation of Helium Tagging IRPD Spectroscopy Samples of
complexes 3, 4, 5 and the product of oxidation of 8 with sPhIO.
A 1 mM solution of complex [(LNHC)Fe(O)(CF3COO)][OTf] (4) in dry, degassed, and cold CH3CN
was prepared in the freezer of a glovebox by dissolving 2.0 mg (3.0∙10−6 mol) of crystalline material
in 3 mL of solvent. The cold solution contained in a vial was quickly transferred out of the glovebox
and inserted into a thermostat operating at −20 °C. The solution was injected into the mass
spectrometer via a short capillary. A 1 mM solution of complex [(LNHC)Fe(O)(Cl)][OTf] (5) was
prepared and analyzed in an analogous way, dissolving 1.8 mg (3.0∙10−6 mol) of solid material in 3
mL of cold solvent. Complex [(LNHC)Fe(O)(CH3CN)][OTf] (3) was instead prepared in situ, by
dissolving 2.4 mg (3.0∙10−6 mol) of crystalline [(LNHC)Fe(CH3CN)2][OTf]2 (1) in 3 mL of solvent,
cooling down the solution to −40 °C, treating it with 2.9 mg (8.4∙10−6 mol, 2.8 eq) of 2-(tBuSO2)CH6H4−IO (sPhIO) and letting the mixture react for 1.5 h. An analogous procedure was used to in
situ

oxidize

complex

8

with

sPhIO:

2.7

mg

(3.0∙10−6 mol)

of

crystalline

[(LNHC)Fe(DMI)(CH3CN)][OTf]2 (8) in 3 mL of solvent, cooling down the solution to −40 °C,
treating it with 2.9 mg (8.4∙10−6 mol, 2.8 eq) of 2-(tBuSO2)-CH6H4−IO (sPhIO) and let the mixture
react for 1.5 h.
O labeled complexes were prepared by addition of 8 L of H218O into the cold CH3CN solutions

18

of complexes.

General procedure for the 1H-NMR monitoring of the reaction of complex 2 with 7 eq. of
DHA at RT under ambient light and under complete darkness.
Complex [{(LNHC)Fe}2O][OTf]4 (2) (9.0 mg, 6.0∙10−6 mol) was dissolved in 1 mL of CD3CN and
transferred into two Young NMR tubes in portions of 500 L. DHA (7.6 mg, 4.2∙10−5 mol, 7.0 eq)
and 1,3,5-trimetoxybenzene (1.5 mg, 9∙10−6 mol) were dissolved in 200 L of CD3CN and added
to each tube in in 100 L portions. One of the tubes was immediately covered with aluminum foil
to avoid exposure to ambient light. 1H-NMR spectra were recorded once a day for approximately
15 days, monitoring the consumption of complex 2, the formation of anthracene and the appearance
of complex 1 by comparison of the integrals of characteristic proton shifts to the internal standard
of 1,3,5-trimetoxybenzene.
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Synthesis of complex [(LNHC)Fe(O)(CF3COO)][OTf] (4)
Complex [(LNHC)Fe(CH3CN)2][OTf]2 (1) (30.0 mg, 3.8∙10−5 mol) and CF3COONa (5.5 mg, 4.0∙10−5
mol, 1.0 eq) were dissolved in 3 mL of dry and degassed CH3CN and cooled down to −35 °C. Solid
2-(tBuSO2)-CH6H4−IO (sPhIO) (36.4 mg 10.7∙10−5 mol, 2.8 eq) was added to the yellow solution
and the reaction mixture was left reacting at −35 °C for 3 h. During the reaction, the color of the
mixture changed to deep green. The mixture was separated from unreacted solid sPhIO by
filtration.Slow diffusion of diethyl ether into the green CH3CN solution at −35 °C allowed for the
isolation of crystalline material of complex [(LNHC)Fe(O)(CF3COO)][OTf] (4) suitable for XRD
analysis.
Yield 19.9 mg, 2.9∙10−5 mol, 76%.
UV/Vis (CH3CN): max / nm ( / L∙mol−1∙cm−1) = 408 (1135), 629 (143).
MB (solid, 80K):  = −0.14 mm∙s−1; EQ = 3.13 mm∙s−1.
SQUID (solid): S = 1, g1,2 = 1.844, g3 = 2.339, D = 16.5 cm−1, TIP = 296.4∙10−6 emu, mT200 K =
1.01 cm3∙K∙mol−1.
IRPD (CH3CN): Fe=O = 816 cm−1, Fe=18O = 777 cm−1

Synthesis of complex [(LNHC)Fe(O)(Cl)][OTf] (5)
Complex [(LNHC)Fe(CH3CN)2][OTf]2 (1) (20.0 mg, 2.6∙10−5 mol) and tBu4NCl (7.1 mg, 2.6∙10−5
mol, 1.0 eq) were dissolved in 3 mL of dry and degassed CH3CN and cooled down to −35 °C. Solid
2-(tBuSO2)-CH6H4−IO (sPhIO) (24.3 mg, 7.1∙10−5 mol, 2.8 eq) was added to the yellow solution
and the reaction mixture was left reacting at −35 °C for 3 h. During the reaction, the color of the
mixture changed to deep green and a bright green precipitate appeared. The green product was fully
precipitated by addition of cold diethyl ether. The product was then separated from unreacted solid
sPhIO by extractions with 5 mL fractions of cold CH3CN, followed by filtration of the green
solutions and precipitation of the green solid product with cold diethyl ether. Complex
[(LNHC)Fe(O)(Cl)][OTf] (5) was collected as a bright green powder.
Yield 10.0 mg, 1.7∙10−5 mol, 65%.
UV/Vis (CH3CN): max / nm ( / L∙mol−1∙cm−1) = 415 (924), 629 (115).
MB (solid, 80K):  = −0.12 mm∙s−1; EQ = 3.15 mm∙s−1.
SQUID (solid): S = 1, gavg = 1.839, D = 16.3 cm−1, TIP = 675.0∙10−6 emu, mT200
cm3∙K∙mol−1.
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IRPD (CH3CN): Fe=O = 799 cm−1, Fe=18O = 765 cm−1

Synthesis of complex [(LNHC)Fe(tBuS)(CH3CN)][OTf] (6)
Complex [(LNHC)Fe(CH3CN)2][OTf]2 (1) (50 mg, 6.4∙10−5 mol) was dissolved in 4 mL of dry and
degassed CH3CN and treated with solid tBuSNa (7.2 mg, 6.4∙10−5 mol, 1.0 eq). The reaction mixture
was left stirring at RT for 6 hours, during which the color changed from yellow to reddish. The
solution was filtered, and then underlayered under diethyl ether, letting the two layers slowly mix
over time. After 48 hours the red product was isolated in pure crystalline form (suitable for XRD
analysis) by decantation and removal of the mother liquor.
Yield 41.6 mg, 6.1∙10−5 mol, 95%.
UV/Vis (CH3CN): max / nm ( / L∙mol−1∙cm−1) = 379 (5623).
MB (solid, 80K):  =  mm∙s−1; EQ = 1.99 mm∙s−1.

Synthesis of complex [(LNHC)Fe(O)(tBuS)][OTf] (7)
Complex [(LNHC)Fe(tBuS)(CH3CN)][OTf] (8) (25.0 mg, 3.7∙10−5 mol) was dissolved in 3 mL of dry
and degassed CH3CN and cooled down to −35 °C. Solid 2-(tBuSO2)-CH6H4−IO (sPhIO) (35.2 mg,
10.4∙10−5 mol, 2.8 eq) were added to the reddish solution and the reaction mixture was left reacting
at −35 °C for 3 h. During the reaction, the color of the mixture changed to deep green/brown.
Unreacted sPhIO was filtered away, and the green/brown product was fully precipitated by addition
of cold diethyl ether. [(LNHC)Fe(O)(tBuS)][OTf] (7) was collected as a green/brown powder.
Yield 18.0 mg, 2.7∙10−5 mol, 74%.
UV/Vis (CH3CN): max / nm ( / L∙mol−1∙cm−1) = 335 (5878), 447 (1702), 577 (662).
MB (solid, 80K):  = −0.09 mm∙s−1; EQ = 2.18 mm∙s−1.
SQUID (solid): S = 1, gavg = 2.022, D = −20.4 cm−1, TIP = 841.4∙10−6 emu, mT200 K = 1.02
cm3∙K∙mol−1.

Synthesis of complex [(LNHC)Fe(DMI)(CH3CN)][OTf]2 (8)
Complex [(LNHC)Fe(CH3CN)2][OTf]2 (1) (50 mg, 6.4∙10−5 mol) was dissolved in 4 mL of dry and
degassed CH3CN and treated with solid DMI-CO2 (10.7 mg, 7.7∙10−5 mol, 1.2 eq). The reaction
mixture was transferred into a Schlenk tube, taken out of the glovebox, warmed up to 50 °C and
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left stirring at that temperature overnight, during which the color changed to bright yellow. The
solution was then transferred back into the glovebox, filtered, the solvent removed, and the yellow
residue dissolved in 2 mL of EtCN. The product was then crystallized via slow diffusion of diethyl
ether into the EtCN solution at RT, obtaining orange crystals suitable for XRD measurements.
Yield 32.2 mg, 3.8∙10−5 mol, 60%.
UV/Vis (CH3CN): max / nm ( / L∙mol−1∙cm−1) = 300 (17333), 344 (10780).
H-NMR (500 MHz, CD3CN)  (ppm) = [1 and 2 refer to the two isomers in solution: 1 = red coded

1

isomer, 2 = green coded isomer, see Appendix] 7.47 (Himi-NHC1, d, 4H, J = 2.0 Hz), 7.25 (Himi-NHC2,
d, 4H, J = 2.0 Hz), 7.21 (Himi-NHC2, d, 4H, J = 2.0 Hz), 7.12 (Himi-NHC1, d, 4H, J = 2.0 Hz), 6.75
(Himi-DMIf1+2, d, 4H, J = 5.0 Hz), 6.24 (−CH2− 1, d, 2H, J = 13.3 Hz ),6.11 (−CH2− 1, d, 2H,
J = 13.3 Hz), 5.69 (−CH2− , d, 2H, J = 13.2 Hz), 5.01 (−CH2−CH2− , m, 4H), 4.47
(−CH2−CH2− , m, 4H), 4.03 (−CH2−CH2− 1, m, 4H), 3.61 (−CH2− , d, 2H, J = 13.2 Hz), 3.48
(−CH2−CH2− 1, m, 4H), 2.33 (−CH3DMI 2, s, 6H), 1.96 (−CH3DMI 1, s, ~6H).
MB (solid, 80K):  = 1 mm∙s−1; EQ = 1.47 mm∙s−1.
MS (ESI(+), CH3CN): m/z = 202 [M−DMI −2OTf −CH3CN]2+, 649 [M−CH3CN −OTf]

Synthesis of adduct [{(LNHC)Fe(O)(CH3CN)}2{[(LNHC)Fe]2O}][OTf]8 (9)
Adduct [{(LNHC)Fe(O)(CH3CN)}2{[(LNHC)Fe]2O}][OTf]8 (9) was obtained as single crystals
suitable for XRD analysis by dissolving complex [(LNHC)Fe(O)(CH3CN)][OTf]2 (3) (10.0 mg,
1.3∙10−5 mol, 2 eq) and complex [{(LNHC)Fe}2O][OTf]4 (2) (10.0 mg, 6.6∙10−6 mol, 1 eq) in CH3CN
at (−35 °C) and allowing diethyl ether to slowly diffuse into the solution at −35 °C. Only XRD
analysis was performed on 9.

Synthesis of pro-ligand [11H3][OTf]2
3,6-di-tert-butyl-1,8-bis(imidazole-1-yl)carbazole (bimca) (2.0 g, 4.86 mmol, 1 eq.) and 1,6bis(bromomethyl)pyridine (1.3 g, 4.86 mmol, 1 eq.) were mixed in a Schlenk flask equipped with
reflux condenser, oil bubbler and magnetic stirring bar. The apparatus was degassed and 250 mL
of dry and degassed CH3CN were added, obtaining a milky white suspension. The mixture was
heated to reflux and stirred for 48 hours, during which a white precipitate appeared. The mixture
was then let to cool down to RT, open to air and the solvent was removed with a rotary evaporator.
The yellowish residue of [11H3][Br]2 was washed multiple times with DCM and dried under
vacuum to obtain 1.65 g of yellowish solid (50% yield). Due to the low solubility of the product in
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most organic media, a subsequent counteranion exchange was performed without further
purification. The solid was then suspended in methanol and treated with [Ag][OTf] (1.32 g, 2.1
eq.), stirring the mixture for 2 hours. After removal of [Ag][Br] by filtration, the solvent was
evaporated, the off-white residue dissolved in CH3CN, filtered, and recrystallized with diethyl ether
multiples times (1.55 g, 78%). Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction were obtained by slow
diffusion of diethyl ether into a CH3CN solution of 11 at RT.
Yield 1.55 g, 1.9∙10−3 mol, 39%.
IR (ATR): 𝜈̃ / cm−1 = 3117 (w), 3049 (w), 2958 (w), 2908 (w), 2867 (w), 1597 (w), 1576 (w), 1553
(w), 1527 (w), 1494 (w), 1477 (w), 1455 (w), 1433 (w), 1363 (w), 1253 (s), 1223 (s), 1157 (s), 1137
(s), 1026 (s), 996 (m), 937 (w), 870 (m), 842 (w), 793 (w), 770 (w), 758 (m), 746 (w), 738 (w), 713
(w), 691 (w), 669 (m), 636 (s), 571 (s), 540 (m), 514 (s).
H-NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6)  (ppm) = 11.29 (Ncarb−H, s, 1H), 10.01 (H6, d, 2H, J = 1.5 Hz),

1

8.57 (H10, d, 2H, J = 1.4 Hz), 8.29 (H7/H5, d, 2H, J = 1.3 Hz), 8.09 (H1, t, 1H, J = 7.7 Hz), 7.86
(H2, d, 2H, J = 7.7 Hz), 7.81 (H12, d, 2H, J = 1.6 Hz), 5.58 (H4, s, 4H), 1.47 (H15, s, 18H).
C-NMR (126 MHz, DMSO-d6)  (ppm) = 153.7, 144.0, 139.2, 137.0, 133.3, 125.4, 125.0, 119.6,

13

119.5, 119.3, 67.0, 54.5, 35.0, 31.8, 25.1 ppm.
MS (ESI(+), CH3CN): m/z = 665 [M−OTf]+, 516 [M−2OTf]+, 258 [M−2OTf]2+.
UV/Vis (CH3CN): max / nm ( / L∙mol−1∙cm−1) = 226 (19775), 298 (7578), 337 (1868), 349 (1954).

Synthesis of complex [(11)Fe(CH3CN)2][OTf] (12a)
[11H3][OTf]2 (300.0 mg, 0.368∙10−3 mol, 1eq.) was dissolved in dry and degassed CH3CN in a
nitrogen-filled glovebox. Solid [Fe{N(Si(Me)3)2}2]2 (FeHMDS) (0.277 g, 0.368∙10−3 mol, 1 eq.)
was added, and the mixture was stirred at RT for 48 hours. An initial yellow precipitate formed,
which dissolved overtime to give an orange-brown solution. The mixture was filtered, and the
solvent removed under reduced pressure. The residue was dissolved in DCM, filtered, then the
solvent was removed under vacuum. The orange residue was finally dissolved in 1,2difluorobenzene (DFB), the solution filtered, the solvent was removed under vacuum and the orange
powder dried. Dissolution in CH3CN and reprecipitation with Et2O afforded the orange-red
crystalline product (214.0 mg, 73%). Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction were grown by
slow diffusion of Et2O in a concentrated solution in CH3CN inside a glovebox.
Yield 214.0 mg, 2.7∙10−4 mol, 73%.
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IR (ATR): 𝜈̃ / cm−1 = 3162 (w), 3135 (w), 3102 (w), 2953 (w), 2902 (w), 2865 (w), 1583 (w), 1480
(w), 1448 (m), 1419 (m), 1363 (w), 1321 (w), 1304 (m), 1258 (s), 1223 (s), 1158 (m), 1148 (m),
1106.2 (m), 1072 (w), 1026 (s), 993 (w), 888 (w), 861 (w), 842 (m), 817 (w), 774 (w), 752 (m), 740
(w), 719 (w), 709 (w), 687 (w), 674 (w), 665 (w), 636 (s), 614 (m), 572 (m), 541 (w), 516 (m).
H-NMR (500 MHz, CD3CN)  (ppm) = 8.68 (d, H7, 2H, J = 2.1 Hz), 8.00 (d, H12, 2H, J = 1.6

1

Hz), 7.93 (d, H5, 2H, J = 2.1 Hz), 7.88 (d, H10 ,2H, J = 1.5 Hz), 7.76 (t, H1, 1H, J = 7.7 Hz), 7.48
(d, H2, 2H, J = 7.7 Hz), 5.62 (s, H4, 4H), 1.53 (s, H15, 18H).
C-NMR (126 MHz, CD3CN)  (ppm) = 202.2, 162.8, 138.8, 138.4, 137.5, 129.4, 126.0, 125.0,

13

124.5, 119.6, 114.6, 108.9, 54.6, 35.4, 32.6.
UV/Vis (CH3CN): max / nm ( / L∙mol−1∙cm−1) = 290 (~28560), 321 (10095), 377 (4422), 480
(5319).
MB (solid, 80K):  = 0.33 mm∙s−1, EQ = 2.33 mm∙s−1.

Synthesis of complex [(11)Fe(OTf)] (12b)
Synthesis of complex [(11)Fe(OTf)] (12b) followed the same procedure as for complex
[(11)Fe(CH3CN)2][OTf] (12a), except for the last reprecipitation, which was performed dissolving
the orange powder in THF and precipitating the product with diethyl ether. Alternatively, the
product could be obtained by dissolving complex [(11)Fe(CH3CN)2][OTf] (12a) in THF, acetone,
DFB, DMF or MeOH and re-precipitating with Et2O, obtaining a bright orange powder. Drying
under vacuum afforded the pure product in yields similar to 12a. Single crystals suitable for X-ray
diffraction were grown by concentration of a saturated DFB solution at RT inside a glovebox.
IR (ATR): 𝜈̃ / cm−1 = 2953 (w), 2902 (w), 2867 (w), 1593 (w), 1478 (w), 1438 (w), 1414 (w), 1406
(w), 1394 (w), 1363 (w), 1256 (m), 1233 (m), 1220 (s), 1155 (m), 1028 (s), 88 (w), 866 (w), 844
(w), 774 (w), 751 (w), 716 (w), 691 (w), 667 (w), 635 (s).
UV/Vis (THF): max / nm ( / L∙mol−1∙cm−1) = 305 (13016), 353 (5789), 373 (6211), 389 (5809),
436 (4404), 483 (3145).
MB (solid, 80K):  = 0.49 mm∙s−1, EQ = 4.26.
SQUID (solid): S = 1, g1 = 2.242, TIP = 865.6 emu, mT = 1.245 cm3∙K∙mol−1 at 205 K.
Elemental Analysis: Calc. for C40H37F5FeN6O3S (12b + DFB): % C 57.7, % H 4.48, % N 10.09.
Found: % C 57.18, % H 4.45, % N 10.04.
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9.2: Synthetic Procedures
Synthesis of complex [(11)Fe(PrCN)2][OTf]2 (13a)
Complex [(11)Fe(CH3CN)2][OTf] (12a) (15.0 mg, 1.87∙10−5 mol, 1 eq) was dissolved in dry and
degassed CH3CN in a nitrogen-filled glovebox. [Ag][OTf] (4.8 mg, 1.87∙10−5 mol, 1 eq) was added
and the orange color immediately turned blue, while a precipitate of Ag appeared. The suspension
was stirred at RT for 30 minutes, then Ag was removed by filtration. The solvent was removed
under vacuum and the residue dissolved in PrCN and filtered. Precipitation with diethyl ether
afforded a blue powder that was dried under vacuum. X-ray diffraction quality single crystals were
obtained by slow diffusion of Et2O in a concentrated PrCN solution at RT inside a glovebox.
Yield 18.4 mg, 1.8∙10−5 mol, 98%.
IR (ATR): 𝜈̃ / cm−1 = 3149 (w), 3084 (w), 2951 (w), 2907 (w), 2868 (w), 2360 (w), 2331 (w), 2298
(w), 1618 (w), 1612 (w), 1595 (w), 1579 (w), 1551 (w), 1523 (w), 1472 (w), 1463 (w), 1437 (w),
1426.8 (w), 1405 (w), 1364 (w), 1327 (w), 1265 (s), 1252 (s), 1222 (s), 1556 (s), 1027 (s), 993 (m),
867 (m), 783 (w), 755 (m), 719 (w), 706 (w), 692 (w), 637 (s), 575 (m), 516 (s).
UV/Vis (CH3CN): max / nm ( / L∙mol−1∙cm−1) = 262 (~32569), 338 (8815), 419 (3224), 446 (2453),
602 (3122), 1005 (6504).
MB (solid, 80K):  = 0.18 mm∙s−1, EQ = 3.84 mm∙s−1.
EPR (simulated g-values) g1 = 2.132, g2 = 2.054, g3 = 1.957.
SQUID (solid): S = 0.5, g1 = 2.23, PI = 2.0 % (S = 2.5), TIP = 623.5∙10−6 emu, mT = 0.537
cm3∙K∙mol−1 at 295 K.
Elemental Analisis: Calc. for C47H54F6FeN9O6S2 (13a + PrCN): % C 52.52, % H 5.06, % N 11.73.
Found: % C 52.24, % H 5.17, % N 11.80.

Synthesis of complex [(11)Fe(OTf)2] (13b)
Complex [(11)Fe(OTf)] (12b) (15.0 mg, 2.09∙10−5 mol, 1 eq) was dissolved in dry and degassed
THF or acetone in a nitrogen-filled glovebox. [Ag][OTf] (5.4 mg, 2.1∙10−5 mol, 1 eq) was added
and the orange color immediately turned green, while a green-grey precipitate appeared. The
suspension was stirred at RT for 30 minutes, then the product was fully precipitated with Et2O. The
residue was dissolved in acetone and filtered from solid Ag. Precipitation with Et 2O afforded a
green powder that was dried under vacuum. X-ray diffraction quality single crystals were obtained
by layering of diethyl ether on top of a concentrated acetone solution at RT inside a glovebox.
Yield 15.1 mg, 1.74∙10−5 mol, 83%.
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9: Experimental Section
IR (ATR): 𝜈̃ / cm−1 = 3128 (w), 2963 (w), 2871 (w), 1705 (w), 1610 (w), 1595 (w), 1493 (w), 1455
(w), 1440 (w), 1423 (w), 1408 (w), 1363 (w), 1298 (m), 1232 (m), 1211 (s), 1171 (m), 1115 (w),
1054 (w), 1014 (s), 894 (w), 876 (w), 868 (w), 855 (w), 844 (w), 774 (w), 760 (w), 747 (w), 666
(w), 632 (s), 579 (w), 513 (m).
UV/Vis (acetone): max / nm ( / L∙mol−1∙cm−1) = 351 (8493), 405 (3321), 428 (4145), 703 (3143)
nm. MB (solid, 80K):  = 0.29 mm∙s−1, EQ = 4.43 mm∙s−1.
SQUID (solid): S = 1.5, gavg = 2.131, TIP = 563.9∙10−6 emu, mT = 2.122 cm3∙K∙mol−1 at 205 K.
Elemental Analisis: Calc. for C35H33F6FeN6O6S2: % C 48.45, % H 3.83, % N 9.69. Found: % C
48.15, % H 3.84, % N 9.58.

Synthesis of complex [(11)Fe(CH3CN)2][OTf]2[PF6] (14a)
Complex [(11)Fe(PrCN)2][OTf]2 (13a) (10.0 mg, 9.94∙10−6 mol, 1 eq) was dissolved in dry and
degassed CH3CN in a nitrogen-filled Glovebox and cooled down to −35°C. Thianthrene radical
cation hexafluorophosphate (3.6 mg, 9.96∙10−6 mol, 1 eq.) was added to the blue solution and the
resulting purple solution was kept at −35°C for 1 hour. During the reaction, a colorless precipitate
of thianthrene appeared. The mixture was filtered, and the purple product precipitated with Et 2O.
The resulting purple-grey solid was washed from unreacted 14a with THF, dissolved in CH3CN
and precipitated again with Et2O to obtain a purple-grey powder. Slow diffusion of diethyl ether at
−35 °C into an CH3CN solution of complex 14a and 0.5 eq of thianthrene radical cation
hexafluorophosphate (to prevent slow decomposition of 14a to 13a) allowed the formation of single
crystals suitable for XRD analysis.
Yield 9.8 mg, 8.5∙10−6 mol, 86%.
IR (ATR): 𝜈̃ / cm−1 = 2962 (w), 2937 (w), 2870 (w), 2328 (w), 2301 (w), 1616 (w), 1597 (w), 1579
(w), 1564 (w), 1539 (w), 1471 (w), 1461 (w), 1427 (w), 1398 (w), 1366 (w), 1360 (w), 1345 (w),
1255 (s), 1225 (m), 1198 (w), 1148 (s), 1109 (w), 1088 (m), 1075 (m), 1056 (m), 1029 (s), 1021
(m), 987 (m), 898 (w), 874 (w), 835 (s), 765 (w), 755 (w), 742 (m), 716 (w), 690 (w), 648 (m), 637
(s), 572 (m), 557 (s), 516 (m).
H-NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN)  (ppm) = 8.64 (t, H1, 2H), 8.48 (1H), 8.36 (d, H2), 8.18 (2H), 8.01

1

(2H), 7.35 (2H), 5.14 (H4, 4H), 1.42 (H15, 18H).
UV/Vis (CH3CN): max / nm ( / L∙mol−1∙cm−1) = 331 (11443), 377 (6504), 424 (4413), 511 (7672),
728 (11713), 804 (26672).
MB (solid, 80K):  = 0.09 mm∙s−1, EQ = 4.36 mm∙s−1.
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9.2: Synthetic Procedures
SQUID (solid): S = 0, gavg = 2.00 (fixed), PI = 2.7 % (S = 2.5), TIP = 595.6∙10−6 emu,

mT = 0.079 cm3∙K∙mol−1 at 220 K.
Synthesis of complex [(11)Fe(OTf)2][PF6] (14b)
Complex [(11)Fe(OTf)2] (13b) (15.0 mg, 1.73∙10−5 mol, 1 eq) was partially dissolved in dry and
degassed THF in a nitrogen-filled Glovebox and cooled down to −35°C. Thianthrene radical cation
hexafluorophosphate (6.9 mg, 1.90∙10−5 mol, 1.1 eq.) was added to the blue solution and the
resulting purple solution was kept at −35°C for 1 hour. During the reaction, a colorless precipitate
of thianthrene appeared. The mixture was filtered, and the purple product precipitated with pentane.
The resulting purple-grey solid was redissolved in acetone and precipitated again with pentane to
obtain a purple-grey powder (8.5 mg, 49%).
Yield 8.5 mg, 8.4∙10−6 mol, 49%.
IR (ATR): 𝜈̃ / cm−1 = 2962 (w), 2870 (w), 1596 (w), 1566 (w), 1541 (w), 1459 (w), 1439 (w), 1431
(w), 1362 (w), 1292 (w), 1230 (m), 1205 (m), 1153 (m), 1091 (w), 1077 (w), 1059 (w), 1021 (m),
835 (s), 760 (s), 752 (s), 716 (w), 635 (s), 557 (s).
UV/Vis (CH3CN): max / nm ( / L∙mol−1∙cm−1) = 350 (17684), 409 (9229), 420 (9133), 512 (5905),
667 (5967), 739 (5812), 834 (9521).
MB (solid, 80K):  = 0.16 mm∙s−1, EQ = 5.23 mm∙s−1.
SQUID (solid): S = 1, g1,2 = 2.423, g3 = 2.000 (fixed), J = −61.669 cm−1, TIP = 122.4∙10−6 emu,

mT = 2.202 cm3∙K∙mol−1 at 220 K.

Synthesis of complex [(11)Fe(NO)][OTf] (15)
Complex [(11)Fe(CH3CN)2][OTf] (12a) (50.0 mg, 5.3∙10−5 mol, 1 eq) was dissolved in 3 mL of
CH3CN at RT and treated with solid trityl S-nitrosothiol (16.1 mg, 5.3∙10−5 mol, 1 eq). The solution
immediately changed its color from orange to dark green/brown. The mixture was left stirring at
RT overnight. Then the mixture was filtered, the product was fully precipitated with diethyl ether,
washed with Et2O, and dried. Final dissolution in 1 mL of CH3CN and slow diffusion of Et2O into
the obtained solution allowed the formation of single crystals suitable for XRD analysis.
Yield 32.4 mg, 3.6∙10−5 mol, 68%.
IR (ATR): 𝜈̃ / cm−1 = 2956 (w), 2902 (w), 2867 (w), 1661 (s), 1595 (m), 1438 (m), 1418 (m), 1408
(m), 1362 (w), 1329 (m), 1255 (s), 1222 (s), 1151 (s), 1027 (s), 891 (w), 872 (w), 844 (m), 821 (w),
780 (m), 750 (m), 716 (m), 679 (w), 667 (w), 636 (s), 571 (m), 540 (m), 517 (s).
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9: Experimental Section
MB (solid, 80K):  = 0.14 mm∙s−1, EQ = 2.61 mm∙s−1.
MS (ESI(+), CH3CN): m/z = 599 [M−OTf]+.
Synthesis of complex [(11)Fe(NO)][OTf]2 (16)
Complex [(11)Fe(NO)][OTf] (15) (20.0 mg, 2.7∙10−5 mol, 1 eq) was dissolved in 2 mL of THF at
RT and treated with solid [Ag][OTf] (7.6 mg, 2.9∙10−5 mol, 1.1 eq). The dark green solution
immediately changed to blue, and a blue/grey precipitate appeared. The mixture was left stirring at
RT overnight. The blue product was fully precipitated with diethyl ether and the solid residue was
washed, decanted, dried and dissolved in 3 mL of CH3CN. The obtained mixture was filtered to
remove solid Ag and the clear blue solution of product was dried under vacuum. Final dissolution
of the blue residue in 1 mL of CH3CN and slow diffusion of diethyl ether at RT allowed for the
formation of single crystals suitable for XRD analysis.
Yield 14.2 mg, 1.6∙10−5 mol, 59%.
IR (ATR): 𝜈̃ / cm−1 = 3128 (w), 3104 (w), 2963 (w), 2902 (w), 2871 (w), 1804 (s), 1625 (w), 1606
(m), 1579 (m), 1476 (m), 1458 (m), 1425 (m), 1401 (m), 1364 (w), 1342 (w), 1256 (s), 1222 (s),
1156 (s), 1109 (m), 1023 (s), 948 (w), 869 (m), 819 (w), 781 (m), 756(m), 718 (w), 695 (w), 685
(w), 637 (s), 573 (s), 514 (s).
UV/Vis (CH3CN): max / nm ( / L∙mol−1∙cm−1) = 327 (3781), 376 (2496), 388 (2454), 560 (1026),
604 (1262), 990 (1786).
MB (solid, 80K):  = 0.05 mm∙s−1, EQ = 2.94 mm∙s−1.

Synthesis of complex [(11)Fe(NO)][OTf]2[PF6] (17)
Complex [(11)Fe(NO)][OTf]2 (16) (13.1 mg, 1.5∙10−5 mol, 1 eq) was dissolved in 2 mL CH3CN
and the blue solution was cooled down to −35 °C in the glovebox freezer. Then solid thianthrene
radical cation hexafluorophosphate (5.4 mg, 1.5∙10−5 mol, 1.0 eq.) was added and the mixture left
reacting at −35 °C overnight while the color changed from blue to purple. The mixture was then
filtered from solid thianthrene, and the product was precipitated with cold diethyl ether and dried
to obtain a purple powder.
Yield 9.6 mg, 9.3∙10−6 mol, 62%.
IR (ATR): 𝜈̃ / cm−1 = 3126 (w), 2962 (w), 2912 (w), 2873 (w), 1862 (m), 1804 (m, from 16), 1607
(m), 1581 (m), 1536 (m), 1478 (m), 1459 (m), 1427 (m), 1412 (m), 1365 (w), 1344 (w), 1256 (s),
1223 (s), 1556 (s), 1110 (m), 1061 (m), 1024 (s), 828 (s), 781 (m), 756 (m), 738 (m), 714 (m), 694
(m), 636 (s), 574 (m), 556 (s), 516 (s).
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9.2: Synthetic Procedures
MB (solid, 80K):  = −0.08 mm∙s−1, EQ = 3.42 mm∙s−1.

Synthesis of complex [(11)Fe(NO)] (18)
Complex [(11)Fe(NO)][OTf] (15) (20.0 mg, 2.7∙10−5 mol, 1 eq) was dissolved in 2 mL of CH3CN
at RT and treated with excess dry magnesium powder. The mixture was left stirring overnight and
the orange solution turned reddish. Remaining magnesium was then filtered away and the obtained
solution was dried under vacuum to obtain a red/magenta powder. The solid was then dissolved in
cold DCM, the solution filtered and dried under vacuum.
IR (ATR): 𝜈̃ / cm−1 = 2951 (m), 2904 (w), 2866 (w), 1687 (w), 1644 (w), 1577 (m), 1478 (m), 1437
(m), 1408 (m), 1383 (m), 1362 (m), 1299 (s), 1238 (s), 1222 (s), 1157 (s), 1029 (s), 846 (m), 777
(m), 751 (m), 705 (w), 668 (w), 637 (s), 573 (s), 515 (s).
MB (solid, 80K):  = 0.19 mm∙s−1, EQ = 1.98 mm∙s−1.
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10. DFT Calculations
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed with the program ORCA 4.2.1, using
the BP86 and B3LYP functionals and def2-tzvp def2/J basis sets.265,266,319–321 The structural
geometry of 12a, 12b, 13a and 13b were optimized starting from the corresponding crystal
structures atomic coordinates. The broken symmetry (BS) geometry optimization of complex 14a
was run starting from the crystal structure coordinates of 13a, while optimizations of the singlet
and triplet state were run starting from the experimental coordinates of 14a. The optimization of
the structure of complex 14b was run starting from the coordinates of the crystal structure of
complex 13b. UV/Vis spectra of the complexes were calculated by time dependent DFT (TD-DFT)
computations at the B3LYP / D3BJ def2-tzvp def2/J level of theory employing 80 states and the
CPCM continuum solvation model for solvent contributions.322,323

DFT Table 1. Coordinates of the optimized structure of 12a.
Fe
N
N
N
N
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
N
N
N
N
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

-0.07600585849426
1.85905173625469
-2.12483063098800
0.10057552631246
-0.06115897857899
0.00656671399114
-0.02039867325795
2.68360692745055
2.67297504824907
-2.81746731727107
-2.87617614464831
0.38002935127226
0.11612948494254
0.99045186189069
-0.98769698507724
-1.06367246230430
0.98502882584093
2.34457376595271
4.06281912170404
4.05159729496457
2.32369253849989
-2.08185550370984
-4.21109270212784
-4.27027796182327
-2.21644591103270
0.76311713954557
0.37704888020706
0.58573699996292
-0.65801360195414
-0.74260145317610
0.54591120218395
3.36483658689782

0.01977827648773
0.03314230947609
0.00396163172063
0.06194233626237
-0.01720235378797
-1.91756791555565
1.95755096879917
1.09773789863331
-1.01582251730286
-1.05924901634589
1.05390454874979
0.16497793173946
-0.10856287874884
-2.77096486676117
-2.74068490815193
2.76572804475906
2.82453676115657
2.41851918045452
0.74035374779730
-0.63716655314395
-2.34437404924934
-2.22288915296419
-1.10497794275404
1.07044004125639
2.23696950345873
0.30601914192147
-0.23323279050947
-4.10157392247823
-4.08168641040399
4.11104992605399
4.14879533109448
3.32612890328118
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-0.01459357673962
-0.09847160042038
0.07469505930187
1.85232913960291
-1.88893773806005
-0.03360094713676
0.00089096632202
0.16619437711058
-0.44699236964548
0.58180273999678
-0.37165069116916
2.97582863545068
-3.03399760325676
-0.46690624989490
0.39372114752804
-0.32691426868673
0.34840365261108
0.48908071895530
0.01251082382897
-0.43373889775167
-0.73794873143609
1.19470553045110
0.63029974000091
-0.31089555688309
-1.03245074125754
4.36625557368090
-4.45402697167984
-0.32107805266780
0.22757796246193
-0.17999619901094
0.25237404009529
0.78421039725644

C
C
C
H
H
H
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
C
H
H
C
H
H
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

5.06183539620369
5.03945160351355
3.32279420714117
-1.68130324278128
-2.79272220422230
-4.69603563356494
-4.96462521767463
-4.80326855943036
-1.90246217800330
-2.95351288926719
-0.09921474260494
1.54538529788334
1.15729565002111
0.31309770726821
1.38725368345322
-0.34905796479762
1.21495266515960
-1.32186703043831
-1.44267613878611
1.18241824648816
3.10264664313403
4.72713743588715
6.10955991949312
6.08547034169836
4.68449891979277
3.05426231477906
-6.05341484802113
5.84320328610205
5.71690600676412
6.71354779207729
5.29364357503351
6.71992097378466
7.14363934997926
5.69021862538976
5.37024685216732
7.52786024830240
6.11233701689685
7.16700645758880
6.12753450280282
4.66737964189496
4.70181272364277
7.54197203143113
7.16163310879053
6.12723719485087
7.84407916210533
7.46814955279210
7.23091372343072
6.42503267729458
4.70283563147394
5.93493764871137
6.09440892494407
5.39373486850780
4.36943061423743

1.67636887202456
-1.55575833940660
-3.23032488913826
-1.91535646874770
-3.03806649702263
-1.99516177492606
-0.02503404267964
1.95123778925239
1.94863346574396
3.04192071586265
0.60722645348530
1.07351933985982
-0.64380058646885
-1.28632451956378
0.13691113333983
0.34945812322573
-4.93765817059975
-4.89038854604811
4.91002962087983
4.99423626051369
4.34455383245367
2.97248553847868
1.39341120253869
-1.25154569463127
-2.85345713231603
-4.25599340231800
-0.03623019991072
3.97517148575138
-3.89467110840362
4.19941786814796
5.33643727861596
3.40651875367963
-3.32521638295311
-5.10148866001514
-4.37023279586120
4.90512675969596
4.61219943532723
3.26251658989096
6.00824045844638
5.24073050431078
5.82320669181689
4.09972142240659
2.43943484089839
3.25924686212557
-4.09803439202769
-3.01054936745856
-2.46531888369198
-5.85723149253511
-5.58368111804756
-4.78749581694504
-5.12604462418896
-3.52914977892886
-4.82283914388300
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0.28409932228187
-0.80853427889093
-1.13327347003680
2.17497575901630
1.36957328081196
1.03077239390793
0.18705910490463
-0.66879400824866
-2.04968456610361
-1.13153034961845
4.97757556218923
4.45927064862898
4.75431430689578
-4.76182801490834
-4.67971137993745
-5.03775779005784
-0.59151687260716
0.50818433706381
-0.39219292024127
0.47179825779301
1.06117667276764
0.70597669659434
0.16906994240030
-0.80150567024238
-1.19427241530551
-1.38325283140697
0.22969843341333
1.03529133061606
-1.64890967589548
-0.21976691663622
1.48938318888598
2.17171786193079
-1.66491325712144
-0.68569027069509
-3.07603051133448
0.00057505355012
-1.04287475205842
-0.57109636362228
1.73620714416433
2.38907666666450
0.69959020786564
2.40245199398757
1.89599962634711
3.08597263058963
-2.01152168458282
-0.66315901255392
-2.34453360116428
-0.99987321004077
-0.66385789522640
0.33909125198038
-3.41387424636603
-3.78381962272395
-3.12156949658227
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DFT Table 2. Coordinates of the optimized structure of 13a.
Fe
N
N
N
C
C
N
C
C
C
C
C
N
N
N
N
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
C
H
H
H
H
H
C
H
H
H
H
H
H

-0.19648000446925
1.68408187570869
-2.28486632034169
-0.12665260434993
-0.20339132300157
-0.11063185482169
-0.23449895470404
2.54992964515121
2.46079717472189
-2.99999094235595
-2.99324569939184
0.01085645647807
0.73261953064876
-1.20939467249262
-1.12283496188592
0.90329807636558
-0.07191856614219
2.24468769116986
3.90513176883365
3.84498503351722
2.05969883496600
-2.31064314064760
-4.39493255493152
-4.38656218516226
-2.29758449502536
0.16442163183924
0.28391901890903
-0.93922835179021
-0.78141081222445
0.49372807434771
0.24052046167014
3.29740536104149
4.94094758642893
4.78700265881960
3.02167785142022
-1.93014693801161
-3.04801350095950
-4.91178568265259
-5.11006460811534
-4.89483339141574
-1.99725555492750
-3.00703550357175
-0.37565209502062
1.23371537248182
-0.33531544110762
0.86908540950922
-1.62682356058656
-1.46171812197266
1.13490248668578
0.25830856039648
-0.57319068237743

-0.07340633685816
-0.11942476883623
-0.02755454414296
0.07438172265607
-2.01194544012733
1.86309659733254
-0.26665347762647
0.93364613096061
-1.20831521764561
-1.03872654656529
1.02132410046721
0.17185227177508
-2.91031648869976
-2.77949874283391
2.67398235501972
2.71783746657730
-0.49809765334130
2.27851672467026
0.53205257529495
-0.86405972929762
-2.52577555985663
-2.20415643865148
-1.02946058318881
1.08692226886643
2.14773706386331
0.18213032752900
-4.22345266931211
-4.13865558351889
4.01957223901024
4.04958151135838
-0.85820459757946
3.15824847698749
1.43279264265922
-1.79730658476212
-3.44509425132579
-1.88503424135283
-2.99362613575728
-1.87477334763256
0.04786873418558
1.95951189724321
1.80218260269101
2.97062315974001
1.05106905271030
0.33623806282995
-1.13787561138354
-5.09148746543931
-4.91321193502057
4.82456602376503
4.89221087858405
0.05810930373334
-1.49203450351471

149

-0.00175954996829
-0.07745235622104
0.07931757119397
1.87872482624127
0.08492973868039
-0.09206459442848
-1.88714452139705
0.14673664324577
-0.42565270084398
0.64765951982955
-0.42553187534731
3.02737138676140
-0.36253928596618
0.56072623777713
-0.47220929948359
0.26161357238893
-3.01324273948871
0.41377925990796
-0.02834231438338
-0.45381188205063
-0.68066624193459
1.31489029005422
0.71006701723122
-0.36582332056977
-1.14897536811642
4.47185669167041
-0.17407237065405
0.41025440417343
-0.34831147528442
0.11727654413916
-4.38497300613100
0.65874680432871
0.19085534064363
-0.85589338789649
-1.11412386289692
2.29879650840747
1.49330447072973
1.16393398724766
0.20404414530996
-0.77516247545566
-2.15141128558973
-1.28599607283638
4.87905977811460
4.69201395374554
5.10905124532421
-0.44406904518574
0.72815318679579
-0.59947396444077
0.33512449311920
-4.99684373173399
-4.77180056329344

C
H
C
H
H
C
H
H
H
H
C
H
H
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
C
C
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

1.60493291865055
3.07969060422322
4.64840037651309
5.97501015522096
5.84296580156001
4.37847834711374
2.71762116525351
-6.19863790352878
-0.19145123469521
-1.42085948033493
0.39217696870224
1.55537678690788
1.72311430712801
2.78069379089196
5.74393361983563
5.42233885796716
0.01353004750673
1.47248686250888
0.25832180252055
3.71900460169594
2.66185065934336
2.88934046640136
5.55647316985356
7.15184626002458
5.62522588222238
6.50938757322210
6.06823381976064
4.81667936764474
6.33198367958640
5.63964470393184
4.57987790890737
7.89812234359018
7.36604061081766
7.29731620492271
6.41350400023367
4.65920217714650
5.73994959831374
6.07318052829119
7.04051805171512
7.25348286617105
6.84357410331849
6.54552186118423
5.32018367979171
5.60741951261088
4.05232325879120
4.37225089890806

-1.59281675144388
4.19878791896271
2.75593802588154
1.11741107578247
-1.52877704010647
-3.09950424911985
-4.46236647675376
0.07660309031743
-1.04257175734483
-1.22261416692432
-2.37244516641474
-2.49360140322364
-1.93311484935304
-0.71358898983481
3.78155324872755
-4.09689262800596
-3.28188883972524
-2.31598319921717
-2.48949957652230
-1.28234877027382
-0.34073716443433
0.15253752176286
4.30707096019726
3.17884214436259
4.95498220019615
-4.28430041011318
-3.52415644868315
-5.46948500219110
5.05105838396201
3.49077337159287
4.79234371228323
3.94504374123436
2.83396152941097
2.33935377938871
5.69352893335723
5.47255488095711
4.60467112096106
-4.65647072956424
-3.34814387770674
-5.01532659709687
-4.21113955654557
-2.55088591183051
-3.39774083171078
-6.13775314640570
-5.40499517569803
-5.94657048233350

150

-4.46123340222310
0.89228271813886
0.57920338459772
0.06328245263215
-0.89010775563157
-1.23407593102099
-1.34654376548260
0.25237732465688
6.19498600443438
4.94539001975440
4.58038241560243
-3.83274749611821
-5.49967839177889
-4.04524382403121
0.87783102881593
-1.73890278074400
5.06361939258059
4.77739753816426
3.49235503611731
-4.07910436115746
-3.01814257765890
-4.71266434504070
2.31921899753018
0.75767629472674
-0.12153434427845
-0.65558337581231
-3.02192556487119
-2.06686007599971
2.54677728159876
3.05057502343231
2.45726386819248
1.00621230004243
-0.26377328515036
1.45241874202793
0.07948787606777
-0.04005873077101
-1.15716546867705
0.28160716503335
-0.43741883520897
-1.00085225786396
-3.38950891122592
-2.84091178510941
-3.81790691607266
-2.43220812859849
-2.85589585469097
-1.18116803539203

10: DFT Calculations
DFT Table 3. Coordinates of the optimized structure of 14a.
Fe
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

-0.05417122098318
-1.91485616413111
2.06006108432406
-0.07418551460989
0.10444914243070
-1.01719691640506
0.92341123793796
0.94620124304777
-1.07386842323079
-0.06830102242915
-0.07923788013474
-2.75125081307414
-2.71241340388579
2.75309521347724
2.79236805276011
-0.11680677217743
0.17381631779395
-2.40960486003970
-4.12022668217126
-4.09354816084723
-2.33332975428475
2.04789492883395
4.14781798338077
4.18685717589802
2.13987850411338
-0.16770608203288
-0.57300707297495
0.64716998938884
0.64196147442351
-0.62934855418563
0.26051377568634
-3.44225295367417
-5.12955973335123
-5.06110973943497
-3.32864482416685
4.88709150224270
-4.80065065511421
-4.68117948407816
-5.87224685748922
-5.75553348801887
-5.60781014273839
-7.29041851106112
-5.77342623389839
-6.78841129801882
-6.46870283671095
-5.20155123781465
1.68560481898542
2.76954092068464
4.64706800908243
4.71704519146804
1.87400175720568
2.86475071501136
0.27484156326553

-0.04316860692406
-0.05057660724558
-0.03430606719479
0.12797469951834
-0.20593322748419
-2.86470223775083
-2.77776853130806
2.70095451135742
2.77058745238427
-1.98693570378200
1.90279402598112
1.01500822547213
-1.12434838426961
-1.07761978465376
1.01561654116854
0.28487394820240
-0.35368167805450
2.35351959187011
0.64053050764611
-0.76043997763157
-2.45806985928219
-2.25154829532675
-1.09866618566477
1.04896169426606
2.18443405984359
0.47669464497778
-4.19066379574156
-4.13192333824853
4.05169834997719
4.09943583393843
-0.52563002382419
3.24155239815167
1.54045205940333
-1.66993151484951
-3.36548743275178
-0.02156394634649
2.86446742864298
-3.00141659018595
3.88574408771098
-3.97493152396474
4.44521731439630
3.29817569545375
5.04632656526619
-4.12093468786703
-3.37600180058875
-5.35989406777863
-1.97019375078280
-3.06329784986112
-1.96660799220381
1.92199333972585
1.90050894616868
3.00223481453300
1.44653403284372

151

0.02841273587664
0.11706121800318
-0.07099552581438
-1.86494092725593
1.91620065965030
0.44660392244655
-0.48220724946326
0.44094634576924
-0.29963231906638
-0.04054813834127
0.09783557906886
-0.14495287234576
0.46047168303532
-0.61006083661074
0.39942496180345
-3.01388371434029
3.06508862272485
-0.44444856316270
0.00375732059717
0.44423732264660
0.71614678489066
-1.24367200009197
-0.67761567716889
0.33275487728210
1.09576148351092
-4.44708540647438
0.31732504128885
-0.26893866886847
0.25124721919464
-0.21630564186779
4.49916261097555
-0.73903536645596
-0.25980551023174
0.79495441035990
1.10468942058261
-0.20725318530568
-0.67995308482909
1.17638610653907
-1.01424959738745
1.61200360375149
-2.43654427329829
-0.96448494204119
0.01615107895427
0.45991427416052
2.85684024814382
1.96873856859641
-2.24509750897063
-1.38107763597995
-1.10807074975652
0.71285720317865
2.12625890249221
1.16531516124130
-4.71655755863361

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

-1.21235961996951
-1.15463895998242
1.33179062576174
1.34470877561104
-1.24318918771567
-0.29748972154121
1.31174625031065
-3.20516438026645
-6.17477757693816
-6.11521974274376
-3.05684387489146
5.97613814932566
-6.37834526908086
-5.65787335107099
-4.63200037672700
-8.01195212827780
-7.56431590075056
-7.41672375506624
-6.54890809253121
-4.80119494526334
-5.93937167593656
-6.31425588150412
-7.29599443108248
-7.55787211695162
-7.27508082493000
-6.92428203272644
-5.77131683288139
-6.02418163643316
-4.47436669872763
-4.73439008525178
-0.15825377306149
0.38698419801967

0.45358379979002
-5.04772485184013
-4.92246566088326
4.84810101419706
4.95185462693242
0.27127429683612
-0.48673631332952
4.27087405739057
1.25499181234767
-1.39518295789460
-4.39178389234735
-0.01644710652139
5.19075189406502
3.64953047602812
4.94352918931073
4.07486935828053
2.96048321803579
2.46402882959080
5.78806799662657
5.55562900744949
4.68517679529425
-4.50013957601229
-3.17582838177380
-4.83938937317275
-4.05689849090724
-2.39801239784496
-3.26634192802033
-6.00552161051712
-5.31330986250022
-5.85418937928136
-1.49955694929491
-0.32210072136628

152

-4.78931690866596
0.62821934905204
-0.55508744174635
0.46901914150477
-0.47330539380379
5.01156949983606
4.81969275199233
-0.99810158803946
-0.15473199253549
0.78702245318260
1.33601804491271
-0.26037486748099
-2.67187892531950
-3.19239395107106
-2.51642313467560
-1.24778971190310
0.04480724467053
-1.66959113500010
-0.21711123064040
-0.02342168325521
1.04021297785038
-0.45510398088674
0.22580674000740
0.77219814967499
3.16178672362305
2.64941430998914
3.69814077849827
2.30064348872637
2.79300302434556
1.10431386303797
4.79020244788230
-4.96029777476556

10: DFT Calculations
DFT Table 4. Coordinates of the optimized structure of 12b.
Fe
N
N
C
C
O
C
C
C
C
N
N
N
N
S
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
O
O
C
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
F
F
F
C
H
H
C
H

-0.01806366760169
1.86753211885492
-2.07608550776126
0.04524224320649
0.03701291567376
-0.43343438274137
2.73113035532718
2.65893125375420
-2.83614207858162
-2.74090388280060
1.06796042175202
-1.02481145037180
0.96636919572291
-0.91118040290210
-1.49461906948251
2.42694888112708
4.08313823811668
2.27612701929620
4.02888822758176
-2.21391473361836
-4.22617110768544
-1.94983334607585
-4.11993258099266
0.61594850633850
-0.69722314579613
0.54765007075622
-0.63516244768620
-1.89574110257020
-2.56625350578659
-0.55935674105250
3.47453938927657
5.11719808105970
3.23845532944467
4.98417954511389
-1.96699907483391
-2.96168969122771
-4.77403150603255
-4.88697657840309
-1.48074635132567
-2.62468685468805
-4.58149485313686
1.25503313475906
-1.41205746825815
1.12315409364951
-1.29604971973891
0.49123236401271
-1.36619113433240
-0.08773938409946
4.82592915657942
3.24306555833443
6.14501980247596
4.59233935264492
2.93791117656138

0.11068241177898
0.08646927176326
0.12985794553643
2.02327146426774
-1.79896940728314
-0.06307406603697
1.16569916405484
-1.00755654318305
1.07099086589360
-0.90909349449794
2.92632580516305
2.80333872192539
-2.72281428517937
-2.55568515094167
-0.91155304552467
2.52291995341438
0.77292474052174
-2.34780205948151
-0.64576807008059
2.23677481870279
0.96571963198721
-1.92469312598466
-1.06157270758846
4.23473726870130
4.15264492769463
-4.02173393494897
-3.91190590559230
-2.07787799069214
-0.11129594745495
-1.63434398744694
3.43892964257161
1.71233935046871
-3.27532370125455
-1.59950903953514
1.89494037340918
3.03473090423978
1.73912205472343
-0.11739482897557
-1.43498125906286
-2.70335239091955
-1.93341163281132
5.09980927696338
4.92908767290743
-4.89897426152624
-4.67164110650579
-2.37163944780383
-2.43771934446267
-0.66205316716414
3.05370161538965
4.49204759818000
1.39171399774541
-2.92191956509854
-4.31054066429639

153

0.00131676827048
-0.09727061320645
0.29823040556338
-0.10888204775930
0.25196516734993
-2.14606520218247
-0.02312071598891
-0.40180468529946
-0.32646677532799
0.88115554178211
0.09188367430918
-0.43763843893362
-0.17430888705343
0.86871864113893
-2.77788447079724
0.15486450864566
-0.24299556176606
-0.55621520183331
-0.53532507478592
-1.05077726667759
-0.42425766213395
1.65745141074364
0.80837628605661
-0.09486293647689
-0.43884097076632
0.12372740999397
0.78455625094056
-1.99546909374517
-3.36901523838279
-4.23412418750070
0.24287400294913
-0.17395677784143
-0.94948779123991
-0.90493768174651
-2.07096087475136
-1.13167865297471
-0.96172689221262
0.13234152810825
2.52929178458549
2.03020826597400
1.27079158238941
0.01287157356125
-0.68354427756066
-0.13440836516762
1.18299830936582
-3.80323948018526
-4.96333859167493
-5.04432610237313
0.09961764089996
0.40045892788045
-0.33833812551756
-1.14310257231657
-1.10462628050714

H
H
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

6.02606181319807
-5.96834503246694
5.91580450693410
5.57710289383981
5.83556013358353
5.70504003767123
7.32486149820068
5.13636291735330
5.58675844878496
7.01082442599869
6.60542799885892
5.99163424600573
4.85714401250298
6.48405214302116
4.72967061547585
5.75146065103329
8.07358613621000
7.46041637578397
7.53809474594244
5.82114495915802
5.13698201438016
4.12203538741239
6.29058957210961
4.59446153321055
5.89212395664326
7.67806290819659
7.39429084463216
7.07390600748878

-1.30163322005693
-0.22378314976530
4.12870614910046
-4.00720217090904
4.80144362774130
5.19304489917701
3.54050407774250
-4.54409990092144
-5.16369001762589
-3.46994941192889
5.58278465496062
4.06359015202664
5.27350537881835
5.96872637262873
5.69042870024823
4.73494700344315
4.33918482880124
3.08616813340998
2.77754504877617
-5.33567247349265
-3.73792897932135
-4.96602909632935
-5.94838801627812
-5.62418100767366
-4.80366751211458
-4.27647752885066
-3.09919039630142
-2.65415557097519

154

-1.01547541147867
0.04631504815645
0.21115665436422
-1.59999760340099
1.59803299831842
-0.88728979868308
0.04431880421853
-2.97900660302253
-0.57742845739369
-1.72894628608573
1.69162884094229
2.39813965328792
1.76389954506028
-0.82524690957578
-0.79116206095326
-1.88578355283807
0.14991810225254
-0.94775033731793
0.80665435330602
-3.32006002040274
-3.72646934520382
-2.94635696558535
-0.89345652971802
-0.47627715626848
0.41553489121111
-2.06606737485162
-0.76768912804583
-2.46377626511334

10: DFT Calculations
DFT Table 5. Coordinates of the optimized structure of 13b.
Fe
N
N
C
C
O
O
C
C
C
C
N
N
N
N
S
S
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
O
O
C
O
O
C
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
F
F
F

-0.00348944381920
1.86819705486219
-2.12017614205994
0.02507513210989
0.06959164736586
0.06771161969069
-0.42414901824723
2.71647789177842
2.67229454279441
-2.87808677277695
-2.75468635477620
1.03449213141462
-1.04040354832129
1.00069939165750
-0.89900117782045
-0.84923006053561
-1.49554398770447
2.39472175236702
4.07462487122169
2.31048415407697
4.04055722915048
-2.27086775169626
-4.26188992780950
-1.97849905407134
-4.13901051779057
0.56792237089051
-0.74249476818344
0.57132730436619
-0.62721396157417
-1.32618768794108
-1.83281172309310
0.35530703254337
-1.73389253609886
-2.66648373980581
-0.64682459532718
3.43083297477307
5.09869422669216
3.29028322668865
5.01315668198022
-2.07595495282613
-3.00136052726497
-4.81980221311541
-4.91051580718145
-1.55863112325321
-2.67063460442923
-4.59688230439259
1.19157725010005
-1.47137463614478
1.14350467919631
-1.29536893810432
1.33220487839179
-0.28461830008493
0.93308505190523

-0.00552014267548
-0.00502374581444
-0.00715798976287
1.94014660691886
-1.95124868204546
0.20947253405325
-0.20391270920379
1.08111744325164
-1.09073219102662
1.01919354262358
-1.02915063223485
2.82731846002255
2.70079076101114
-2.83805798668274
-2.71257225389380
1.02045156401348
-1.04272966463307
2.42623613354759
0.70270584388014
-2.43596578467689
-0.71273068054800
2.12862628226818
1.05437198366634
-2.13930271602523
-1.05534703716960
4.13288462211713
4.04807098861656
-4.14348762839777
-4.05952174626483
2.25615567566593
0.19724817508895
1.59017041923467
-2.31973174518135
-0.26086511488702
-1.50183871397235
3.34218947165081
1.64319368345128
-3.35247804847390
-1.65407155627354
1.72584874541581
2.93951810173624
1.90931255027375
0.00212290394848
-1.73608503729624
-2.94861624323584
-1.90593487909391
4.99991364038886
4.82307761039367
-5.01019701304909
-4.83481643929422
2.34828786799688
2.33228328999622
0.53870466322210
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-0.00641947725187
-0.21001221970328
0.23132941252019
-0.20257221113786
0.18011978895721
2.18095673937052
-2.15802281819738
-0.08717863813771
-0.50650815793200
-0.22966018465506
0.85830403245796
0.04940652343168
-0.52547206762988
-0.28471166606424
0.72939952738407
3.05345933437792
-2.79799960336387
0.13943681383201
-0.27715281552412
-0.66173914926588
-0.60166585261176
-1.04936901522686
-0.06399529614979
1.51799876835865
1.02442598235132
-0.07010417781400
-0.43834376890874
-0.06776666736345
0.57779213310464
2.44090339436671
3.75201668519322
4.37437455402058
-2.13376230611932
-3.18660966840079
-4.40713236585844
0.30257549885697
-0.13369640720059
-1.03553919948207
-0.95178865230352
-2.05724065444822
-1.13840065596346
-0.44339780322969
0.56557355543800
2.45475031936808
1.77142344411126
1.52784361462214
0.09437364741209
-0.64003027046812
-0.36558480080775
0.93111003213409
3.82386890583162
5.30239074525398
4.99257406656989

F
F
F
C
H
H
C
H
H
H
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

0.49041532039046
-1.45710384114580
-0.32794454207175
4.78814598852562
3.18705925262633
6.13474456422222
4.64200686930164
3.00943141557560
6.05515628818118
-5.99266086615344
5.86461575533018
5.65012078967345
5.71152684894906
5.69472385180278
7.28403544046837
5.24481151892948
5.65066145231088
7.07942841736389
6.47254906852045
5.83051012386788
4.72418784008366
6.46369784716612
4.71265802031096
5.79002289230102
8.01979406178536
7.47357869985032
7.46509736482621
5.94925015957062
5.24819491164928
4.23738878136035
6.37117015177612
4.66307007114594
5.93030818052060
7.76286895510988
7.43789727198257
7.14997031312466

-2.19171985178813
-2.27538615536590
-0.39932335256064
2.96989406813279
4.38363633936290
1.33561114518817
-2.98115733626379
-4.39391295453491
-1.34730624224418
0.00668864304931
4.04216376143798
-4.05265355932588
4.64533968141640
5.15530085455160
3.46922540949384
-4.59043619997138
-5.21091798692210
-3.49708626181260
5.42210672649973
3.87059806200392
5.10674104604358
5.93118189098688
5.64308585103567
4.74635955108607
4.26511874846057
3.06919708838528
2.66956070155025
-5.36942096387467
-3.78248707491279
-5.02979210989496
-5.98498442011771
-5.68576354671232
-4.85048493043691
-4.29488135477739
-3.12608090270301
-2.67891236710684
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-4.16014113573951
-5.16012698623697
-5.11839274270984
0.19094039158610
0.50763862133706
-0.26882618821600
-1.20441628727638
-1.18426823478026
-1.03071969638362
0.69688300377425
0.40330279700446
-1.64068953028509
1.81605555713632
-0.65286284055158
0.27559202048981
-3.03030884232469
-0.62002977197946
-1.73642974718404
1.98335412013389
2.58679277608410
1.95652710207290
-0.51843359743622
-0.57734334594627
-1.66917205361741
0.46052101479797
-0.73088309719899
1.00799289041832
-3.35879920956151
-3.77580349561818
-3.01927100644454
-0.92333150952766
-0.54170538095934
0.38022749292159
-2.06078601681957
-0.76575383712897
-2.46792052693573

10: DFT Calculations
DFT Table 6. Coordinates of the optimized structure of 14b.
Fe
N
N
C
C
O
O
C
C
C
C
N
N
N
N
S
S
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
O
O
C
O
O
C
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
F
F
F

0.01190408291341
1.86000887628847
-2.26354624188306
-0.01180952265402
0.03327289089698
0.19534692580105
-0.20717558307346
2.69471986946645
2.66016425064432
-2.99365197237553
-2.86812349896022
0.99409237368920
-1.09867846090183
0.97920934414612
-0.95595262404698
-0.73808516212654
-1.31608511723894
2.35467076875389
4.05106873335269
2.28806266417632
4.02320921708820
-2.35848391077350
-4.36273162644296
-2.07202624890685
-4.24304569516399
0.50286151119518
-0.81527891893576
0.54445979079156
-0.67181894503583
-1.22540564338167
-1.70213029929463
0.50106971551392
-1.73847275711266
-2.30709535832721
-0.24339834760231
3.38986135824467
5.06518474139382
3.27036835777621
4.99286815040352
-2.18337686101043
-3.06116149437947
-4.91756834687325
-5.00189782804073
-1.68000062103592
-2.74976575576714
-4.70266632307464
1.11083326209358
-1.55961969192563
1.12378373588856
-1.34396962885488
1.46118973445143
-0.12547845756095
1.08093781922119

-0.01887770585215
-0.00881189354560
-0.00672005599654
1.93602364288079
-1.94741038778439
0.15242261088333
-0.24021416554043
1.08965905984534
-1.10104747890695
1.06530354181535
-1.03106763722449
2.81885947353384
2.70285244662172
-2.84343240963069
-2.69730864264389
0.95403876290103
-0.99909402082909
2.42867898641447
0.71284004610171
-2.44887728713000
-0.71550370688029
2.17338483460511
1.13953625858379
-2.15178433966536
-1.02212110002990
4.11961788664144
4.04094737082711
-4.14478842210633
-4.04716366703041
2.18868348963480
0.10131166106028
1.50004653484110
-2.22431543811101
-0.06889219790369
-1.51326743072248
3.34864043763330
1.65096346163506
-3.37090091245977
-1.65731360309292
1.79525626160477
3.01020034374244
2.02565786255011
0.07688044379267
-1.76676593037509
-2.98252356777648
-1.87032459034644
4.98337980214469
4.81962540064192
-5.01893082342514
-4.81802637857796
2.25846313297928
2.23103030052520
0.43794054403163
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-0.17171348565275
-0.25554115204038
0.18561871510299
-0.24654970615860
0.14637521244530
2.07839159252292
-2.05224801967124
-0.14438109481059
-0.55146318280450
-0.19216506642033
0.82270339600228
0.05710864002496
-0.47998608186970
-0.28328769567839
0.67728114097598
2.97251553468674
-2.84050970988024
0.10426885926871
-0.34156213464603
-0.66726036414138
-0.65431311961002
-0.99749381915987
0.05817041997577
1.44354035088751
1.06764939001150
0.06412067151905
-0.27708804823107
-0.05118225274563
0.55652544244373
2.37181455062605
3.65503898765339
4.27774909672496
-2.19078372971378
-3.34567134907920
-4.30168566000311
0.26759832607394
-0.19207263779031
-1.02453917244255
-0.98031164246588
-2.01786827632493
-1.06414560129861
-0.24719540512282
0.68734390081299
2.40124601459952
1.66449548377635
1.57374781528534
0.29328375420929
-0.39042079597383
-0.31217121538106
0.91268830242553
3.70080988063662
5.21213033742110
4.86058684059448

F
F
F
C
H
H
C
H
H
H
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

0.75319460809325
-1.00403727059886
0.28176064896188
4.74463782260673
3.14779547135046
6.10465990578706
4.61858749654988
2.99811309502905
6.03661086752921
-6.07324061478929
5.81891111746556
5.63070479975230
5.65066695749606
5.64522893292720
7.23935014619161
5.21844212719323
5.63114498685644
7.05730889114139
6.41856535249405
5.75574137459271
4.66956570510697
6.41398736998090
4.66427927088944
5.74676144405204
7.96995828486626
7.44098065000476
7.42113337594808
5.92751155025388
5.22004364912473
4.21499146804736
6.35957044514160
4.64937878519486
5.90667193919244
7.74017420648707
7.42144268202562
7.12688138462387

-2.31078419407782
-2.18943580012360
-0.43720720156497
2.98298574952386
4.38738408578513
1.35620352086146
-2.99767068525072
-4.41716757182057
-1.35965275730685
0.10878100978354
4.05291565886726
-4.06973669575770
4.66747993017868
5.15475925890560
3.47987943097161
-4.63459326057133
-5.20532203807641
-3.50976421726969
5.43617060802430
3.90160230888544
5.14609598065683
5.92930392982700
5.64515765187756
4.74017346949280
4.27867969465958
3.07907885312107
2.68706229935554
-5.41509247560206
-3.84447520700155
-5.08254749716562
-5.97615609782674
-5.69116567653727
-4.82530351436652
-4.31176159060648
-3.12293298701399
-2.70828559772220
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-3.86843896117164
-5.17141228886864
-4.90238799716378
0.14513978208107
0.48322017300800
-0.32485388452009
-1.20571358441718
-1.14836078540177
-1.06220235174116
0.88479592338229
0.35546363307327
-1.61880124127984
1.76306844669588
-0.71431955732441
0.24034825898417
-2.99735908584869
-0.57111261323564
-1.72858256599623
1.92756061296742
2.54421836183805
1.88841153558997
-0.58122107948488
-0.64393096047508
-1.72739495465312
0.42640102749893
-0.76337345205194
0.98008015897235
-3.30733791586221
-3.76149111264487
-2.97648844796497
-0.85854671277992
-0.48869543455756
0.42263783765452
-2.03976339603122
-0.76629791415953
-2.47850803670171

10: DFT Calculations

Figure 83. Visualization of the optimized geometry of the cation of complex 12a based on DFT calculation
at the BP86 level (grey: C, blue: N, pink: Fe; hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity).
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Figure 84. Calculated absorption spectrum of the cation of complex 12a in CH3CN at the B3LYP level.

Figure 85. Calculated TD-DFT difference density of the cation of complex 12a (red/blue indicates gain/loss
of electron density) for state 4 (426 nm). Grey: C, blue: N, pink: Fe.
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DFT Table 7. Selected TD-DFT (B3LYP level) calculated energies, oscillator strengths and compositions of
the main electronic transitions of complex 12a.

States

Energy
(cm-1)
23424.5

4

Wavelength
(nm)
426.9

Osc. Strength

Major Contributions

0.094227237

HOMO → LUMO+1 (94%)

Figure 86. Visualization of the optimized geometry of complex 12b based on DFT calculation at the BP86
level (grey: C, blue: N, red: O, yellow: S, white: F, pink: Fe; hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity).
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Figure 87. Calculated absorption spectrum of the cation of complex 12b in acetone at the B3LYP level.
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10: DFT Calculations

Figure 88. Calculated TD-DFT difference density of complex 12b (red/blue indicates gain/loss of electron
density) for, in order, state 12 (431.3 nm), 11 (468.0 nm) , and 8 (461.8 nm). Grey: C, blue: N, red: O, yellow:
S, white: F, pink: Fe.

DFT Table 8. Selected TD-DFT (B3LYP level) calculated energies, oscillator strengths and compositions of
the main electronic transitions of complex 12b.

States Energy
(cm-1)
8
21654.5

Wavelength Osc. Strength
(nm)
461.8
0.010027554

11

21365.4

468.0

0.009127092

12

23186.6

431.3

0.010885201

Major Contributions

Character

HOMO → LUMO (14%)
HOMO → LUMO+15 (9%)
HOMO-2 → LUMO (61%)
HOMO-1 → LUMO+3
(11%)
HOMO → LUMO+1 (55%)
HOMO → LUMO+4 (9%)

d-d

Figure 89. DFT calculated spin density plot for complex 12b at the B3LYP level.
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d-d/MLCT

MLCT

Figure 90. Spin-up magnetic orbitals of complex 12b.

Figure 91. Visualization of the optimized geometry of the cation of complex 13a based on DFT calculation
at the BP86 level (grey: C, blue: N, pink: Fe; hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity).

Abs. spectrum via trans. el. dip. mom.
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Figure 92. Calculated absorption spectrum of the cation of complex 13a in CH3CN at the B3LYP level.
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10: DFT Calculations

Figure 93. Calculated TD-DFT difference density of the cation of complex 13a (red/blue indicates gain/loss
of electron density) for state 3 (872.7 nm). Grey: C, blue: N, pink: Fe.

Figure 94. Natural transition orbitals that mainly contribute to state 3 for complex 13a.

DFT Table 9. Selected TD-DFT (B3LYP level) calculated energies, oscillator strengths and compositions of
the main electronic transitions of complex 13a.

States
3

Energy
(cm-1)
11458.8

Wavelength
(nm)
872.7

Osc. Strength

Major Contributions

0.111879361

HOMO → LUMO (88%)
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Figure 95. Plot of the magnetic orbital of complex 13a.

Figure 96. Visualization of the optimized geometry of complex 13b based on DFT calculation at the BP86
level (grey: C, blue: N, red: O, yellow: S, white: F, pink: Fe; hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity).
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Figure 97. Calculated absorption spectrum of complex 13b in acetone at the B3LYP level.
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10: DFT Calculations

Figure 98. Calculated TD-DFT difference density of complex 13b (red/blue indicates gain/loss of electron
density) for state 6 (left, 696.0 nm) and 5 (right, 682.3 nm). Grey: C, blue: N, red: O, yellow: S, white: F,
pink: Fe.

DFT Table 10. Selected TD-DFT (B3LYP level) calculated energies, oscillator strengths and compositions
of the main electronic transitions of complex 13b.

States

Wavelength
(nm)
682.3

Osc. Strength

Major Contributions

Character

5

Energy
(cm-1)
14657.0

0.050106261

LMCT

6

14368.8

696.0

0.006282785

HOMO → LUMO+1
(81%)
HOMO−1 → LUMO
(97%)

Figure 99. Magnetic orbitals of complex 13b.
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LMCT

Figure 100. Visualization of the optimized geometry of the cation of complex 14a based on DFT calculation
at the BP86 level (grey: C, blue: N, pink: Fe; hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity).

Abs. spectrum via trans. el. dip. mom.
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Figure 101. Calculated absorption spectrum of the cation of complex 14a in CH3CN at the B3LYP level.

Figure 102. Calculated TD-DFT difference density of the cation of complex 14a (red/blue indicates gain/loss
of electron density) for, in order, state 7 (734 nm), 6 (717 nm), 5 (806 nm), and 4 (966 nm). Grey: C, blue:
N, pink: Fe.
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10: DFT Calculations

Figure 103. Natural transition orbitals that mainly contribute to state 4 (a), 5 (b), 6 (c, d) and 7 (e, f) for
complex 14a.
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DFT Table 11. Selected TD-DFT (B3LYP level) calculated energies, oscillator strengths and compositions
of the main electronic transitions of complex 14a.

States

Wavelength
(nm)
966.3
806.0
734.1

Osc. Strength

Major Contributions

4
5
7

Energy
(cm-1)
10348.5
12406.8
13622.5

0.073554861
0.051285636
0.016162435

6

13940.7

717.3

0.021924694

HOMO → LUMO (86%)
HOMO → LUMO (83%)
HOMO−3 → LUMO (52%)
HOMO−2 → LUMO (31%)
HOMO−3 → LUMO (56%)
HOMO−2 → LUMO (31%)

DFT Table 12. Electronic energies and multiplicity of different ground states of 14a as predicted at the
B3LYP level.

Multiplicity

E [H]

E [kcal mol-1]

Singlet
Triplet
Singlet (BS)

−3134.01202
−3134.0065
−3134.01589

2.43
5.90
0

Figure 104. Visualization of the optimized geometry of the cation of complex 14b based on DFT calculation
at the BP86 level (grey: C, blue: N, red: O, yellow: S, white: F, pink: Fe; hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity).
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Abs. spectrum via trans. el. dip. mom.
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Figure 105. Calculated absorption spectrum of the cation of complex 14b in acetone at the B3LYP level.

Figure 106. Calculated TD-DFT difference density of complex 14b (red/blue indicates gain/loss of electron
density) for, in order, state 9 (639.5 nm), 8 (693.0 nm), 6 (768.4 nm) and 4 (896.4 nm). Grey: C, blue: N, red:
O, yellow: S, white: F, pink: Fe.
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Figure 107. Natural transition orbitals that mainly contribute to state 4 (a), 6 (b), 8 (c) and 9 (d) for complex
14b.
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DFT Table 13. Selected TD-DFT (B3LYP level) calculated energies, oscillator strengths and compositions
of the main electronic transitions of complex 14b.

States
4
6
8
9

Energy
(cm-1)
11156.2
13013.7
14430.1
15636.5

Wavelength
(nm)
896.4
768.4
693.0
639.5

Osc. Strength

Major Contributions

0.091032302
0.004368175
0.023851568
0.015037263

HOMO−1 → LUMO (87%)
HOMO−2 → LUMO (95%)
HOMO−3 → LUMO (92%)
HOMO−4 → LUMO (88%)

DFT Table 14. Electronic energies and multiplicity of different ground states of 14b as predicted at the
B3LYP level.

Multiplicity

E [H]

E [kcal mol-1]

Triplet
Triplet (BS)

−4792.21285
−4792.21865

3.64
0

DFT Table 15. Experimental and DFT-calculated (italics) Mößbauer parameters of complexes 12a/b, 13a/b,
14a/b.

Complex
12a
12b
13a
13b
14a
14b


0.33 / 0.21
0.48 / 0.31
0.18 / 0.15
0.29 / 0.18
0.09 / 0.08
0.16 / 0.17

|EQ|
2.33 / 2.23
4.26 / 4.02
3.84 / 3.05
4.43 / 3.88
4.36 / 3.99
5.23 / 3.12
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0.26
0.28
0.41
0.32
0.30
0.31
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11. Crystallographic Details
X-ray data were collected on a STOE IPDS II or a BRUKER D8-QUEST diffractometer
(monochromated Mo-Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å) by use of  or  and  scans at low temperature.
The structures were solved with SHELXT and refined on F2 using all reflections with
SHELXL.324,325 Non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were placed in
calculated positions and assigned to an isotropic displacement parameter of 1.5/1.2 Ueq(C/N). Faceindexed absorption corrections were performed numerically with the program X-RED or by the
multi-scan method with SADABS.326,327

O1

C1

C2 Fe1

C4

C3

O2
O3

Figure 108. Plot (50% probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure of the cationic part of 4
(hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity). Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°]: Fe1–O1 1.671(1), Fe1–O2
2.069(1), Fe1–C1 2.025(2), Fe1–C2 1.970(2), Fe1–C3 2.038(2), Fe1–C4 1.980(2); O1–Fe1–O2 178.849(5),
C1–Fe1–C3 179.40(7), C2–Fe1–C4 167.90(7).
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C4
N1
C1

C3

Fe1
S1

C2

Figure 109. Plot (50% probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure of the cationic part of 6
(hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity). Fe1–S1 2.4032(9), Fe1–N1 1.913(3), Fe1–C1 2.021(4), Fe1–C2
1.963(4), Fe1–C3 2.005(4), Fe1–C4 1.968(4); N1–Fe1–S1 173.73(8), C1–Fe1–C3 174.0(1), C2–Fe1–C4
176.3(1).

C5
C4
C1

C2

Fe1 C3

N1

Figure 110. Plot (50% probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure of the cationic part of 8
(hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity). Fe1–C5 1.976(2), Fe1–N1 1.960(2), Fe1–C1 1.942 (2), Fe1–C2
2.010(2), Fe1–C3 1.963(2), Fe1–C4 1.988(2); N1–Fe1–C1 178.57(6), C1–Fe1–C3 176.86(6), C2–Fe1–C4
176.16(7).
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N6

N5

N4

N7

N11

N12

N13

N9
Fe1 O1
N3

N1

Fe2 O2 Fe2'
N14

N8

N2

O1'

Fe1'

N9'

N16
N15

Figure 111. Plot (50% probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure of the cationic part of 9
(hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity). Fe1–N9 2.069(6), Fe1–O1 1.673(4), O1–Fe2 3.193(5), Fe2–O2
1.7685(9), O2–Fe2’ 1.7685(9), Fe2’–O1’ 3.193(5), Fe1’–N9’ 2.069(6); N9–Fe1–O1 179.4(4), Fe1–O1···Fe2
178.2(3), Fe2–O2–Fe2’ 179.7(8), Fe2’···O1’–Fe1’ 178.2(3), O1’–Fe1’–N9’ 179.4(4).

N5

N6

C11
H11
H1

N4

N1

H1A C1
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O11’
N1’

S1’
O12’
O13’

H1A
N2
C1

N3
H11
C11

N4

N5

H1

N1

O11
N6
O13
S1
O12

C11’’

C1’’

Figure 112. Top: Plot (30% probability thermal ellipsoids) of the cationic part of [11H3][OTf]2 (most
hydrogen atoms and disorder omitted for clarity); Bottom: Hydrogen bonds in [11H3][OTf]2. Selected bond
lengths [Å] and angles [°]: N1···O11 2.8662(16), C1···O12' 2.9596(18), C11···O13' 2.9873(19); N1–
H1···O11 142.0, C1–H1···O12' 151.2, C11–H11···O12' 153.9. Symmetry transformations used to generate
equivalent atoms: (') 3/2–x, –1/2+y, 3/2–z; ('') 3/2–x, 1/2+y, 3/2–z.

N3

N2
C1

N7
Fe1

N1

N4
N8
N5 C11

N6

Figure 113. Plot (30% probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure of the cationic part of 12a
(hydrogen atoms omitted for clarity). Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°]: Fe1–N1 1.9380(16), Fe1–C1
1.942(2), Fe1–C11 1.941(2), Fe1–N4 2.0713(17), Fe1–N7 1.9338(18), Fe1–N8 1.9377(18); N7–Fe1–N8
178.83(7), N7–Fe1–N1 91.22(7), N8–Fe1–N1 88.49(7), N7–Fe1–C11 88.12(8), N8–Fe1–C11 90.73(8), N1–
Fe1–C11 87.90(7), N7–Fe1–C1 91.37(8), N8–Fe1–C1 89.76(8), N1–Fe1–C1 88.01(8), C11–Fe1–C1
175.86(8), N7–Fe1–N4 88.68(7), N8–Fe1–N4 91.61(7), N1–Fe1–N4 179.88(7), C11–Fe1–N4 92.04(7), C1–
Fe1–N4 92.06(8), C20–N1–Fe1 127.11(13), C19–N1–Fe1 127.59(13), C5–N4–Fe1 122.09(14), C9–N4–Fe1
121.82(14), C34–N7–Fe1 176.95(19), C36–N8–Fe1 175.78(17).
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N3

N2
C1

Fe1 N1

N7

N4

N8A

C11

N6

N5

Figure 114. Plot (30% probability thermal ellipsoids) of the cationic part of 13a (hydrogen atoms and disorder
omitted for clarity). Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°]: Fe1–N1 1.859(3), Fe1–C1 1.956(3), Fe1–C11
1.958(3), Fe1–N4 2.104(3), Fe1–N7 1.937(2), Fe1–N8A 1.950(6); N1–Fe1–N7 92.48(11), N1–Fe1–N8A
95.0(4), N7–Fe1–N8A 172.5(4), N1–Fe1–C1 89.11(13), N7–Fe1–C1 90.45(11), N8A–Fe1–C1 90.2(3), N1–
Fe1–C11 88.48(13), N7–Fe1–C11 90.66(11), N8A–Fe1–C11 89.0(3), C1–Fe1–C11 177.39(15), N1–Fe1–N4
179.19(10), N7–Fe1–N4 88.32(10), N8A–Fe1–N4 84.2(4), C1–Fe1–N4 90.89(12), C11–Fe1–N4 91.50(13),
C34–N7–Fe1 175.7(2), C38A–N8A–Fe1 174.2(9).
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N1

N7
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N2

N3

Figure 115. Plot (30% probability thermal ellipsoids) of the cationic part of 14a (hydrogen atoms omitted for
clarity). Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°]: Fe1–N1 1.837(3), Fe1–C1 1.942(3), Fe1–C11 1.944(3),
Fe1–N4 2.087(3), Fe1–N7 1.917(3), Fe1–N8 1.921(3); N1–Fe1–N7 92.31(11), N1–Fe1–N8 91.91(11), N7–
Fe1–N8 175.76(12), N1–Fe1–C1 89.60(12), N7–Fe1–C1 92.44(12), N8–Fe1–C1 87.98(12), N1–Fe1–C11
89.10(12), N7–Fe1–C11 87.50(12), N8–Fe1–C11 92.17(12), C1–Fe1–C11 178.70(14), N1–Fe1–N4
178.90(11), N7–Fe1–N4 86.65(11), N8–Fe1–N4 89.13(11), C1–Fe1–N4 90.77(12), C11–Fe1–N4 90.52(12),
C34–N7–Fe1 177.2(3), C36–N8–Fe1 173.6(3).
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N1

N4
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F3

F2 N5

C11
N6

Figure 116. Plot (30% probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure of the 12b (hydrogen atoms
omitted for clarity). Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°]: Fe1–N1 1.8994(12), Fe1–C1 1.9431(15), Fe1–
C11 1.9443(15), Fe1–N4 2.1003(13), Fe1–O1 2.3221(11); N1–Fe1–C1 88.25(6), N1–Fe1–C11 88.40(6), C1–
Fe1–C11 173.82(6), N1–Fe1–N4 173.64(5), C1–Fe1–N4 91.62(6), C11–Fe1–N4 91.12(6), N1–Fe1–O1
100.24(5), C1–Fe1–O1 87.50(5), C11–Fe1–O1 98.22(5), N4–Fe1–O1 86.10(4).
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F2’

Figure 117. Plot (30% probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure of 13b (hydrogen atoms
omitted for clarity). Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°]: Fe1–N1 1.884(3), Fe1–C1 1.976(2), Fe1–N4
2.133(3), Fe1–O1 2.2261(17); N1–Fe1–C1 88.22(7), C1–Fe1–C1' 176.45(14), N1–Fe1–N4 180.0, C1–Fe1–
N4 91.78(7), N1–Fe1–O1' 96.19(5), C1–Fe1–O1' 88.34(8), N1–Fe1–O1 96.19(5), C1–Fe1–O1 92.04(8), N4–
Fe1–O1 83.81(5), O1'–Fe1–O1 167.62(9). Symmetry transformation used to generate equivalent atoms: (')
1–x, y, 3/2–z.
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O1
N1
C1
Fe1
N2
N3
C2
O2

O3

O4

Figure 118. Plot (50% probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure of the 15 (hydrogen atoms
omitted for clarity). Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°]: Fe1–N1 1.7142(12), N1–O1 1.1767(15), Fe1–
C1 1.9673(13), Fe1–C2 1.9643(13), Fe1–N2 1.8952(11), Fe1–N3 2.1404(12), Fe1…O2 3.0067(12); Fe1–N1–
O1 143.67(11), N2–Fe1–N3 166.11(4), C1–Fe1–C2 163.00(5), N1–Fe1–N2 97.30(5), C1–Fe1–N1 95.61(5),
N3–Fe1–N1 96.59(5), N1–Fe1–C1 95.61.
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O4

Figure 119. Plot (50% probability thermal ellipsoids) of the molecular structure of the 16 (hydrogen atoms
omitted for clarity). Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [°]: Fe1–N1 1.659(2), N1–O1 1.1520(39), Fe1–C1
1.9637(23), Fe1–C2 1.9519(22), Fe1–N2 1.8681(19), Fe1–N3 2.1424(19); Fe1–O2 2.8232(24), Fe1–N11–
O1 158.10(19), N2–Fe1–N3 161.50(9), C1–Fe1–C2 163.87(11), N1–Fe1–O2 172.81(8), C1–Fe1–N3
88.30(9), C2–Fe1–N3 90.40(9), N2–Fe1–C2 88.04(9), C1–Fe1–N2 88.11(9),.
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Table S1. Crystal data and refinement details for 4 and 6.
compound

4

6

empirical formula

C23H23F6FeN9O6S

C27H35F3FeN10O3S2

moiety formula

C20H20F3FeN8O3+, CF3O3S-,

C24H32FeN9S+, CF3O3S-,

C2H3N

C2H3N

formula weight

723.41

724.62

T [K]

133(2)

100(2)

crystal size [mm³]

0.500 x 0.490 x 0.340

0.453 x 0.264 x 0.204

crystal system

monoclinic

monoclinic

space group

C2/c (No. 15)

P21/n (No. 14)

a [Å]

26.8979(8)

15.2410(4)

b [Å]

11.7811(4)

13.3093(4)

c [Å]

19.4343(5)

15.6102(4)

 [°]

90

90

 [°]

115.136(2)

102.2930(10)

 [°]

90

90

V [Å³]

5575.3(3)

3093.88(15)

Z

8

4

 [g·cm-³]

1.724

1.556

F(000)

2944

1504

µ [mm ]

0.715

0.690

Tmin / Tmax

0.6860 / 0.8077

0.82 / 0.87

-range [°]

1.673 - 26.793

2.052 - 27.902

hkl-range

±34, ±14, -24 to 21

-20 to 18, ±17, ±20

measured refl.

38833

81860

unique refl. [Rint]

5915 [0.0266]

7382 [0.0402]

observed refl. (I > 2(I))

5240

6638

data / restr. / param.

5915 / 0 / 416

7382 / 146 / 476

goodness-of-fit (F²)

1.039

1.035

R1, wR2 (I > 2(I))

0.0276 / 0.0722

0.0693 / 0.1713

R1, wR2 (all data)

0.0327 / 0.0751

0.0751 / 0.1763

res. el. dens. [e·Å-³]

-0.327 / 0.539

-1.030 / 1.622

-1
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Table S2. Crystal data and refinement details for 8 and 9.
compound

8

9

empirical formula

C31H38F6FeN12O6S2

C84H86F24Fe4N34O27S8

formula weight

908.70

2939.74

T [K]

133(2)

133(2)

crystal size [mm³]

0.500 x 0.490 x 0.440

0.400 x 0.370 x 0.250

crystal system

monoclinic

monoclinic

space group

P21/c (No. 14)

C2 (No. 5)

a [Å]

16.6665(4)

33.8917(13)

b [Å]

15.1665(3)

17.2591(5)

c [Å]

14.8913(4)

14.2588(6)

 [°]

90

90

 [°]

96.707(2)

114.732(3)

 [°]

90

90

V [Å³]

3738.35(15)

7575.5(5)

Z

4

2

 [g·cm-³]

1.615

1.289

F(000)

1872

2984

µ [mm-1]

0.607

0.581

Tmin / Tmax

0.6792 / 0.7964

0.5900 / 0.7644

-range [°]

1.821 - 26.932

1.323 - 25.956

hkl-range

±21, ±19, ±18

±41, -21 to 20, ±17

measured refl.

51988

34343

unique refl. [Rint]

7935 [0.0182]

14247 [0.0281]

observed refl. (I > 2(I))

7262

12781

data / restr. / param.

7935 / 171 / 588

14247 / 932 / 964

goodness-of-fit (F²)

1.037

1.058

R1, wR2 (I > 2(I))

0.0303 / 0.0784

0.0510 / 0.1363

R1, wR2 (all data)

0.0336 / 0.0805

0.0614 / 0.1497

res. el. dens. [e·Å-³]

-0.416 / 0.595

-0.369 / 0.505
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Table S3. Crystal data and refinement details for [11H3][OTf]2, 12b, and 12a.
compound

[11H3][OTf]2

12b

12a

empirical formula
moiety formula

C39H42F6N8O6S2
C33H36N62+, 2(CF3O3S–),
2(C2H3N)

C40H37F5FeN6O3S
C34H33F3FeN6O3S,
C6H4F2

C46H59F3FeN8O5S
C37H39FeN8+, CF3O3S–,
2(C4H10O)

formula weight

896.92

832.66

948.92

T [K]

100(2)

120(2)

133(2)

crystal size [mm³]

0.422 x 0.335 x 0.318

0.372 x 0.363 x 0.270

0.360 x 0.190 x 0.160

crystal system

monoclinic

monoclinic

monoclinic

space group

P21/n (No. 14)

P21/c (No. 14)

P21/c (No. 14)

a [Å]

17.6175(4)

15.8121(5)

22.3544(7)

b [Å]

12.6128(3)

16.6628(5)

11.3554(2)

c [Å]

19.4018(6)

14.9904(5)

19.1330(6)

 [°]

96.791(1)

110.823(1)

100.480(2)

V [Å³]
Z

4280.95(19)
4

3691.6(2)
4

4775.8(2)
4

 [g·cm–³]

1.392

1.498

1.320

F(000)
µ [mm–1]

1864
0.206

1720
0.539

2000
0.424

Tmin / Tmax

0.91 / 0.94$

0.81 / 0.87$

0.8077 / 0.9246*

–range [°]

2.318 – 27.895

1.899 – 27.909

1.853 – 26.905

hkl–range
measured refl.

–21 to 23, ±16, ±25
113224

±20, ±21, ±19
100758

±28, –14 to 12, ±24
66852

unique refl. [Rint]
observed refl. (I >
2(I))

10227 [0.0329]

8819 [0.0455]

10176 [0.0494]

8975

7702

7774

data / restr. / param.

10227 / 183 / 659

8819 / 0 / 511

10176 / 171 / 689

goodness–of–fit (F²)

1.048

1.041

1.036

R1, wR2 (I > 2(I))

0.0417 / 0.1116

0.0318 / 0.0721

0.0405 / 0.0952

R1, wR2 (all data)

0.0486 / 0.1192

0.0396 / 0.0768

0.0617 / 0.1067

–0.394 / 0.523

–0.567 / 0.401

–

res. el. dens. [e·Å ³]
–0.529 / 0.472
*) X-RED. $) SADABS.
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Table S4. Crystal data and refinement details for 13b, 14a, and 13a.
compound

13b

14a

13a

empirical formula

C45H55F6FeN6O9S2

C52H65F9FeN10O11S3

C47H54F6FeN9O6S2
–

moiety formula

C35H33F6FeN6O6S2,
C4H10O, 2(C3H6O)

C37H39FeN8 , 3(CF3O3S
), 2(C4H10O), 2(C2H3N)

C41H47FeN82+,
2(CF3O3S–), C4H7N

formula weight
T [K]

1057.92
133(2)

1329.17
133(2)

1074.96
133(2)

crystal size [mm³]

0.500 x 0.240 x 0.200

0.480 x 0.340 x 0.180

0.500 x 0.140 x 0.080

crystal system

monoclinic

monoclinic

triclinic

space group
a [Å]

C2/c (No. 15)
13.4731(4)

P21/c (No. 14)
17.1718(4)

P–1 (No. 2)
9.7933(4)

b [Å]

27.1045(10)

20.3275(4)

11.1501(5)

c [Å]

14.2582(4)

18.5181(5)

23.3424(12)

 [°]

90

90

87.425(4)

 [°]

102.227(2)

105.770(2)

80.913(4)

 [°]

90

90

77.856(4)

V [Å³]
Z

5088.7(3)
4

6220.6(3)
4

2460.4(2)
2

 [g·cm–³]

1.381

1.419

1.451

F(000)
µ [mm–1]

2204
0.458

2760
0.433

1118
0.472

Tmin / Tmax

0.5707 / 0.8708*

0.7561 / 0.9344*

0.7746 / 0.9256*

–range [°]

1.503 – 26.928

1.232 – 25.820

1.767 – 25.712

hkl–range

±17, ±34, –18 to 17

–21 to 20, –22 to 24, ±22

±11, ±13, ±28

measured refl.

35310

76501

28152

unique refl. [Rint]
observed refl. (I >
2(I))

5412 [0.0728]
4509

11802 [0.0582]
9571

9229 [0.0408]
6730

data / restr. / param.

5412 / 0 / 320

11802 / 226 / 910

9229 / 331 / 833

goodness–of–fit (F²)

1.066

1.138

1.029

R1, wR2 (I > 2(I))

0.0523 / 0.1349

0.0580 / 0.1418

0.0531 / 0.1268

R1, wR2 (all data)

0.0638 / 0.1440

0.0748 / 0.1540

0.0797 / 0.1413

–0.436 / 0.885

–0.417 / 0.773

–

res. el. dens. [e·Å ³]
–0.369 / 0.775
$
) X-RED. ) SADABS.

3+

*
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Table S5. Selected bond lengths [Å] and angles [deg] for complexes 12a/b – 14a.
12b

12a

13b

14a

13a

1.8994(12)

1.9380(16)

1.884(3)

1.837(3)

1.859(3)

Fe–N
Fe–C

2.1003(13)
1.9431(15) /
1.9443(15)

2.0713(17)
1.941(2) /
1.942(2)

2.133(3)
1.976(2)

2.087(3)
1.942(3) /
1.944(3)

2.104(3)
1.956(3) /
1.958(3)

Fe–Nnitrile

2.1003(13)

1.9338(18) /
1.9377(18)

-

1.917(3) /
1.921(3)

1.902(10) 1.950(6)*

Fe–OOTf

2.3221(11)

-

2.2261(17)

-

-

Npy–Fe–Ncarbazole

173.64(5)

179.88(7)

180.0

178.90(11)

179.19(10)

C–Fe–C

173.82(6)

175.86(8)

176.45(14)

178.70(14)

177.39(15)

N
–Fe–
Nnitrile

-

178.83(7)

-

175.76(12)

171.0(6) /
172.5(4)

OOTf –Fe–OOTf

-

-

167.62(9)

-

-

Fe–Ncarbazole
py

nitrile

*

) one nitrile is disordered about two positions
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Table S6. Crystal data and refinement details for 15, and 16.
compound

15

16

empirical formula

C34H33F3FeN7O4S

C35H33F6FeN7O7S2

moiety formula

C33H33FeN7O+, CF3O3S-

C33H33FeN7O2+, 2(CF3O3S-)

formula weight

748.58

897.65

T [K]

100(2)

100(2)

crystal size [mm³]

0.377 x 0.162 x 0.128

0.444 x 0.333 x 0.154

crystal system

orthorhombic

triclinic

space group

Pbca (No. 61)

P-1 (No. 2)

a [Å]

14.7713(4)

9.6055(14)

b [Å]

13.6945(4)

13.1572(19)

c [Å]

33.4493(9)

16.012(2)

 [°]

90

69.400(5)

 [°]

90

89.133(4)

 [°]

90

77.722(4)

V [Å³]

6766.3(3)

1847.0(5)

Z

8

2

 [g·cm-³]

1.470

1.614

F(000)

3096

920

µ [mm-1]

0.574

0.612

Tmin / Tmax

0.86 / 0.93

0.80 / 0.91

-range [°]

2.117 - 27.893

2.444 - 27.194

hkl-range

-19 to 18, -18 to 16, -43 to 44

±12, ±16, ±20

measured refl.

75330

30030

unique refl. [Rint]

8062 [0.0299]

8156 [0.0404]

observed refl. (I > 2(I))

7195

6560

data / restr. / param.

8062 / 0 / 457

8156 / 0 / 591

goodness-of-fit (F²)

1.041

1.037

R1, wR2 (I > 2(I))

0.0281 / 0.0697

0.0449 / 0.1106

R1, wR2 (all data)

0.0337 / 0.0742

0.0598 / 0.1219

-0.429 / 0.358

-0.766 / 0.519

-

res. el. dens. [e·Å ³]
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12. Appendix
Further Experimental Data
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Figure 120. UV/Vis spectrum of a 0.25 mM solution of complex 6 in CH3CN at RT.
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Figure 121. UV/Vis spectrum of a 0.05 mM solution of complex 8 in CH3CN at RT.
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Figure 122. Color coding for NMR signal assignation of the two isomers of complex 8.

Figure 123. 1H-NMR spectrum (400 MHz) of 8 in CD3CN at RT.
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Figure 124. 1H-1H COSY NMR spectrum (400 MHz) of 8 in CD3CN at RT.

Figure 125. 1H NOESY NMR spectrum (400 MHz) of 8 in CD3CN at RT.
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Figure 126. Variable temperature – variable field (VT-VH) magnetization measurements of a solid sample of
4 at applied fields of 1.0 (circles and red fit), 4.0 (diamonds and blue fit) and 7.0 T (triangles and green fit).
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Figure 127. Variable temperature – variable field (VT-VH) magnetization measurements of a solid sample of
5 at applied fields of 1.0 (diamonds and blue fit), 4.0 (triangles and green fit) and 7.0 T (circles and red fit).
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Figure 128. ESI(+)-MS of a CH3CN solution of pro-ligand [11H3][OTf]2.

Figure 129. Experimental and simulated isotopic pattern of ESI signals at m/z 515 (top) and 665 (bottom) for
a CH3CN solution of [11H3][OTf]2.
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Figure 130. UV/Vis solution spectra of pro-ligand [11H3][OTf]2 in CH3CN at different concentrations at RT.
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Figure 131. Plots and linear fits of absorbance at a) 226, b) 298, c) 337, d) 349 nm versus concentrations of
[11H3][OTf]2 in CH3CN at room temperature. The slope of the linear fit has been used as an estimation of
the molar extinction coefficients of the compound at the given wavelengths.
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Figure 132. UV/Vis solution spectra of 12a in CH3CN at different concentrations at room temperature.
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Figure 133. Plots and linear fits of absorbance at a) 290, b) 321, c) 377, d) 480 nm versus concentrations of
12a in CH3CN at room temperature. The slope of the linear fit has been used as an estimation of the molar
extinction coefficients of the compound at the given wavelengths.
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Figure 134. UV/Vis solution spectra of 13a in CH3CN at different concentrations at room temperature.
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Figure 135. Plots and linear fits of absorbance at a) 262, b) 338, c) 419, d) 446, e) 602, f) 1005 nm versus
concentrations of 13a in CH3CN at room temperature. The slope of the linear fit has been used as an
estimation of the molar extinction coefficients of the compound at the given wavelengths.
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Figure 136. UV/Vis solution spectra of 14a in CH3CN at different concentrations at −35 °C.
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Figure 137. UV/Vis solution spectra of 12b in THF at different concentrations at room temperature.
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Figure 138. Plots and linear fits of absorbance at a) 331, b) 377, c) 424, d) 511, e) 728, f) 804 nm versus
concentrations of 14a in CH3CN at −35 °C. The slope of the linear fit has been used as an estimation of the
molar extinction coefficients of the compound at the given wavelengths.
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Figure 139. Plots and linear fits of absorbance at a) 305, b) 353, c) 373, d) 389, e) 436, f) 483 nm versus
concentrations of 12b in THF at room temperature. The slope of the linear fit has been used as an estimation
of the molar extinction coefficients of the compound at the given wavelengths.
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Figure 140. UV/Vis solution spectra of 13b in acetone at different concentrations at room temperature.
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Figure 141. Plots and linear fits of absorbance at a) 351, b) 405, c) 428, d) 703 nm versus concentrations of
13b in acetone at room temperature. The slope of the linear fit has been used as an estimation of the molar
extinction coefficients of the compound at the given wavelengths.
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Figure 142. UV/Vis solution spectra of 14b in acetone at different concentrations at −35 °C.
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Figure 143. Plots and linear fits of absorbance at a) 350, b) 409, c) 420, d) 512, e) 667, f) 739, g) 834 nm
versus concentrations of 14b in acetone at −35 °C. The slope of the linear fit has been used as an estimation
of the molar extinction coefficients of the compound at the given wavelengths.
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Figure 144. UV/Vis solution spectra of 14a in CH3CN after it was left decomposing at RT for 30 minutes.

Figure 145. Numbering of positions used for [11H3][OTf]2 and all the iron complexes 12a/b−14a in the
assignation of the NMR signals.
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Figure 146. 1H-NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of [11H3][OTf]2 in DMSO-d6 at RT.

Figure 147. 1H-1H COSY NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of [11H3][OTf]2 in DMSO-d6 at RT.
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Figure 148. 1H NOESY NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of [11H3][OTf]2 in DMSO-d6 at RT.

Figure 149. 13C {1H} NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of [11H3][OTf]2 in DMSO-d6 at RT.
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Figure 150. 1H-13C HSQC NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of [11H3][OTf]2 in DMSO-d6 at RT.

Figure 151. 1H-13C HMBC NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of [11H3][OTf]2 in DMSO-d6 at RT.
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Figure 152. 1H-15N HMBC NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of [11H3][OTf]2 in DMSO-d6 at RT.

Figure 153. 1H-NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of 12a in CD3CN at RT.
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Figure 154. 1H-1H COSY NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of 12a in CD3CN at RT.

Figure 155. 1H NOESY NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of 12a in CD3CN at RT.
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Figure 156. 13C {1H}-NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of 12a in CD3CN at RT.

Figure 157. 13C {1H}-DEPT NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of 12a in CD3CN at RT.
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Figure 158. 1H-13C HSQC NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of 12a in CD3CN at RT.

Figure 159. 1H-13C HMBC NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of 12a in CD3CN at RT.
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Figure 160. 1H-15N HMBC NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of 12a in CD3CN at RT.

Figure 161. 1H-NMR spectrum (400 MHz) of 14a in CD3CN at −35 °C.
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Figure 162. ATR-IR spectrum of solid 11.
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Figure 163. ATR-IR spectrum of solid 12a.
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Figure 164. ATR-IR spectrum of solid 13a.
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Figure 165. ATR-IR spectrum of solid 14a.
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Figure 166. ATR-IR spectrum of solid 12b.
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Figure 167. ATR-IR spectrum of solid 13b.
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Figure 168. ATR-IR spectrum of solid 14b.
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Figure 169. mT vs T curves of a solid samples of 14a. The empty circles represent experimental data, while
the solid red line is a simulations taking in account the presence of 1.8 % of paramagnetic S = 5/2 impurity.
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Figure 170. Variable temperature – variable field (VT-VH) magnetization measurements of a solid sample of
12b at applied fields of 1.0 (diamonds and blue fit), 4.0 (triangles and green fit) and 7.0 T (circles and red
fit).
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Figure 171. Variable temperature – variable field (VT-VH) magnetization measurements of a solid sample of
13b at applied fields of 1.0 (diamonds and blue fit), 4.0 (triangles and green fit) and 7.0 T (circles and red
fit).
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Figure 172. Variable temperature – variable field (VT-VH) magnetization measurements of a solid sample of
14b at applied fields of 1.0 (diamonds and blue fit), 4.0 (triangles and green fit) and 7.0 T (circles and red
fit).
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Figure 173. Cyclic voltammograms of a 1 mM CH3CN solution of crystalline 12a, in 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 at RT.
a) complete window scanned at 0.1 V/s starting from –1.4 V vs Fc+/0 and scanning anodically first; b)
complete window scanned at 0.1 V/s starting at the OCP and scanning cathodically first.
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Figure 174. Cyclic voltammograms of a 1 mM CH3CN solution of crystalline 13a in 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 at RT
and their scan rate dependence. The measurements were started at the OCP and scanned cathodically first.
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Figure 175. Cyclic voltammograms of a 1 mM CH3CN solution of crystalline 13a, in 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 at RT
and their scan rate dependence. The measurements were started at the OPC and scanned anodically first,
extending the measurement beyond the first reduction.
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Figure 176. Cyclic voltammograms of a 1 mM THF solution of 12b, in 0.2 M nBu4NPF6 at RT. a) complete
window scanned at 0.1 V/s starting at OCP and scanning anodically first; b) complete window scanned at 0.1
V/s starting at −1.0 V and scanning anodically first.
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Figure 177. Cyclic voltammograms of a 1 mM THF solution of crystalline 12b in 0.2 M nBu4NPF6 at RT and
their scan rate dependence. a) complete window scanned starting from OCP; b) anodic portion only.
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Figure 178. Plot and linear fit of the maximum of current intensity for the forward peak (IPF) versus the square
root of the scan rate (1/2) for the first (a) and second oxidation (b) of complex 12b.
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Figure 179. Cyclic voltammograms of a 1 mM acetone solution of crystalline 13b, in 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 at RT.
a) complete window scanned at 0.1 V/s starting from OCP and scanning anodically first; b) complete window
scanned at 0.1 V/s starting at the OCP and scanning cathodically first.
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Figure 180. Cyclic voltammograms of a 1 mM acetone solution of crystalline 13b, in 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 at
room temperature and their scan rate dependence. a) the measurement was started at the OCP and scanned
anodically first, extending the measurement beyond the first reduction.
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Figure 181. UV/Vis spectroelectrochemistry of a 1 mM solution of complex 12a in CH3CN with 0.1 M
n
Bu4NPF6 as electrolyte at RT. a) re-reduction at an applied potential of −0.90 V vs Fc+/0 (300 s), of the
intermediate obtained oxidizing 12a at −0.14 V for 300 s; b) overlap of the initial spectrum of 12a with the
final spectrum obtained at the end of the experiment (600 s).
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Figure 182. UV/Vis spectroelectrochemistry of a 1 mM solution of complex 12a in CH3CN with 0.1 M
n
Bu4NPF6 as electrolyte. a) re-reduction at an applied potential of −0.14 V vs Fc+/0 (300 s), of the intermediate
obtained oxidizing 12a at −0.14 V for 300 seconds and applying a potential of 0.76 V for additional 300 s; b)
overlap of the initial spectrum at 300 s with the final spectrum at 900 s obtained after re-reduction.
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Figure 183. UV/Vis spectroelectrochemistry of a 1 mM solution of complex 12b in THF with 0.2 M
n
Bu4NPF6 as electrolyte: overlap of the initial spectrum of 12b with the final spectrum obtained after rereduction of the product of the oxidation at −0.13 V vs Fc+/0.
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Figure 184. ESI(+)-MS of 15 in CH3CN. Isotopic patterns of the experimental (top) and simulated (bottom)
signal corresponding to [M-OTf] (m/z = 599).
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Figure 185. Cyclic voltammograms of a 1 mM CH3CN solution of crystalline 15 in 0.1 M nBu4NPF6 at RT
and their scan rate dependence. The measurements were started at the OCP and scanned anodically first.
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Figure 186. UV/Vis spectroelectrochemistry of a 1 mM solution of complex 15 in CH3CN with 0.1 M
n
Bu4NPF6 as electrolyte: overlap of the initial spectrum of 15 with the final spectrum obtained after rereduction of the product of the oxidation at 0.4 V vs Fc+/0.
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Figure 187. UV/Vis spectroelectrochemistry of a 1 mM solution of complex 15 in CH3CN with 0.1 M
n
Bu4NPF6 as electrolyte: overlap of the initial spectrum obtained after oxidation at 1.1 V for 300 s (blue) with
the final spectrum at obtained after re-reduction of the two-electron oxidized species.
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Figure 188. UV/Vis spectroelectrochemistry of a 1 mM solution of complex 15 in CH3CN with 0.1 M
n
Bu4NPF6 as electrolyte: overlap of the initial spectrum of 15 with the final spectrum obtained after reoxidation of the product of the reduction at −1.9 V vs Fc+/0.
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Figure 189. UV/Vis solution spectra of 16 in CH3CN at different concentrations at room temperature.
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List of Abbreviation
ATR
BDE
BS
CHD
CHN analysis
CID
COSY
CPCM
CT
CV
d
DCM
DEPT-NMR
DFB
DFT
DHA
DMF
DMI
DMSO
DOSY
EA
EPR
ESI
Et al.
Et2O
Fc+/0
FT
FT-ATR
FT-ICR
GC
HAA
HMBC
HOMO
HSQC
IntS
i
Pr
IRPD
KIE
LMCT
LS
LUMO
m
m/z
MB
MLCT
MS
NHC
NIR
NMR
NOESY
OAT
OCP

attenuated total reflection
bond dissociation energy
broken symmetry
1,4-cyclohexadiene
elemental analyses (carbon-hydrogen-nitrogen)
collision-induced dissociation
correlation spectroscopy
conductor-like polarizable continuum model
charge transfer
cyclic voltammetry
doublet (NMR)
dichloromethane CH2Cl2
distortionless enhancement by polarization transfer NMR
1,2-difluorobenzene
density functional theory
9,10-dihydroanthracene
N,N-dimethylformamide
N,N-dimethylimidazol-e/-yl
dimethylsulfoxide
diffusion ordered spectroscopy
elemental analysis
electron paramagnetic resonance
electron spray ionization
Et alia
diethyl ether
ferrocenium/ferrocene
Fourier transform
Fourier transform attenuated total reflection
Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance
glassy carbon
hydrogen atom abstraction
heteronuclear multiple bond correlation
highest occupied molecular orbital
heteronuclear single quantum coherence
intermediate-spin
isopropyl
Infrared photodissociation
kinetic isotope effect
ligand-to-metal charge transfer
low-spin
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
multiplet (NMR), medium (IR)
mass per charge
Mößbauer
metal-to-ligand charge transfer
mass spectrometry
N-heterocyclic carbene
near IR
nuclear magnetic resonance
nuclear Overhauser enhancement spectroscopy
oxygen atom transfer
open circuit potential
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OPO/POA
OTf
PI
ppm
py
RT
S
s
SEC
SOMO
sPhIO
SQUID
t
t
Bu
TDDFT
THF
TIP
TMC
TMCS
UV/Vis/IR
VH
vs.
VT
w
XRD
ZFS
EQ / QS
 / IS

optic parameter oscillator/amplifier
trifluoromethanesulfonate
paramagnetic impurity
parts per million
pyridine
room temperature
spin
singlet (NMR), strong (IR)
spectroelectrochemistry
singly occupied molecular orbital
2-(tert-butylsulfonyl)iodosobenzene
superconducting quantum interference device
triplet (NMR)
tert-butyl
Temperature dependent DFT
tetrahydrofuran
temperature-independent paramagnetism
tetramethylcyclam ligand
tethered thiolate version of the TMC
ultraviolet/visible/infrared
variable magnetic field
versus
variable temperature
weak (IR)
X-ray diffraction
zero-field splitting
quadrupole splitting
isomer shift
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